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Revolution...
Societies....
Waterville Trust

BOSTON.

Heartily Welcomed, and
Hoped They Will Come Again.
Were

it is

The special train bringing the Boston Merchants’ Association was due at the Belfast
station at 11.30 a. m., May 6th, and before that
Company.
HRockland Booming. .Some hour people had begun to gather there to wel.Cultivated
v ile
History..
come the visitors.
The members of the recepi^ crry Coming The Best Canoe tion committee were on hand in
in Maine.
good season
from
Washington.. Stipend and the Belfast Band was stationed on the
1
[ .^
County correspondence platform. Just at the time appointed the
,r-ed)■■ Consumers Invoke Taft whistle of the
coming train was heard and
Sugar Trust..Music of the
soon an engine came down the line and
was
poem). .Jack at home.
Belfast.. Our Boston Vis- run *on to the turn-table, but it was nearly
^Waldo County Veterans’ half an hour before the train made its
appearUnity.Pittsfield Per- ance and it was then learned that it had been
Churches... Editorials.
Phe
held up the track while the party finished
of Belfast_Transfers in
their lunch. The band played as the visitors
K'
.rate. Wedding Bells.
disembarked and were escorted to the buek•rrespondence.. When is a
News boards in waiting to be driven to the
.t a Cord?.. Literary
|
Opera
I
s
Building Operations in House, where a public meeting was held,
prehort Weights and Measures.
ceded by a band concert. When the musical
New York. .Bangor’s Ceprogram was completed Dr. Elmer Small, presi;ant..The Apple Tree Fleet
dent of the Board of Trade, received the visiiverbs of the Sea.
tors and then presented Hon. R. F.
The News of Brooks..
Dunton,
Springs. .Ship News. .Born who made a brief address of welcome, in the
Market.
ed. Hied..
course of which he
contrasted the present
ranges.. Secret

jy^onal_The

«

s

■"

transportation facilities with the sailing packets which were the only means of communica-

HATCH DEAD.
pR( i- OR

OBITUARY.
•James P. Wight died at his home, 61 Miller
street,of Bright’s disease, Saturday, May 1st,at
11.20 a. m. He was the son of John and Caroline (Paul) Wight and was born in Belfast
June 28, 1838. His early life was spent on the
! farm with his parents. February 2, 1869, he
married Miss Josephine Hall, who, with one
Soon after
son, W. H. Wight, survives him.
i his marriage he bought what is now known as
| the Horace Chenery farm and resided there
six years. Later he bought the Goodell farm
on Lincolnville avenue, formerly known as the
! Calvin Pitcher place, and resided there until
within two years of his death, when failing
health compelled him to leave the care of the
farm to his son. He then bought the Clarence
For 16
Knowlton house, 61 Miller street.
years he was agent for the Harness and Carriage department of the Maine State Prison
I ana for 5 years had the care of the city poor.
In politics he was a life-long Democrat and
had served in the city council. He took an
interest in all city affairs. He was a smart,
energetic farmer, and those doing business
with him considered his word as good as his
note.
His funeral took place at his farm on
Lincolnville avenue Tuesday May 4th at 2 p.
m., Rev. A. E. Luce conducting the services.
There was a large gathering of relatives,
neighbors and friends. The bearers were William Heal, Lucius Walton, Henry Bakeman and
Leslie Miller. The floral offerings were many
and beautiful. The remains were placed in
the tomb, and later will be interred in Grove

with Boston a century or more ago. He
Mathematical Department
extended a cordial greeting to the Bostonians
Esteemed.
,u Highly
in behalf of the Belfast Board of Trade and
■i Ross Hatch, head of the dethe business men of the city, and in
closing
t hematics at Colby college.
said: “You are welcome today and you will
t' his mother-in-law, Mrs. N. be welcome so
",
long as Boston continues to be cemetery.
old about 5 p. m., May 5th the Hub of the Universe and Belfast
one of
while
bathLast August
Mrs. Sarah Stone Chase passed away Sunday
the most beautiful cities on the beautiful coast
1‘rofessor Hatch had a very of Maine.”
morning. May 2nd, at the home of her son,
He was resni drowning.
Frank W’allace Chase, in Newtonville, Mass.
Mr. Dunton was frequently and heartily
apdifficulty by Rev. Herbert plauded, and when he closed Dr. Small endorsed Mrs. Chase had teen in failing health for sevRev. the eloquent words of welcome and then
a Plain. Mass., and
intro- eral years. She was the daughter of George
f South Portland, and even duced in turn the
visiting speakers, who were and Annie Files, and was born in Thorndike,
:ken from the water it was B. J. Roth well, William G.
|
Walker, John Ord- Me., June 1, 1831. She was married in 1856 to
Id not be saved because of way, F. Nathan Perkins and
Ryerson Ritchie. i Benjamin Franklin Chase of Unity and went
id rough handling suffered. The latter suggested as a motto for
all busi- to reside at the Chase homestead. Four sons
,t ihis accident was an imness men:
“Our motto is not do others and do were born to them—Hezekiah, who died in inn
r;ii,
producing complications them well, but do with others and do it well.” fancy: Frank Wallace, at present principal of
!v. A few weeks ago Pro- The speeches were all
along practical and pro- the Bigelow1 school, Newton, Mass.; Frederick
went a very serious surgiJoseph, a lawyer in Kansas City, Mo., and E.
rjjf/
tiiopiijug m
their tenor. Dr. Small then called on Mr. Or- i/viKtiu, vviiu nvrs uii uic uwinc (iiatc. oiiicc
He was able to return lando E. Frost,
the death of her husband in 1899 Mrs. Chase
manager of Mathews Bros’
city and of late has been mill, who was not down on the program and has lived winters with her son in Newtonville,
iii. where there were better
therefore unprepared, but who made a very going every summer to the old home in Unity.
pen air treatment recomhappy speech, pleasing alike to the visitors She was a devoted wife and mother, giving
K.
and to his Belfast hearers, and which was herself most unselfishly to her friends, as well
was born in Islesboro, May
heartily applauded. We are glad to be able to as to those near and dear to her. She was a
ited
from
in
1890
and
Colby
p
he''logical institution, where say that although the meeting was held at the person of refined tastes and noble Christian
He was ordained but re- noon hour, which
,
might be expected to detract character. Soon after her marriage she united
instructor for four years,
from the attendance, the hall was well filled, with the Free Baptist church of Unity and wTas
if 1895 and 1897 he attended
interested in the work of that
of the graduate students and all the speakens were^ listened to with always deeply
fr;
marked attention. The gallery was w’ell filled denomination. Prayers were held at the resiIX '"-.•bg"
d the appointment as paswith the representative women of the city, and dence of her son in Newtonville at 4 p. m.
•hurch in Wolville, N. S.,
Tuesday, conducted by Rev. A. T. Ringold of
one of the visitors in his address said that ‘n
and
remained
there
wgeline,
Surrounded by an abundance of
Belfast they were honored with the attendance Brockton.
was elected professor of
>y. which position he held of more ladies than in any place on their tour. beautiful flowers it might truly have been said
.mi. married to Miss Cora L.
Such
After the meeting buckboards were at the of her, “She is not dead, but sleepeth.”
that town in 1893 and she
was the feeling of the little grandchildren as
irvive, the youngest being service of all who wished to drive about the
city, but many devoted the time before de- they looked upon her dear face for the last !
was what is known among
time. The remains were taken to Unity by
parture to making social or business calls.
'hark” in mathematics,
When the visitors and attending citizens her son. where services were held Wednesday j
to
the
science
-ally adapted
afternoon by Rev. David Brackett, and she was
were again assembled at the station the band
w ing constant study of it.
laid at rest by the side of her husband in Pond
work of his teaching, doa lively air, and followed with -Ameriplayed
e.
ginal character and giving
ca.” As the first notes sounded hats were off cemetery.
;■>
Had he
every student.
•ubtless have set his mark and many joined in singing. Then a call went
James C. Calderwood, one of Vinalhaven’s
•rite study. He was very
up for “Car Six,” and a group formed on the most esteemed citizens, died May 28th, aged 65
r
hisses, his influence being
years He had been ill for about six months j
>unt of his fine personal ; platform and gave three cheers for Belfast and had had
previous periods of ill health from
A' his ability.
and three cheers for the Belfast Band, and heart trouble. He was a native of Vinalhaven
rtfpreaching was marked by they were heartily given. Then the visitors and until the past few years lived on the farm
and depth of thought.
A
Calderwood’s Neck, which was his fathers’.
stepped on board the train, and just to the on
was always able to imHe was a son of Willard Calderwood.
He was
minute it glided out of the station, bound for a soldier of the 28th Maine
with some fresh inspiration
Regiment, in Com■•re characterized by careful
Bangor, and then home.
pany G., and a member of Lafayette Carver
inal handling. He possesFor nine months he was on the MississOne souvenir of Belfast which the visitors Post.
♦ t
disposition, kindly and
ippi river. Early in the eighties Mr. Calderumber of friends were in- took with them pleased them very much. The wood served the town as selectman. He had
lam, and in the pulpit, the Duplex Roller Bushing Co. presented each been commander of Lafayette Carver Post, and
!
-.1 gatherings his generous visitor a miniathre
tackle block made of ma- at the last installation was installed sergeant.
dritss
made deep impres1
A wife. Juliette (Hunt) survives him, with a
hogany. They were but seven-eighths of an
daughter. Mrs. J. 0. Carver, and a son, Clinton,
inch long, with a half-inch brass sheave which who lives on the farm on Calderwood’s Neck.
known as a citizen and
!
e present board of educaHe also leaves two brothers, Fred of Vinalrevolved as true as if it were ten times as
first experience in public
haven. and another on the Pacific coast. Mr.
—a perfect working model. To the blocks
into it with the earnest- large
!
Calderwood was wounded in the army. He
d all his work, soon get- were attached, by a silk cord, a card bearing lost a finger and his hand was
!
badly split open.
anding of local school con- the inscription, “The largest Duplex tackle
Horatio
H.
Glover
-u;ng his full share of the block
of
Capt.
I
Brooklyn. New’ !
(made for the Panama canal) weighs 529
gave him much to*do and he
Yortc.a native of Camden, died suddenly May 1.
illingly, the advantage of pounds. This is the smallest.” The “small- He was in his usual health and was at his work
r
on the docks of the Steamship Company, where
ability being highly ap- est” weighed less than half an ounce.
The train was supplied with copies of The he was employed, when he was stricken with
»f the Baptist church and j
apoplexy and lived but a short time after being
Hi ful workers there. Since Republican Journal containing views of all the taken to a hospital.
He is survived by a wife,
had done a good deal of principal buildings and the factories of Bel- two daughters, Mrs. Louise Brown and Mrs.
j
res being in constant deEllie Johnson of New York, and three sisters,
fast.
The special train which brought the visitors Mrs. Mary Hobart of Oakland, California. Mrs.
iicceeded Professor WTarEllis Freeman of Lincolnville and Miss Clara
here is said to be ihe finest that has ever run Glover of Camden. The
I
t popular professors Colbyremains were brought
u ade a
large place for him- “extra” over the Maine Central. It included to Camden May 5th, accompanied by his wife
f the hoys, who will miss
and
Mrs.
Ellie
Johnson, and funeral
daughter,
five sleepers of as large size and luxurious finthe kind of a man boys
services were held there May 6th at the home j
is worth while for them ish as are found in the country, three dining of his sister, Miss Clara Glover, Rev. L. D.
j
with but a comparatively cars and a combination baggage and buffet car Evans officiating.
•l essor he will
long be re- which was used as a general smoker. The train
Friends of Mrs. Statira S. Wiswell, widow of i
place will be very hard to was hauled
by engines 140 and 142, twins, of
lost a loy^al friend and
Capt. Lyman Wiswell of Winterport, will remost faithful worker, the medium size, as the larger engines are too gret to hear of her death, May 1st, in Bruns- 1
tizen, but most of all, the heavy for anything but the main line. When wick. She is survived by two daughters, Mrs.
!
Ada W. Emery and Mrs. Marion B. Forsaith,
iffectionate husband and the train reached
j
Boston early Friday morning
e Sentinel.
two grandchildren,
Samuel L. Forsaith and
having left Bangor at midnight, it had covered Miss Isabel Forsaith of Brunswick, and one sis- i
V A] DO POMONA.
626 miles.
The cost of the trip was about ter, Mrs.\A. P. Baker of Bangor. Mrs. Wis- I
$6,000 and the assessment for every man $50, well had a lovable disposition and a winning j
manner.
She was bright and intellectual and
ge of Prospect pleasantly
j
and those who participated believe it has been her death
will be greatly felt in the home of
!
ganization at Pythian Hall
a good investment.
her daughter, Mrs. Forsaith, with whom she
ih. After the grange was
had
lived
for
many years. The burial was at
On arrival in Boston President Roth well of
excellent poem of welcome the Chamber
Tuesday afternoon.—Bangor Com- i
of Commerce gave out an inter- Winterport
mercial.
Jennie Dockham, and the
view in which he said:
f of Pomona was voiced
1
v,.
by
urmgujii, one oi me Dest Known
“The first result of the Eastern tour of the
in Maine and a past grand commander
son.
Six‘granges were re- i new Boston Chamber of Commerce delegation educators
| ai
of the Grand Commandery of Maine, Knights
'! a
L
prosperous condition. Re- has been an awakening of our own members to Templar, died
May 6th after a week’s illness
Mary Aiken, Lecturer of Penob- a realization of the remarkable natural re- with pneumonia, with which he was stricken
sources of the State of Maine, which in
11
large while attending a meeting of the Piscataquis
hi- work of the
Pomological
measure still remain
6'
undeveloped.-'^
Teachers' Association at Dover. At his bed'-rning New England l^pple ; “The next result has been to renew the feel- side were his
r’
wife, also his son, George Pur♦ eived.
The feature of the ing of kinship which prevails between the peo- ington of Cambridge, Mass., who arrived an
•45
of Maine and those of Massachusetts. They
hour before his death at noon. He was princiiiiiiress given by W. J. Thomp- | ple
have had opportunity to grasp each other by
|
pal of the State Normal school at Farmington
Maine State grange.on the the hand, to look each other in the
eye, to con- and a prominent member of the Maine Music
ljt,'
j firm their
faith in each other and to accentuate Festival
stors. It was an able and ;
Association. His age was about 60.
M held the close attention of ! mutual friendships.
s.
“Those who were visited showed an eager
John L. A.
an aged and much respectwho were greatly pleased desire to
1
ascertain the purposes of the new ed citizen of Libby,
Rockport died April 27th. Funthoughts to which the lec- ! spirit which has been awakened in Boston, of eral services were
held
April 29th at the home
which the consolidation of its two great busik
*K<.ssion.
of his son, Frank P. Libby, with whom Mr.
ness organizations affords a striking evidence.
made
r|er had been
his
home.. He is survived by two
partaken of j “It was made clear to the Boston men that Libby
again reconvened and alii this same spirit of cooperation and determina- sons, Frank P. and Edwin Libby, of Rockport;
one sister,
Mrs. Alward Andrews of West
ister Harriet Nickerson of i tion to pull together for the common welfare
and two brothers, Melvin Libby of
jk
has taken root and is already beginning to Rockport,
West Rockport and Gershom Libby of Isles'-siding at the piano. The thrive.
t
to whom much sympathy is extended. In’A e Best
“The journey through New England has boro,
Improve our Farms?”
^
terment was at West Rockport in the family
H. York, Overseer of the been impressive in that it has stimulated
lot.
followed by R. L. Clements, among our own members and among the several commercial organizations an earnest purThe remains of Frank J.
of Rockport
i_r
_1' "M Lames, C. C. Clements, A. pose to create and use constructive work for were taken to Belfast last Moody
w7eek and entered
'nents, T. D. Nickerson, J. B. the development of the commercial, industrial in the family burying lot. A handsome stone
5}
agricultural interests of New England, will be erected for him this fall by his sister
i jrf'US s,at(J Lecturer and Bro. York. and
while the members of the Boston delegation
Margaret Mansfield of Glenridge, New Jersey.
'ilat,on was given by Mrs.
have learned to appreciate the progressive —Camden Herald.
h
v<
al duet by Harriet Nicker- wide-awake
of
the
business
men
with
icj
spirit
f-azie of Granite Grange. The whom they have come in contact.
M (KK1LL.
“Finally, the benefit derived from the trip
Were extended
Last Sunday, quite a goodly number of the
to South
has been the widening of acquaintance, clear
and to State Lecturer
and better understanding among old veterans appeared at church wearing a
toon f ’->sP‘tality
knowledge
!Jif excellent address he
white carnation, agreeable to the order of the
gave. the members of the organization themselves,
jH,
Was then
closed with the usual who have certainly come to know other better Commander-in-chief of the G. A. R., in obwithin these few days they would have other311
WeI1 FePaid f°r the ef" wise
servance
of “Mother’s Day.”
Rev. Wm.
done in a long term of years.
^rid * H for
pass the day with South
ft r;^
“The trip did much to promote belief in the Vaughan gave a fine sermon appropriate to the
W^‘ch is M hospitable as in esssential solidarity of the six New England
occasion, taking as his text, Proverbs 31:28_
';iyx of old. Long may this States, the identity of their interests, and the
ft
need of their constant and effective cooperation Irving Wood of Belfast is visiting his sister,
bia, ,r,ltrgrow1 becoming each year in all matters that concern the common wel- Mrs. Theodore Thomas_Mr. and Mrs. D. O.
rJ'erand more firmly implant- fare; in fact, that if existing interests are to be Bowen attended the meeting of the Waldo Co.
j
ground of Patrons of Hus- safeguarded and new enterprises encouraged Veteran Association at Swanville last
r
Thursthey must in good faith pull together as one
day. The next meeting is to be in Morrill, June
powerful unit/’
3rd-The Ladies’ Aid held a successful meetof Fryeburg, presik
Oxfr
ing with their vice president, Mrs. W. E. Jones»
p°unty Board of UnderHains Found Guilty.
last Thursday. Their next meeting will be
"lisseH i°minent *n masonery and his
Those who have followed the Capt. Hains with Mrs. Vilinda Hatch,
in p ”!any friends at the MaThursday, May 20th.
and laat wcet- «* owing
i.
rki
t rial will be interested to know that he was
.Roy Copeland from Albion is visiting
attend. Mr. Tarbox
convicted
of
manslaughter in the first degree, his uncle, W. E. Jones.... Roscoe Cross is
rff® v«: nV -odKt meetings before
He 18 g*™™* in health.— the penalty for which is from one to
"^^rpress May
u
twenty making extensive repairs to his farm buildloth.
tion
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NEWS OF THE GRANGES.

PERSONAL.

Some of the members of Union Harvesl
John Cochran Chapter of Belfast Holds its
Grange, Montville, have been invited to as
Annual Meeting.
The annual business meeting of John Cochran sist on # the program in the contest ai
Chapter, Daughters of the American Revolu- Georges River grange.
State Master Stetson has accepted an invition, was held last Monday evening at the
home of the Misses Ginn. An amendment was tation to be present at Megunticook
Grange
made to the by-laws
by inserting under Chap- Camden, Wednesday evening, May 19. Th<
ter VI a third
ladies’
staff
will
confer
that
six
degree
the
third
member
anc
section,providing
should constitute a quorum for the transaction fourth degrees upon a class of candidates and
of business.

I

Before the election of the nominating committee the organizing regent, Mrs.
Edwin P. Frost, made a very graceful speech
in which she said that she hoped the nominating committee would waive the custom of reelection, as she wished to be relieved from the
duties as regent, and to pass the honor on.
The nominating committee econsisting of MrsGeo. W. Stoddard, Miss Florence M. Hill and
Mrs. Frank R. Woodcock, reported as follows:
Regent, Mrs. Edward Sibley.
Vice Regent, Miss Lucy A. Cochran.
Recording Secretary, Miss Isabel Ginn.
Corresponding Secretary, Miss Florence M.
Kimball.
Treasurer, Miss Mildred E. Mitchell.
Auditor, Mrs. Elbridge S. Pitcher.
Chaplain, Mrs. George W. Stoddard.
Registrar, Mrs. Edwin P. Frost.
Historian, Mrs. James F. McKeen.
Directors, Mrs. Ada Kimball and Miss
Emeroy Ginn.
The report was accepted in full, and the list
of officers,as given above, was declared elected.
The aunual

the treasurer, secrereports
taries, registrar, historian and auditor were
read and accepted. The regent's report was as
of

follows:

Looking back over the past eleven months
since our organization was accomplished, the
first question we ask is, “Whathave we done?”
The time has seemed very short in which to do
anything, more especially as none of us had
any previous experience in the work of the D.
A. R. When we remember what difficulties
and discouragements we had to contend with,
I think we may feel well satisfied with our
attainments. It was a matter of much regret
that we could not have started in more auspiciously with a public reception and entertainment.as most chapters do,but the fates ordered
otherwise and although to have been born in a
burst of glory would no doubt have made our
society seem more desirable, and would perhaps have gained us a larger membership, yet
a quiet birth often leads to a fruitful life and I
feel sure we have been but paving the way for
future (rood work.
It almost never happens, I think, that a
chapter is formed without a leader who has
had some experience in the ways and works of
the society, and if your regent has seemed very
stupid, I pray that you will take that into consideration in your judgment of her.
Considering what very busy women we all
are our fourteen meetings, including our organization, have been well attended and have
proved entertaining and beneficial to us all, I
am sure.

The literary branch of this work is of great
importance. Anything that trains the mind and
increases our learning, Jends to make us bet-

Miss Florence Brown spent a few
days in
last week, the guest of Miss Linthel

and

although it

was

Ripley.

patriots,

or

University of

at home from the
brief visit last week.

ton.

Mr. Frank W. Seldon of Boston, Mass., is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. L. E. McMahan. Lincolnville Avenue.
Milton B. Hills of Northport
spent a few
days last week with his brother in Bucksport

Stanley Chamberlain called on relatives in
Milo last week and while there was the
guest
of his uncle, Ed. Henderson.

at

the E. M. C. S.

The Ralph C. Johnsons have taken
passage
for Europe and will not
open their house on
Primrose Hill this season.

Mrs. Mary Smith of Prospect Ferry, who
spent the winter in Brooks, was in this city
Thursday on her way home.

Miss Margaret Harrison returned
Sunday
from a visit in Boston, where she was the
of
Miss June K. Hills.
guest

Miss Addie Gordon of Maplewood, Mass.,
is the guest of Mrs. L.
I.. Robbins at her home on Miller street.

formerly of this city,

Frederick R. Weymouth of Troy has been
elected treasurer of Polymnia, one of the literary societies of Bates College.

Rev. and Mrs. Eugene S. Philbrook and little
arrived from Sanford last week and are
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. D.
Smalley.

son

will be Gorham Aborn.

a

Mrs. James H. Howes has returned from a
to Washington, D. C., New York and Bos-

Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Hazeltine returned
May 4th from a trip to Washington, D. C., and
other places.

stormy

was

Maine for

trip

Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Coombs are receiving congratulations on the birth of a daughter,
May 7th.

Frank A. Tuttle of Elgin, 111., is the
guest of
his mother, Mrs. W. C. Tuttle, on Church
street,
and will remain until his health is

Among the recent graduates from the busiimproved.
department of the Rockland Commercial
The 70th birthday of Capt. Fred Barker was
is
Newell
R. Trimm of Islesboro.
College
observed in Elmira, New York, last week and
Arnold Harris and his son Louis Harris arriv- a full account will be given in our next issue.
ed last evening from New York and are at
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Price will
to North-

Victor Grange, Searsmont, has adopted the
following resolutions of respect:
Whereas, the Angel of Death has again
entered our midst and has taken another link
from t e fraternal chain that binds us by removing our dearly beloved sister, Susan A.
Rivers; therefore, be it
Resolved, That though her cheerful presence
will bless us no more, her
memory will be tenderly cherished by the members of Victor
No.
246.
The
order
has lost a worthy
Grange,
patron; the family, a faithful wife and affectionate mother, and the community a kind

ness

their home

on

go

Park street for the summer.

port campground this week for the season,
where Mr. Price will conduct his
grocery store
as usual.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Duflie and Mrs. Clara
Bowers of Camden were in Belfast last week
to attend the funeral of Mr. James P.
Wight.

Mrs. Hester Morse of Belmont, who
spent
Capt. John O. Johnson of Liberty attended the winter in Bangor and vicinity, is at her
the meeting of the Maine
Soldier’s
Milicottage,
Rest, Temple Heights, for
Commandery
neighbor.
tary order of the Loyal Legion in Portland last the season.
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt symweek.
Mr. Ralph Whittier who has
pathy to her kind husband and children and
many friends in
commend them to the tender care of that
Fred Coombs of Islesboro was in this
city Searsport and Belfast, was recently re-elected
Supreme Being who has taken to Himself their last
Thursday on his way to Connecticut, where assistant treasurer of the Penobscot Savings
loved and loving wife and mother.
Farewell sister, thou art sleeping
he will be employed as engineer on an excur- Bank in Bangor.
Low beneath the silent sod;
No

more

v

V. wov

sorrow,

pain
»o

WIJ

or

sirm hnnf

weeping,

mill

Resolved, That this testimony of our sympathy and respect be forwarded to the family
our deceased sister and a
copy be spread on

of

our

records and that it be sent to the local
for publication.
Emma Hills, Committee
f

papers

)

Resolutions

Georges River Grange of Liberty held a gala
meeting Wednesday night, May 5th, when

feast

Friends of George Arey of Brooksville. who
for months a great sufferer caused by the
explosion on board the tug Delta at Bangor last
was

summer, are pleased to note
go out of doors.

Mrs. Charles B. Hazeltine and Miss Louise
Hazeltine returned home Saturday night.
They spent several weeks in Charleston, S. C.,
and visited in New York and Boston en route.

members were instructed in the
final degrees.
The worthy lecturer presented
a fine program and the usual bountiful harvest

seventeen

of

Naval Cadet Charles B. Hazeltine arrived
Saturday from Annapolis to spend a few weeks
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hazeltine.
He enters the Naval Academy in June.

on

Alice Hunt

Rev. Arthur G. Roberts and Dr. G. C.
Kilgore
Belfast and Rev. A. G. Warner of Islesboro
went to Fairfield Friday to attend the funeral
of the late Prof. Hugh Ross Hatch.

The first of the Battery cottages was opened
for the season Saturday, when Hon. John R.
Duntcn and Miss Margaret A. Dunton moved
down to “The Barracks.”

VIUU.

new

spread. A literary contest begins
Mrs. Heel and-Mrs. Bishop of Camden, who
Bro. J. 0. spent the winter in Boston and
lealst most influential and this week, to last eight nights.
vicinity, have
reasoning ones, and as we cannot live for our- Johnson is in charge of the program this week, opened their cottage at
Temple Heights for
selves alone, what we gain in such study is to be followed
Mrs. L. C. Morse, May 19th; the season and will remain until late in
by
radiated throughout the circle of our acquainthe
tance and may prove a powerful influence for Mrs. C. M. Ayer, May 26th; Miss Mary Brown, fall.
June
in
Miss
we
least
Beatrice Bennett, June 9th;
2nd;
good
ways
suspect.
Mrs. Benjamin Thompson of Winterport,
I wish to take this opportunity of thanking Mrs. Rubie
Hoit, June 16th; I. P. Griffies, June who
the program committee for their very difficult
spent the winter in Boston, was the guest
Mrs. Blanche Cram, June 30th.
Another for a few
and efficient work in preparing the program 23d;
days last week of Mr. and$Mrs. F. D.
for an entire year. The subjects have been of contest for new members is on and a handsome
Pullen of Bangor, and has now opened her
great interest and the selections of readings carbon picture, with gilt frame, is offered to
showed excellent taste and familiarity with the member bringing in the largest number of summer home in Winterport.
points for new members or reinstatements.
good literature.
Dr. G. C. Kilgore was a visitor at the
Beginnings are always hardest, but this We are looking forward to a season of work Friday and Saturday. Morris Lord, college
12, acfirst year's experience has taught us what we and enjoyment. Interest is rapidly increasing
Dr. Kilgore to Smithfield, where
companied
and Patrons of Georges River grange urge all
can do along this line and it will not be so hard
went to make their cottage ready for the
they
members
w’ho
have
not
to outline the next year’s study. If I may be
been present for a long
Kennebec Journal.
allowed one parting suggestion, it is that our time to come and join in grange fellowship in summer.—College News,
Dr. and Mrs. F. A. Knowlton were tendered
work be more concentrated, that we delve the future, as they have in times past.
It is a
deeper into each subject and get more than a good thing to be a Patron, but it is much better a surprise party, Tuesday evening, by a few
superficial knowledge of the important stages to be an active one than a dormant one. All of their friends. It was the 20th anniversary
A very handsome cut glass
of our history.
It is gratifying that our year’s members come to the grange meetings and be of their marriage.
program could have been carried out with so active Patrons; come and share the benefits of berry dish was given them.—Fairfield Journal.
the meetings with others, and we feel sure that
slight change.
F. W. Perry and
recently of Winter
Individually, we have done more or less you will be more than paid for the little time Hill, Mass., who havewife,
been occupying Orchardand trouble you will give to the Grange meetwork along genealogical lines, which work will
side cottage on Ocean avenue, have moved to
continue, I think, because of the peculiar in- ings.
their new home at Lincolnville Beach, overterest it has for many of us.
looking the bay and islands.—Camden Herald.
We have contributed, toward the grand meSECRET SOCIETIES.
morial erected in Washington in honor of the
Belfast was well represented in the cast of
patriots of the American Revolution, the only
L. M. Kenniston, J. F. Burgess and C. C. “The Chaperone,”
successfully given by the
building in America, I believe, and perhaps in
the whole world, to be erected by a society of Pullen of Camden and Leslie D. Ames of Lin- young ladies of the Senior class of Oak Grove
women.
Last year the Maine chapters con- colnville attended the Grand Masonic
Lodge in Seminary, Vassalboro, last week. Miss Harriet
tributed $1000 for the finishing and furnishing
Portland last week.
P. Hayford and Miss Edythe I.
Atkins had
of the Maine room of which I shall tell you
more later.
The furnishing already provided >
The drill of Belfast Company, U .R. K. of P., parts.
for will include rugs, chairs, tables etc.,—all at the foot of the
square last Thursday evenMiss Avis M. Morison returned Thursday
the necessities probably—but I am sure we all 1
wish the Maine room to be beautiful as well as ing was very successful and after the drill the night after several weeks’ absence, during
useful and I hope the John Cochran chapter members to the number of 22 went to the which time she made a
trip to Washington
may add its mite for that purpose, during the house of Capt. Wm. F.jLangill, where a social and
New York, and was the guest of friends
coming year. We have also purchased a and
very enjoyable evening was spent. Clams in Brookline and Concord,
charter from the National Society which also !
Mass., and York,
helps toward paying the debt on Memorial Hall. were served in various styles.
Maine.
In regard to other branches of our work we
Among the Masonic brethren of Pittsfield
Dr. C. C. Whitcomb is a guest for a few days
have had slight knowledge until very recently,
but I feel confident that we shall be able to ac- who attended the meeting of the Grand Ma- at F. J. Wiley's. He has been ordered to an
complish something in the way of patriotic sonic bodies in Portland last week were: Dr. army post in New Mexico and will leave for
education, and possibly in marking graves and E. A. Porter, Past Senior Grand Warden and there with his family in a short time. Dr.
Whitcomb has been in the army service nine
historic spots during the coming year. We
must keep before our minds the object of our Past Grand High Priest; Benjamin Ames, Past years and now has the rank of captain.—Camsociety and not allow ourselves to drift into Junior Grand Warden; Worshipful Master, E. den Herald.
careless and selfish ways. We have gained a D. Call as the
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur G. Roberts of the First
representative of Meridian
few new members, with the prospect of several more, and this is a part of the work in Lodge, and A. F. Nelson as representative of ! Baptist church, who have been residing in the
which each member should interest herself, if Ira Berry Chapter.
Thombs house on Church street during the
we would be prosperous.
In Portland last week the Masonic Grand winter, have moved to the Peavy cottage on
Our chapter was represented at the State
Council in Bath and also at the 18th Continen- chapter granted a dispensation for a new Condon street to remain for the summer and
tal Congress of the N. S. D. A. R. by its re- chapter at Castine.
Petitioners for new chap- probably until late in the fall.
gent, who received great help and inspiration ters at Islesboro and Southwest Harbor were
Capt. E. W. Curtis of the Eastern Steamship
from the experience,and desires most earnestly
I
Rev. Ashley A. I Co. spent a few days with friends in this city
to impart it to the daughters who remained at given leave to withdraw'.
home. It is much to be regretted that no one Smith, Belfast, was appointed Grand Chaplain the past week, returning to his home in Camelse could attend, for your regent realizes fully and William C.
Libby, Belfast, Grand Master j den Monday. It was his “week off,” and he
her incapacity as a leader and only hopes you
will be lenient and throw the mantle of charity of 2nd vail. Rev. Ashley A. Smith, Belfast, resumed command again Tuesday morning on
over her shortcomings.
was appointed Grand Chaplain of the grand
the arrival of the boat from Boston.
in closing, 1 wish to thank the officers who
cuum.ii
Last Friday evening the two gentlemen’s
have been so efficient in their work, and each
!
The following appointments were
individual member for her kindness and toler- Maine.
societies entertained the ladies’ sociemade in the Grand Lodge: District Deputy i literary
ance. We have worked together harmoniously,
and as the years go on will feel more closely Grand Masters: No. 7, Willis J. Greeley of ties at Kent’s Hill. Miss Helen Cobb of Searsmont was one of the artists who rendered a
united, I am sure. One of the beautiful things
No. 8,Isaac S. Hills of Northport; Grand
about our society is the fact that old and young Liberty;
piano trio at Literati hall, while Harold Smart
J.
Clifford
Grand
j
Pattee,
Belfast;
Steward,
and middle-aged daughters are
of Searsport delivered the closing address at
everywhere
united in enthusiasm and loyal friendship, and Standard Bearer, Joseph A. Sprague, Islesthe Calliopean hall.
the longer we work together the stronger will boro.
be cur enthusiasm and our friendship for one
J. Cecil Clay of this city has been chosen
another.
Waldo County General Hospital.
official stenographer for the St. John river
And now I ask your loyal support for my
which is to hear evidence and decommission,
successor.
We have been but learning the
At the annual meeting of the Waldo County
termine the facts of the case regarding the
rudiments of the work during the past year,
St. John river. The sessions are
control
of
the
holden
May 4, ’09, new
but now, if we will all pull together,we shall no Hospital Association,
doubt be able to work wonders. With this directors were elected to fill vacant positions to be at Van Buren, Bangor and St. John and
a
amount of time. The comwill take
hope I resign my office to one who is far on the Board. It was voted that the Advisory mission up large St. Johm N.
B., Wednesorganized^at
worthier.
Evelyn Frost,
the
in attendance.-Portland
of
all
Mr.
Board,
regular
day,
Clay
beingr
composed
physicians
|
Regent “John Cochran” Chapter.
! Argus.
Mrs. Frost gave a most interesting informal in Waldo County, should have the naming of
the Hospital staff, and the following letter has
William A. Hill of Winterport, U. of M., ’08,
report of the 18th Continental Congress at
|
■ who in
Washington, which she attended, and it was been mailed to the physicians in the county.
company with two classmates left reDoctor:
i cently for Montana, arrived last week at Popthoroughly enjoyed by the members, who were Dear
Enclosed you will find copies of both original
privileged to have an intimate glimpse of the and amended articles of the by-laws of the j lar, Montana, where they received orders and
working of the national society and of its new Waldo County Hospital Association. The j went to their different camps. Mr. Hill has
home.
Mrs. Frost’s work as organizing re- amended articles will fully inform you of the been west in the reclamation service before,
personnel of the Advisory Board, and also ex- when a sophomore, and returned to continue
gent has been enthusiastic and conscientious,
plain to you their duties. A special meeting 1
and {he chapter is to be congratulated that it of the Advisory Board as called by the Presi- college work as a junior.
is to have her efficient service as registrar dent, will be holden in the police court room,
Rev. H. E. Rouillard, pastor of the Universanext year, which will doubtless be one of many city building, Belfast, Me., on Saturday, May list church at Stockton
Springs, was in the city
15th, at 10 o'clock a. m., for the purposes named
achievements and much progress under the in Art. VIII. as
attendance on the sessions of the
amended, and also to transact yesterday in of
Masons.
Mr. Rouillard is wellgrand
lodge
of
other
business
Mrs.
that
become
leadership
Sibley.
any
may legally
fore the Board. Inasmuch as it is earnestly known in this city and South Portland, having
served
several
as the pastor of
recently
years
desired that every physician in Waldo county,
WIST FRANKFORT.
He
the South Portland Universalist church.
Miss Katherine Kingsbury is at work for who are members of the Advisory Board, shall is now
to
Massachusetts
contemplating moving
be represented on the staff of the hospital,
Mrs. Arthur Knights in Monroe... .Mr. George and each shall have
of a farm and
and
to
take
the
up
publishing
equal privileges with
from Searsport is boarding with Raymond the other, both as to staff positions and to poultry paper and incidentally to retire from the
as soon as the other field of labor is
Ward-Mrs. E. B. Thayer is at work this the admittance of private patients to the ministry
as
a
member of the Ad- developed.—Portland Press May 6th.
week for a few days for Mrs. John Moore in Hospital you, are
invited to, and
visory Board,
Representative and Mrs. F. C. Stevens of St.
Monroe-Miss Freda Knowlton visited her your presence is cordially
earnestly desired, at this
in
both
to
assist
the
selection of the Paul, Minn., were among the guests of the
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. James Knowlton, meeting,
aid in the making of rules and President and Mrs. Taft at a dinner at the
in Swanville last week.... Mrs. Edward Colson, staff, and to
regulations. If from any cause you are unwho has been with Mrs. Ryder in Monroe for a able to attend this meeting, kindly answer White House, May 5th. The Washington Post
short time,
has returned home....H. M. question on enclosed postal card, sign your of May 6th has a picture of an auto filled with
Black, Jr., and Eugene Tripp were at work in name, and return to the Secretary without de- Congressmen going home from the capitol
lay, that the Board may know your decision, after a hard days work, and in mentioning
Searsport last week sawing wood....Miss before making staff appointments.
them individually the Post says of Mr. Stevens:
Lelia Manning, who has been stopping with
Receiving no answer, we shall consider your
“He is noted as the most modest and indusher aunt the past few weeks, has returned to decision negative.
Adelbert Millett, Sec’y.
trious man in the house. He does all the work
Monroe_Arthur Nickerson is in Bangor,
Searsmont, May 6th, 1909.
for his State delegation and lets the others
where he has employment... .Miss Ida NickNow that every doctor is to have an equal take the credit.” Mr. and Mrs. Stevens are to
erson is at work in Swanville for Mrs. Albert
in Hospital affairs all citizens in Waldo spend the summer in
Europe, he being a memNickerson... Mrs. Fred Thayer was in Swan- position
ville last week doing dressmaking for Hn. county can unite and make the Institution a ber of the Waterways Commission who will
success.
George Beal.
study conditions in the old countries.
ter

Colby A. Rackliffe

Miss Maud M. Milliken arrived last Thursday from_New York city, where she spent the
winter.

Seaside Grange has decided to rebuilt on the
site of their hall burned last year and is
getting material together to begin work. The
new building will be two feet wider than
the
old one and in length will include the extension. The building will be in other
ways an
improvement over the one burned. The work
is in charge of a committee,
consisting of William A. Mason, Harvey
Cunningham, Henry
Chaples, A. D. Hayes and A. B. Stantial. The
contractor

Mrs. Frank Ware of Fairfield is the guest of
her father, Judge R. W. Rogers.

Rockport

the usual harvest supper will be served.
Granite Grange, North Searsport, 192, held a
regular meeting May 8th with a good attendance.
Four candidates were instructed in the
final degree and a good program was furnished
by the lecturer. Granite Grange Dramatic
Club presented “Valley Farm” in Monroe last

Friday evening,
they netted $25.

PERSONAL.

Capt. M. G. Dow of Bucksport was the guest
Miss Amy E. Stoddard spent
Wednesday in
of friends in this city the
past week.
Waterville.

was

at

ui
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auu

ucicu

uiaoicio
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that he is able to

Mrs. Elmer Small arrived home Monday
afternoon from the Eastern Maine General
Hospital, Bangor, accompanied by Dr. Small,
who went up Monday morning. She had been
under surgical treatment since April 22nd by
Dr. W. H. Simmons and is enthusiatic in her
praise of the hospital and surgeon.
Letters have recently been received by Belfriends from Mr. and Mrs. T. George Dodworth of New York, at San Antonio. Texas.
They plan to go from there to Vancouver. B.
C., and thence to California. Their many
friends hope to welcome them to their summer
home in Northport later in the season.
fast

Frances A. Sargent of Belfast respondtoast at the senior class banquet at
Gorham
Normal School Monday evening.
Three out of six first year students honored by
the seniors by being specially selected as waitresses were from Waldo county. They were
Sara Grinnell and Pronelle Gil key of Searsport
and Gertrude Bradstreet of Freedom.
Miss

ed to

a

THE WATERVILLE TRUST COMPANY.
Business

Suspended Pending

an

Investiga-

tion.
An injunction has been issued by Associate
Justice Albert M. Spear of the Supreme Judicial Court restraining the Waterville Trust Co.
from receiving or paying deposits, pending an
investigation. The complaint was made by
William hi. Skelton of Lewiston, State bank examiner, after an investigation last week and
papers were served on the bank officials at
Waterville Monday morning.
The company
maintains branches at Dexter, Newport, Hart
land and Corinna, and these are included in the
court order.
This action created no surprise
in banking circles as the condition of the company for some time past has pointed to such a
result. There is said to have been no semblance of excitement i?’ Waterville over the
closing of the bank and confidence is felt that
the depositors will be paid in full. In an interview at Bangor, Charles H. Merrill of that
city, president of the Waterville Trust Co.,

does not give a very encouraging view of the
situation.
“The despatch printed in the morning papers
is misleading,” said Mr. Merrill,” and gives the
impression that I have been the president of
the Waterville Trust Co. for a long time, when
the truth of the matter is that 1 was elected in
March this year and have been president
scarcely two months. I have known th:o the
bank was in bad condition l'or some time, and
my wife and I being the largest shareholders
in the bank I put up a fight for the presidency
this spring, and won out by just a small margin. 1 wanted to find out where things stood
and I couldn’t as long as the crowd that was in
charge of the banks business were there
Mr. Merrill said he was not an experienced
banker, but as the largest stockholder had been

uj

j

1

held have not been what they were represented
to be for some years, but he'had not been a director in the institution and had no voice in
the matter.
He said further:
“The condition that now prevails at the bank
is due largely to the fact Inal a
syndicate of
men have hired money from the bank and the
securities that they have given in return have
not been adequate.
“The syndicate has been composed of E. J.
Lawrence, Cyrus W. Davis, his partner. Mr.
Soule, A. F. Gerald, A. B. Page and L. A. Nye.
They have been directors in the bank and they
are the syndicate that has hired
money to
build railroads and invest in western mining
etc.
The
trouble
with the securities
property,
that they have put up for the loans is that
they have been of so uncertain a value that no
one knows what they are worth.
They may
not be worth what some think they are and
teen they may be worth more.
“The bulk of the securities held by the bank
for their loans are bonds of the Portland &
Brunswick railroad, stocks and bonds of the
Waterville & Oakland railroad, stocks and

bonds of the Silverton, Gladstone & Northern
railroad in Colorado; stocks and bonds in the
Gold Prince and Gold King mining companies
in Colorado, 6nd securities in a cattle
company
in Cuba. These make up the bulk of the securities of the loans made to this syndicate.
“Outside these loans the bank has a general
business that is good. The bank has valuable
branches that are under careful management,
and are doing a fine business.
The trouble
is with the Waterville bank alone.”
•

-——

Launch Building at Camden.
The Camden Anchor-Rockland Machine ComS. C.f the largcompany. She was
built for A. N. Hunt. She is 39 feet over all, 8
feet 10 inches beam, freeboard forw ard 4 feet 9
inches, freeboard aft 2 feet 8 inches. The engine is 40 horse power and a cruising speed of
12 miles per hour is guaranteed. The
planking
of the craft is native Maine
pine, copper fastened, and the bottom of the boat is covered
with sheet copper. All fittings are of
polished
brass excepting the awning rail, which is of
iron covered with aluminum
paint. The boat
is fitted with a thorough
acetyline gas plant.
The value is
approximately $3,500. The gasoline tank has a
capacity of 125 gallons. The
company also has shipped a 25 foot trunk cabin
yawl dory, fitted with a 9 h. p. Knox engine, to
be used m the waters around
Quebec, and has
ready for shipment a 22 foot open launch which
a 7
P- Knox engine. This launch
•8
is fitted with a
Kenyon auto-top. She has a
speed of 12 miles and was built for Lowell.
*
Mass., parties.
pany has shipped to Charleston,
est boat ever built by this

CULTIVATED

Dog.’’

“Or

To ;the Editor of The Journal:
Since the Maine newspaper press generally regards it as being worth while to
remark the admirable enactment of the
74th legislature relating to the licensing
of dogs and the better protection of |

an

sheep, owners of dogs may be pardoned ;
for wishing to call attention to the be- i
fated recognition which that body also
wisely granted them, by amending the
law in regard to malicious mischief.
That the Maine dog stands in a fair
way of ranking with the liquor question !
and the fish and game law as a subject
j
for infinite legislative deliberation, we
may all smilingly agree; but while it has
become

ft

jokes,

and mother-in-law

ANODYNE

m

and

M

habit, with the decadence of

a

stove-pipe

the

L

:

discover abundant humor in the work
of State law-makers, there has never i
1

to

^B

anything especially amusing to the
-dog owner in the manner in which, until
the present year, the dog has been made
been

When

a

tered remains of

of

some

prized all-wool sheep,

& C0.a Boston, Mass,

it is small wonder

Some Lincolnville

trocution. with his hand upon the fatal
switch. It may be said in passing that

History,

j

The act

incorporating the bridge for 40
years also fixes the tolls.

emotions

are

To the Editor of The Journal: The

similar

historical sketch which follows is

free from eccentricities of islature in all its acts writes it “Duck
thought and action that no alienist would Trap.” The records indicate that this
que-ttor. their sanity, and yet these peo- region called “Duck-trap” covered about
is

mariner

ple quite unblushingly confess to

a

love

all of Lincolnville and

dogs, and find much pleasure in own- before either of these
ing an d occasionally breeding them.
porated. Lincolnville
But a dog of incalculable value to its in 1802.
.'or

owner,

dat

for

always had less”of a
three-year-old hen
pip. And any degenerate candiperdition might wantonly kill a

dog.

am:

all the outraged owner could do

offered for sale, has
with the

in law than a

But if he shot

itj value.
street he

and filling in; equal in board measto 60,817 feet, a 48s a M,
Building stone abutments,
96f, days work a Ss 6d a day,
ditto a 7s 6d
11
ditto a 10s

was

a

ure

52|

Northport, long

towns
was

were

176

incor-

pigeon in the
Very for-

liable to arrest.

tunately indeed, this matter was not so
unde; stood generally.
bridge
shillings
p not cynically ask what a dog is good and pence, paying the men 10s and lid,
Neither do I etc., which people now under forty have
tor— I surely do not know.
know what diamonds and jewelry and never heard in use. $54 for rum interyachts and race-horses and teddy bears, ested me. How would it look in such a
C. S. Griffin.
and a whole lot of other things, are good bill now?
for. 1 only know that they go with al!
the rest to make up the game which we
ife: and. with due regard for the
of others,

rights

we

are

all

happiness according

fancy,

and

tion

:rt our

are

entitled to

privileged

to

to individual

course.

only

tary Road, built in time of the Aroostook
war.
By deed dated September 19, 1798,
bored vainly with the preceding legisla(Gen’ll Henry and Lucy Knox sold about
member
of
that
a
ture. while
body. This 5,000 acres of land to George Ulmer “in

year, however, dog lovers have the satisfaction of knowing that a measure of
protection has been accorded to them by

10s 6d

1

j

1

called The Duck Trap.” This
tract is bounded on the bay and by
"Duck-trap river and Duck-trap pond,
and in one part by land of John Wade.

j

laying out ot the highway
from Ducktrap bridge to Belfast. Think
uiiBwurui,

place

a

shore from Boston to Bangor. I saw in
the records of the “Court of General Sessions.” now County Commissioners, at

j

me

the date was about 1806.
would indicate that the

The following

bridge was refollowing pt- built as a toll
bridge, which reads: “Be
Section 1, Chapter 128, of the Revised
tition to the Massachusetts legislature:
it enacted by the Senate and House of
Statutes, so that the section now' reads;
To the Hon., etc.
"Section 1. Whoever wilfully or niali"The Petition of the Subscriber humbly Representatives in General Court asdously kills, wounds, maims, disfigures or
Sheweth that the Public as well as indi- j sembled, and by the authority of the
domestic animal, or
or
the

nsertion of the words “or

dog”

in

In 1802 Ulmer sent the

1

poisons

dog,

any

any poisonous substance with inthat the life of such animal should be

sx:oses
tent

destroyed thereby, shall be punished by
Imprisonment lor not more than four years,
.,r by tine not exceeding five hundred dollars.
Approved April 3).
In •■ountless ways, from fireworks to
—

The

pleasures of one man
phonographs.
may bo the annoyances of his neighbors,
a deg may easily become an intoleran
n tisanes without killing sheep or
il
ilting pi rsons; but. while justly ento more,
111
log owners have reason
:o :
thankful for the little which they
at
the hands of the 74th
received
hat
legislature.

k.

s.

ROCKLAND BOOMING.
Business Men Tell of

Its

New Industries.

industries
Rockland’s
formed the
theme of three interesting papers read
■at the annual banquet of the Rockland
ooard of trade at Crescent beach, April
28th. A strong spirit of optimism was
prevalent and the business men were
united in the belief that Rockland has
arrived at a turning point of greater

viduals, labor under great difficulties for same, that the persons exempt in the
want of a bridge over Ducktrap river in said
Act, from paying toll, when passing
the County of Hancock, at which river
“on the common and
ordinary business
nature has rendered it not only difficult !
but almost impossible to keep a regular ; of their family concerns,” shall be unferry. That your petitioner has made derstood to include and extend only to
frequent application to the Court of Gen- i persons who follow some mechanical
era! Sessions of the peace, for the county \
of Hancock, for the assistance to build a business, or day laborers in mills, who
bridge over said river but has never been , have their usual home or employment in
able to obtain any encouragement suit- the village
contiguous to the said bridge.
able to so great an undertaking.
in the House of Representatives FebYour petitioner therefore humbly prays, j
that he, with such others as may join him,
j ruary 26th, 1811.
may be incorporated a body politic by the
J his bill having had three several readname of
the Proprietors of Ducktrap
ings
passed to be Enacted.
Bridge. And that your Honors in your
Joseph Story, Speaker.
great wisdom will establish such rates of
toll to be paid for the passage of said
In the Senate February 26th, 1811,
bridge when erected, as will prove to be
This bill having had two several readsufficient incouragement for your petitioner and his associates to undertake ings, passed to be Enacted.
to build and keep said bridge in good reH. G. Otis, President.
pair, and is in duty bound will ever pray.
Council
Chamber, 27th February, 1811,
“George Ulmer.”
approved, E. Gerry.
"Ducktrap, Jan. 26, 1802.”
I

was

allowed to

see

and read the

origi-

Greatest family
remedy for young
and old—in use 58
years. It’s the best
intestinal antiseptic known.
Relieves Indigestion,
Sour Stomach, Biliousness and Con-
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TRADE MARK REG. U.S. PAT. OFF
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wholesome, healthy beverage for the whole family.
C. F. THOMPSON &
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CO., DISTRIBUTORS.
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SUBSCRIPTION
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cts.,50 els., $1.00—At all dealers
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New-York Tribune Farmer
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AM) YOUR FAY0R1TF HOME PAPER,

THE

REPUBLICAN

JOURNAL

|

For only $2.25.
THE TRIBUNE FARMER is a
thoroughly
ed national weekly. Special pages for Horses,
»nd reliable market reports.
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practical, helpful, up-to-ilate illusfral.
Tattle, Sheep, etc aod most elaborate

V8

Hr. C. I). Smead. the best known
veterinary surgeon in America, writes regular!.
for T It >, TKI Bl N E FARM EK, t horn
uglily covering 1 Ire breed i Mg. cars atld feeding ■>'
all domestic animals, ami his articles meet the needs of
every practical working farm.
er and interest every uian or woman in
city or town who on ns a horse or cow
Th* subscription price of
THE TRIBUNE
FARMER
alone is #1 ,n>
llew subscribers and all old subscrilrers who will
pay op arrearage- and
one year in advance we make this liberal offer
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when they drink

TRUE’S 1
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legal protec-

F. J. Martin, Esq., of Bangor, a prominent lawyer and fancier of mastiffs, la-

a

53
66
71
94
33
88
27
00

From October 1st, 1804,
o October
1st, 1805, The neat income
of the bridge was
$350 00
rom October 1st,
1805,
To October 1st. 1806. Neat income
$300 00
From October 1st, 1806,
To October 1st, 1807, The
bridge was
sold for
;$300 00
out it .is uncertain what
repairs
Over a hundred years ago there was a
be
may
wanting.
A true copy from the
substantial toll bridge across the DuckRecords,
Attest, John Wilson,
Trap stream, the history of which I had
proprietor’s Clerk.”
occasion to look up in a law suit over the
The act of incorporation
1-4 township I am living upon, known as :
required an
the Duck-trap grant of 1808, which is the accounting
every three years, but the
S. W. part of the town of Kingman near above is the
only account on file. I think
the Aroostook line in Penobscot county
this was in the main highway around the
a few miles from the Old Miliand

call

pursue

ditto

ditto a 11s 6d
incorporated 88|
Allowance of rum to the

486
50
136
65
18
308
170
54

I

and

ease.

The value of such a crop not only to
the consuming public but to the small
farmers of New England can hardly be
overestimated. It is not proposed greatly
to increase the size of the berry, but
rather to devote the best efforts in crossbreeding to the improvement of the
flavor. The berry now growing in the
greenhouses would not be regarded as
exceptionally large. Size is nowhere
nearly so important as texture and flavor,
and to improve these the experiments
have been directed, with highly gratifying results. It will be several years

Workmen,
Ox work in bawling Timber for Workmen,
70 qq
Ulmer had two maiden sisters, but I ;
turning post heads for railing,
7 58
think he left no children. Relatives of | -i pwt. Rigging to raise piers a $16,
40 00
Paid
for
the
use of purchase
5 Cl
blocks,
his settled in Belmont about the year
Blacksmith's bill,
10 54
i think it was John Ulmer, and Hand sawing rails,
1812.
4 00
j
that he was a nephew of George Uimer. j Rafting plank,
1 00 before the cultivated blueberry becomes
of mowing lands,
Clearing
a commercial factor, but that it is on the
chips
1 00
Whitney uras a Justice of the Peace in i Paid for painting Sign board,
8 00
way, the Washington scientists now
Lincolnville at one time. He and Zadock ; Necessary attention in overseeing,
50 00
insist.— Boston Transcript.
French finally settled in Bangor, and !
30
$2,143
French became a large owner in timber
A true copy,
Attest, John Wilson,
lands.
proprietor’s Clerk.
bill is in
I notice the

and worth hundreds of dollars if

standing

ing

so

Sleep Better,

the key to the new cultivation.
With bushes six or eight feet high,
closely set, the yield per acre of this
berry will be many times that of the
product which now reaches the market.
So much of the hill country of New England is good for little else that the prediction is freely made that the blueberry,
repeating the experience of the cranberry, will witness a development limited
only by the absorbing power of the consuming markets. Its producers will not
have to plough their soil, a distinct advantage to them in rocky and hilly country. Were they to do so they would lessen the element most useful for the
plant’s success. It will grow with sur-

The following original account now
largely ! preserved in the Massachusetts archives
when one of them suddenly drives an copied from the archives in Massachu- gives a good idea of the character of the
automobile past him at express train setts State House.
I took pains to copy bridge.
(File II, Miscellaneous Files):
as he is quietly jogging along the
spe‘Account of the expences in building
capital letters and everything exactly as
written. Ulmer’s petition uses capitals Ducktrap Toll bridge, Lineolnvil, Oetob:
public highway with his family.
1st, 1804.
N't verthcless. in. every community there for such words as “Subscriber
humbly
in Boston to obtain the
grant $30 00
iw. i s an. appreciable number of people Sheweth that the Public,” etc., indicat- Expences
115 Tons 16 feet pine dimension timber
who appear to be fully entitled to the ing a fashion of that day. Ulmer in both
a 18s
346 20
los
-9
ditto ditto a 15s 271 91
respect, confidence and consideration of petitions, and in his deed from General
1
20
Oak timber
a 27s
6 75
nheir neighbors; men and women whose Knox, writes “Ducktrap" while the leg- \ Sawed stuff for
prising
planking, bracing, railhis

wrdofil'Tclly

Many People Say They I

the blueberry requires an acid soil,
whereas the first process in the cultivation of the great crops of the world is to
remove that element from the earth.
The roots of the blueberry carry a beneficial fungus, enabling them to assimilate the food which it draws from an acid
soil.
The retention of this acidity
through suitable ground covering, on
nearly worthless areas possessed of the
proper soil elements, seems to furnish

05 CENTS A BOTTLE—50 CENTO WILL BUT
THREE TIMES AO Midi ANYWHERE.

that he sees red, and wishes that all the
■nrs i:: the country were wired for elec-

j

in Washington and, in a small way, in
the pastures at Greenfield, N. H.. under
Mr. Frederick V. Coville, the chief botanist, which now appear exceedingly
It has been discovered that
promising.

1

Get a bottle now—have
quicker you are well.
it ready. Guaranteed under the Food and
Drugs
Act, June ^0, 1906. Serial Number, SIS.

dog-slaughhis highly-

farmer finds the
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how

outlaw.

an
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quickly it will relieve. It’s just as effective
>n healing cuts, burns, scalds, bruises and contusions—
just as sure in curing lame back, muscular rheumatism,
sciatica, lumbago, stiff joints, strained tendons and all
the other outside aches the body is heir to.
Don’t
delay—apply at once—the sooner you do it the
see

COMING.

Cultivated blueberries have never been
a success.
In spite of continued effort,
not a whole crate of them in the aggregate reaches the Boston market in any
year. Under cultivation the blueberry
becomes a flowering plant, and in time
loses its character altogether.
This has
been one of the mysteries of horticulture. How to make the berry “thrive
under cultivation’’ has been the troublesome
question, rather than how to
improve its flavor, size and quality by
cross-breeding. It was obvious that this
could be done just as with other cultivated plants; the trouble has been in getting
the bush to remain productive.
The Agricultural Department has now
under way experiments in greenhouses

H

Earache

any other kind of ache or pain.
Use a remedy that you can depend upon.
You don’t take any chances with Johnson's
Anodyne Liniment— it has a 97 years’ record
of successful cures to prove its reliability. If you
have an earache, headache, or stiff neck, just apply
—or

BLUEBERRY

!

2.00

|

$2.25.

relief to Sore,

Republican

I telling, Ach-

ing;,

Journal

Pub. Co.,

|

Tender

BELFAST,

Feet. It cures

MAINE.

|

,

tlie cause

(Inflammation).
Easy to use and

71

relief is per-

Corns and

manent.

Sore Feet

instantly relieved.

At all

druggists, y

TWENTY FIVE CENTS
HICKMAN

7p

MFC.

COMPANY,

Cortlandt St, New York.

3ml

A YY oman s Idea of Summer Comfort.

A

CAtill

This is to certify that all druggists are authorized to refund your money if Foley’s Honey
and Tar fails to cure your cough or cold. It
stops the cough, heals the lungs and prevents
pneumonia and constipation. Contains no
opiates. The genuine is in a yellow package.
Sold by all druggists.

Established 1S57.

Belfast

THE BEST CANOE CRUISE IN MAINE.

Incor/

Livery

Livery, Sale, Hack

u
and

woman, especially the woman who
In an article describing a two-weeks’
The above act is noteworthy for the
keeps house, the topic of summer comfort in canot
trip on the Allagash and Str John
three great signatures it bears. Judge the home is one of never-failing interest.
prosperity industrially.
This is particularly true where comfort in rivers, published in May Recreation, the
Ar. interesting address was that by Al- I Boston. Ulmer’s signature was in bold Story, Harrison Gray Otis and Elbridge
in the kitchen is concerned, as it is in this one writer gives complete data concerning
fred S. Black with reference to a cement. John Hancock style, but the
room that the most trying part of the work is
the entire trip.
In part he says: “Of
petition is Gerry, then governor.
industry which is expected to be in not in the same hand-writing.
The heading of the above act reads, done, such as cooking, baking, ironing, and the many picturesque and interesting
water for wash-day purposes. Even canoe
heating
operation by March, 1910.
which
the State of Maine aftrips
On and after January 1, 1909, we shall be •
“George Ulmer and such others as may An Act in explanation of part of the in cool weather such work is not altogether
Important properties have already
fords, that down the Allagash and St.
beer purchased and surveys are being join with him” were incorporated as fourth section of an Act, entitled “An welcome, but it becomes drudgery on days John rivers is the best.
Nature
has
so
the
Phoenix House Stable, which we have 1«
when the mercury is trying to jump through
made for a railroad which will connect “The Proprietors of Duck Trap
Bridge” Act to authorize George Ulmer to build the top of the thermoneter, aided by a hot planned the whole route that the trip
the quarries with the water front.
A
a term of years and where we have excellent
by act of June 24, 1802. There is no a toll bridge at Lineolnville in the County stove that diffueses its almost unbearable heat improves as distance is covered. Startplant with a capacity of 1,000,000 barrels
through the kitchen.
ing with slow streams and one or two
for
of cement per year is planned. The cost evidence that Ulmer ever took any one of Hancock.”
But such days are past. With the New Per- carries, a series of picturesque lakes are
continuing our business. In our new loc
is estimated at $750,000, in addition to else in with him, except the inference
Instead of allowing Ulmer to run a lot- fection Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stove,kitch- traversed, each different from all the
hope to merit and receive a continuance of
en drudgery becomes kitchen comfort, for this
which a working capital of $125,000 will that may be drawn from the following
rest and growing wilder until Churchill
tery to raise money to rebuild the bridge wonderful
stove is so constructed that it not
be required, together with a tug and
Lake
is
reached.
From
lake
this
the
the Massachusetts Legislature on Febru- only produces quick results, but does it all
ronage we have had for so many years.
three barges costing about that amount. petition:
without perceptibly raising the kitchen tem- quick plunge through the mile of white
The plans contemplate the use of 900 “To the Hon.,” etc.
ary 26, 1808, granted to “The Proprietors
known
as
Chase’s
water
the
Carry gives
perature.
“The Petition of the Subscribers, Protons of raw material daily.
Some local
of Duck Trap Bridge one-fourth of a
All this means real comfort to the woman first encounter with the Allagash.
To
of the late Duck Trap Bridge,
who works in the kitchen, especially when con- complete the interest and excitement of
capitalists are identified with the pro- prietors
of
land
in
the
District
of
township
Maine
in pursuance of
sheweth,—That
humbly
also
which
has
the
backFirst-class Teams furnished night and day.
sidered
with
the
added
in
the sav- the trip the running of the long series of
advantages
posed industry,
an act of the Legislature passed on the
not otherwise appropriated.”
Joseph ing of time; in the doing away with all carrying of prominent financiers outside of
of the St. John makes a fitting
rapids
of
June
in
the
of
Hacks to and from all boat
twenty-fourth day
Treat, survevor. selected and laid off ing of coal, wood and ashes; in having a stove
year
New England.
climax.
Log cabin camps are now placLord eighteen hundred and two, they
that can be turned on or off, high or low, as
Alderman G. H. Blethen read a paper Our
this quarter adjoining the southeast corKnili u rrr\c\c 1 onet CJiHictnntial Rt'iHfro nrov
and
in not having to keep it lighted ed at such intervals that it is possible to
required;
Telephone Connection.
concerning a stone plant which is being
make the entire trip with very little tentner of the Indian Lands.
My farm is on when not in use.
established in Rockland and which in its Ducktrap river in the town of LincolnThen there is the saving of fuel to be con- ing. However, to most of those who
ville
in
the
of
which
this
UlHancock,
County
24,
1811,
February
quarter.
a
value of $60,#On
present state lvpresents
sidered; and it is here also that the New Per- make the trip the pleasure of camping
000. A shed 533 feet in length is in was completed in October eighteen hun- mer mortgaged for a thousand dollars 1-4 fection excels. Although equipped with three along the lakes anil rivers with balsam
T/. A. SIMMONS, President.
it has but one oil reservoir, thus reducThe plant will dred and four, and in April last (1807) of the
course of construction.
bridge and 2-5 of the quarter town- burners
boughs and an evening campfire will apwas entirely carried away by a freshet
three separate filling operations to one.
to
about
ing
100
stone
cutgive employment
as the day’s canoeing.
RALPH H. SOUTH WORTH.
which rendered travel at that place en- ship to Moses Carleton of Thomaston. In
Besides all this, the “New Perfection” is the peal as strongly
ters.
grounds are numerous all along
unp-nt and difficult. Several of 1828 Carleton conveyed their land to At- only oil stove built with a cabinet top. Its Camp
Interesting phases of the lobster situa- tirelyPetitioners
are
shelf is particularly useful for the way and good ones
always to be
M !'
BELFAST,
having at the same time torney General Erastus Foote of Wiscas- commodious topand
tion were discussed by Mayor Albert C. your
keeping food hot after it is found near the best fishing pools. Two
warming plates
MeLoon, who spoke from the standpoint suffered other very heavy losses in mills, set (his son-in-law). The bridge was not cooked. In addition there are two drop shelves men with two guides form an ideal party
of a wholesale dealer who has shipped lumber and other property,—find themon which may be set the teapot or coffee pot
for this trip. Two canoes will carry ail
selves unable to rebuild said bridge. The mentioned and no other deeds are on rec- and small
cooking utensils. Also has two provisions and camp equipment for ten
many thousand lobsters. Mayor MeLoon
contrasted the present conditions with said bridge is of general public utility, as ord concerning it. I doubt if it was ever racks for holding towels.
or two weeks in the woods.
Maine
the population of that country is rapidly
Altogether the “New Perfection” is a stove days
those of 30 years ago.
wholly rebuilt as a toll bridge.
of wonderful utility. Its extremely handsome guides on trips of this sort are paid three
The increased demand upon the Maine increasing while the state of the roads
In 1803 Ulmer sold one-half of a saw- appearance sets off any kitchen to full advan- dollars each per day. This includes the
lobster fishery is due in part to unwise makes an accommodation of this nature
mill near the bridge to Samuel A. Whit- tage. It is superior to the hot coal range no canoe with cooking and camping outfit,
and unenforced laws of other States and peculiarly necessary and convenient.
matter what the point of comparison may be— but usually only a tent for the
guides
Your petitioners therefore humbly re- ney, merchant of Castine. Ulmer was or whether
in part to the extended market.
Rock- ;
regarded as a summer stove only or themselves. One needs a tent and fly
honors
to
take
into
view
the
quest
your
of repairing your WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEW KUO !
land now ships to every State in the 1
at one time sheriff of Hancock county, as a stove for year 'round use.
the
latter
to
the
and
shelter
table
Another household article of unusual con- extra,
union east of the Rocky mountains and circumstances of their case and to em- which then took in the
when
is
made.
counties
of
permanent camp
great
venience is the Rayo Lamp/ a scientifically supplies
to some States west of them, together power them to raise by Lottery a sum
We carry a complete stock.
constructed lamp that will adorn any room— Outside of these one’s personal effects
with Mexico and central Canada. Mayor not exceeding-Dollars to be ap- Washington and Penobscot and most of
should
to fifty or sixty pounds.
be
limited
whether
or
beddining-room
library,
parlor,
Probate records show room. The
MeLoon commended the present laws and plied to the rebuilding of said bridge, or Waldo county.
JEWELERS and
Rayo Lamp gives a mellow, steady These should include for each man a
H.
the work of the government hatcheries. grant such other relief in the iffemises as that Ulmer died in 1826, his widow,
Mary, light that does not tire the eyes. Its center rubber blanket, a pair of heavy double
to
honors
fit.’’
seem
your
may
latest design and its fine
NATIONAL
BANK
draft
burner
of
the
Nearly 100 business men attended the
BUILDING.
BELFAST.
administratrix. The Inventory was signblankets, a poncho, some sort of rubber
“George Ulmer
porcelain shade make it a lamp of combined coat, or better still, a suit of yachtsbanquet, and Postmaster W. O. Fuller
Sam’l
A.
Wed
Isaac
Morse
and
Gould,
usefulness
and
by Joseph
beauty.
was toastmaster.
At the annual busiman’s oilskins, a sweater and some extra
Zadock French
The New Perfection Wick Blue Flame Oil
ness meeting the following officers were
Ephraim Miller, all of Lincolnville.
Cook Stove and the Rayo Lamp constitute two clothing, depending upon the time of
Hesekiah French
1 ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTH'I
elected: A. S. Black pres., C. F. SimNOTICE. The subscribC. S. Griffin.
Other
household articles that will meet any woman's year in which the trip is made.
A hereby gives notice that
Job Nelson
ADMINISTRATOR’S
er hereby gives notice that he has been duly
mons, vice pres., and John W. Thomas
idea of home comfort. In the thousands of small articles may be taken, but it is best
pointed administrator of tin*
Thos. Cobb”
j appointed administrator of the estate of
sec-treas.
Rev. I. W. Williamson, Huntington, W. Va. homes in which, they are already used they are to leave out
1
everything unnecessary.”
TUFTON 8. FOSS lat-‘of *
ZILPHA T. BESSEY, late of Brooks,
The original petition is still preserved, writes: "This is to certify that I used Foley’s making things cheerful because of their absofor nervous exhaustion and lute safety, great simplicity, and wonderful
Hoarseness, bronchitis and other throa but the word
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given ! in the County of Waldo. .!.
Kidney
Remedy
and
beginning “unp-”
bonus as the law directs. A
troubles are quickly cured by Foley’s Hone
If you desire a clear complexion take Foley's
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
kidney trouble and am free to say that it will convenience.
u
the name beginning with W. were torn do all that you claim for it." Foley’s Kidney
a nd Tar as it soothes and heals the inflame
Orino Laxative for constipation and liver trou- demands against the estate of said deceased demands against the estate of'1
1
desired to present the sanio ih
,,
for
are
to
the
same
desired
settlement,
present
1
throat and bronchial tubes and the most obsti- or eaten out so I could not read
restored
ble
as
and
thorit will stimulate these organs
health and strength to
Itch! Itch! Itch!—Scratch! Scratch! Scratch!
but Remedy has
all indebted thereto are re«iuc>f
them,
and
all
indebted
thereto
are requested to make
nate cough disappears. Insist upon having the
thousands of weak, run down people. Con- The more you scratch the worse the itch. Try oughly cleanse your system, which is what
ment immediately.
t p|!>
immediately.
payment
A
the
name
knew
I
from
documents
other
genuine Foley’s Honey and Tar. Sold by all
tains no harmful drugs and is pleasant to take. Doan's Ointment. It cures piles, eczema, any everyone needs in the spring in order to feel
CHARLES F. BESSEY.
I Freedom, April 13,1909.-3*18
Sold by all druggists.
druggists.
is Samuel A. Whitney.
i well. Sold by all druggists.
skin itching. All druggists sell it.
| Knox, April 13,190».-3wl7

nal of the above, now on file in the Massachusetts archives in the State House in
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Washington

in

then no very great duty reductions car
be looked for in the coming law. There
will be some increases and changes both
from and to the free list.
Again, while the bill is being most
seriously debated in the Senate, at the
same time there is not the same interest in tariff making throughout the coun-
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And then there
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Department

the

at

of

aiior over the amount
-wed upon the Director
■

looked for

it

a

few

of Mis-

rtary Nagle
North, of the Census
to resign. President

a

-i ion

to whether the

as

bill could not be

n,-us

I

necomes

more

ana

more

way to suit the President. He feels that
if he is to be responsible for the work of
that Bureau he must have supreme authority, and for that reason some changes may be made in the Census law, or
there may be a change in the Directorship. The Census bill now in conference
may not be finally passed until the Tariff bill is out of the way, and in the
meantime the President will acquaint
himself wdth the entire conditions and
be ready to so rule as to give the people
the best possible service in the coming
Census, to be taken next spring. It
should be borne in mind, however, that
there is no reflection upon the character
or ability of Mr. North, the whole matter
being simply the difference of opinion as
to how great an authority he should exercise.
While President Taft exhibits none of
the impulsiveness of his predecessor, yet
it is becoming more and more apparent
that once he makes up his mind that he
is right, nothing can swerve him from
the course he wishes to take. In the
matter of the Panama Canal, for instance,
while criticisms are being hurled at the
Government from many sources, yet Mr.
Taft is so convinced from a personal examination of the vAirk and from a thorough knowledge of the entire matter,
that the construction is going or. in the
best possible manner, that he will listen
to no suggestion whatever looking to a
change. He believes that the work will
bo completed in 1913, with perhaps just
it may come before
a slight hope that
Should
the end of his Administration.
be be renominated and reelected there is
no doubt that the opening will b“ celebrated long before his second tern, has

expired.

The President, too. has most positive
convictions regarding the Philippines,
the conditions with which he :s also most
familiar, and he proposes to work zealouslv during his Administration for
everything that will bring advantage to
those people and hasten their final self-

^
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If

years they have stood for health and happiness
in thousands of homes,
jj cents a bottle.

JOHN WARD, ISi

The

NEW rEKEELTlON

lamp for
family use—safe, con-

Children

venient, economical, and

great light giver. If not with your
write our nearest agency.

a

Standard Oil

dealer,

of age.

in Stud, charge of Harrie Jones, Rushville, Ind.
Maine season begins June 1. 1909.

Now

JACK AT HOME.

Consumers Invoke Taft Against Sugar

County Correspondence.
EAST SEARS MONT.

Hundred Million Dollars May Be Saved In
People's Penny Tribute—Trust Tariff Tax

Mrs. D. M. Buzzell has gone to Camden
where she has employment_H. C. Thomas
has returned home from Roxbury, Mass.,
where he spent the winter_Edwin Heald
has gone to Camden to work, after spending a
short time with his mother, Mrs. L. Morse.
He attended the Rockland Business College
the past winter.

Two

A

Cents

Pound.

New York, May 10th. Urging President Taft to loosen the tariff tentacles
with which the Sugar Trust octopus
squeezed from all American consumers

$100,000,000

over

last year, the customers

of 200,000 small grocers throughout the
land have sent to the White House from
this city a final plea for a real reduction
on
this universal household necessity
which congress has refused in the face of
petitions from the people of every State
in the Union. Through the Committee
of Wholesale Grocers, which has been
formed here to assist in obtaining

STOCKTON.
Arthur Moore has moved his family from the
Spinney house, owned by Dr. Stevens, to the
Lambert house.The Smith boys, who have
been boarding for several years at Mr. Wilfred Staples, have gone away to work.
Isaac
has gone to Bangor to work in a store and
Albion is working for Mr. Daniel Dunaver.
Millard Lane has finished sawing Fred
Lane’s wood with his gasoline power sawing
machine and has gone home to prepare for
planting-Miss Marian Sprague of Frankfort is working for Mrs. Arthur Moore.
Richard Heagen visited friends in this vicinity,
recently..... Forest Clark has gone to Boston*
in search of employment.Mrs. Garry Harriman of Searsport is teaching the Roberts
NORTH

...

cheaper sugar

for consumers

duction of duties

on

Habitat is

Anywhere

on

raw

through

re-

and refined

sugar, the heads and housewives of over
100,000 American families have recorded

their support of this movement, which

figures show can result in an
annual saving of $8 to every household in
the land.
Only the intervention of the
the official

school.Howard Littlefield has torn down
the old barn on his farm and will build newT,
President can save the wage earners of
buildings on the Heagen hill.
the entire country from paying tribute
WINTER PORT.

at breakfast, dinner and supper to the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wiley are moving into
trust which has saddled sugar
the Frank Carleton residence.Mrs. Lucy powerful
Blair of Morristown, N. J., has been the guest on the plain people with a burden of duty
of her aunt, Miss H. K. Croxford-Mr. Rich- eight times that on diamonds, it is declarard Tainter, bandmaster on the U. S. S. Ohio, er!
is in town on a short furlough_Mrs. Mary
Reminding the President that besides
Arey of Bangor, who has been visiting her the little brown sugar growers of the
daughter, Mrs, Frank Simpson, returned home j Philippines there are 90,000,000 men,
Friday-Mrs. Emily Rowe, who spent the j women and children on his home contiwinter with her sister, Mrs. Ira White, at i
nent in the grasp of the sugar trust, this
White’s Corner, has returned home ...Mr. W. j
of the American consumers asks
Grinnell of Camden called on friends in town petition
for a square deal in reducing the huge 80
this week-Mr. and Mrs. Earle Dunton have
moved into the John Young house.. .Mr. Isaiah per cent tariff, on the basis of which
Rich, one of our aged citizens, who has been fully two cents is tacked to the price of
failing in health for a long time, is very low_ each pound of this kitchen staple, of
The W. H. S. gave a May ball in Union hall which 2,284,791 tons were
imported for
Friday evening. The proceeds will be used for consumption last year. In forwarding to
repairs on the High school rooms.. .Mr. Arthur
Washington this mass of requests from
Archer of Bangor has been the guest of Mrs. Eva
their customers for cheaper sugar, the
Wardwell-Mrs. Selden Danielson is in very
declare that their interest in
D. W. Curtis, baker, has bought grocers
poor health..
a horse of Ira G. White.... Mrs.
Niles increased consumption is identical with

The unbeaten sire of 26, including Miss Whitney
(2.07|), Tomboy (2.10?.), Whitney (2.12£),
Wasco (2.19$). Gurgles Boy (2.15$,) Success
etc.“ Sired dam of Wig Wag (3i ( 2.16$)
(1905 champion). His daughters will be great brood-mares. By Victor Bismark 326, sire of 31.
Dam Edgewater Belle, by Edgewater 12730, producing sire; second dom Easter by American
Clay 34; third dam Nannie Marden, by Ericsson; fourth dam Jenny. Lind, by Vermont

(2.15|,
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we

were never

Your Shoes

Shake Into

powder. It cures painfeet and ingrowing nails,
and instantly takes the sting out of corns and
bunions. It's the greatest comfort discovery

j1 ful, smarting,

a

nervous

of the age. Allen's Foot-Ease makes
It is a certain
new shoes feel easy.

tight

cure

or

for

sweating, callous, swollen, tired, aching feet.
Try it today. Sold by all Druggists and Shoe

By mail for 26c. in stamps. Don't
ACC Err ANY substitute. Trial package FREE.
Address Alien S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. V.

Stores.

STIPEND WITHHELD.

so near

The State commissioner of agriculture
protection
Proteetion- finds that the charges of gambling on the
ii
and in every State in grounds of the Topsham fair were sub!er these circumstances stantiated and as a result withholds-, the
favor of

m

There

1

the White House.
Many have called
upon Mr. Taft who have not been to the
White House for the preceding seven
years, and this esteem for the President
and confidence in his judgment should go
far towards making his Administration
one of the most successful in the history
; of the Government.
at

Allen's Foot-Ease,

D. C.., May 10th.
While
ariff law-making seems
at large, yet it must
w
stupendous a task it
is not only revenue to
-t protection to our labor
'Vhile there will be rein some schedules, yet
-i
sell will be a most thorThe fact of
measure.

1

l,

up”

officer in the Government service, or any
citizen, who is not to-day persona grata

are

w’

j:

Veterinary Specifics
-'diseasesof

^

^

Horses,
Dogs, Poultry.

i

1 !$•., Milk

|p.

Fever, Lung Fever,
'^8, Lameness. Rheumatism,
throat. Epizootic,Distemper.
Hois, Grubs,

!

f p.

iu'

|p°rV'0U>l8.

if P

i
I,

litp
^

'<M

tOkic,
V

■n u
1

<

olds. Influenza.

Bellyache. Diarrhea,

>! I SC A It It I AGE.
®Y and Bladder disorders,

^'*4*' l,l,'KA8E81Msnie,ErUpiioni,
Ba°

<

OhDITlOlf. Indigestion.
per bottle.

,Ce’ ^ Cents
Y
v«*

fUre O’1,
Use,

tor

Stable

or

$i.

.Joists,

or

*2plofpr,ce*m Pa£e H«ok
Ml

sent

prepaid

the treatai,d fare
of Domestic
<ls
and .stable Chart to
^
mailed free.
HOMKO.
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MEDICINE
New Tort.

00.; Cctmt

cents every time she fills
sugar

jar.

Included in the thousands of petitioners

against

this trust tax on their

daily

hundreds of grangers and farmers who have hastened to register their
Mr. and Mrs. Henry M. Wyman.Charles
protest over the counters of the village
Fowler of Unity was in town last week-Mrs.
groceries in every section of the country.
of
South
Montville
visited
Austin Wentworth
Ten millions of farmers to-day pay a two
Mrs. D. C. Cain last week-Rodney Hall of
cent tax on every pound of sugar for
Brooks is at H. M. Wyman’s for the summer..
their households, they point out, solely to
Mrs. George L. Edmunds entertained the Larkin soap club last Friday. The next meeting give a bounty to less than a hundred
will be held with Mrs. J. A. Sprowl... Mrs. thousand farmers who are engaged in
John Cornforth of Knox and Mrs. Sarah A. raising sugar beets for the trust which is
Thompson visited Mrs. West P. Jones on Mon- known to control the domestic product.
day.
Though this is the greatest fruit-growing
TKUY.
country in the world, it is further assertM. V. B. Mitchell, veterinary, was thrown
ed, the stunting of the canning and prefrom his carriage when near his home last
serving
industry through lack of cheap
no
bones
were
broken
and
although
Thursday,
robs the farmers of what
he is confined to the house and suffering from sugar to-day
demand for their
injuries received by the accident-Chester might be an enormous
food

are

By the

season

or

NEVINS, Belfast, Maine.
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Kineo

Ranges j
require very little at- j
tention to get proper *
results.
The extreme *

rcarejand

quality of ma- $

terial used in their

struction

are

the

con-

causes

of it.

J. B.

STICKNEY,

*

j
J

|

J

AGENT, BELFAST.

J NOYES & NUTTER, Mfg. Co., Bangor, Maine. It

♦

EGGS
For

FOLEYSKIDNEYCURB
Kidneys
Right

Hatching.

We offer eggs for hatching from thoroughbred
Barred Plymouth Rock Yearling Hens that

and Bladder

layed

200 eggs

or over

during

the first

laying

descendants of the Hawkin’s
Royal Blue*family mated to cockerels from the
200
egg stock, bred by the late Prof.
Registered
Gowell, at Orono, Me.
We offer eggs from Pure Bred Single Comb
Rhode Island Red Yearling hens that layed 200
eggs or more their first laying year, mated to
thoroughbred cockerels from the Bay View
Farm, New Haven, 200 egg strain.
Our stock is large, healthy and vigorous,
raised on free range and carefully bred in this

They

year.

are

climate for winter

layers.

Price $2.00 per setting of 15 eggs. $3.00
for 30. $7.00 per hundred.
Carefully
packed and shipped by express the day they
are

layed.

We

shall have for sale in April and May 3000

day old chicks

from both strains.

PINELAND POULTRY

The perfect system

Me.

FARM, Belfast,

W. M. RANDALL, Prop.
S. E. BOWEN, Supt.

Burk
great Ansted
Mills guarantees this perfect

at the

We

in li e uay
of painters’ supplies.

carry[everything

LIVE STOCK

flour.
It is tested every half hour day and
night by the most exacting scientific tests. This insures absolute satisfaction in baking
all the time.

FULL LINKS OF

Commission Want.

Kitchen Furnishings,
Stoves and Ranges.

Burnham, Maine,

F. L. LIBBY,

-AN1)-

AMERICAN

HOUSE, BOSTON,

Plumbing

MASS.

Weekly shipments of live slock to Brighton
Cars leave Belfast every Monday morning and Burnham Monday noon. Dover and FoxI solicit your
croft every Salurday morning.
consignment, promising you prompt and satisfactory returns with the party’s name and address I sell your stock to. Write for shipping
Market.

|
I

j
ANSTED & BURK COMPANY. Miller
Springfi :!d, Ohio

For Sale at Yn:r Grocer’,i

WHITEHALL

last

h

M. A.

tfi6

—Appleton’s Magazine.

Gerry

*

*

fully twenty
her ten pound

had the misfortune to break his ankle fruit.
week while moving his goods to his new
READ THIS.
agricultural fairs, properly conducted, home, the place he recently bought of Rev.
fill a useful place in the life of the State.
Allen Rollins... .Guy Luce has moved his
“It is astonishing,” remarked a well known
They afford a meeting place for the farm- family to New Hampshire, where he has emauthority on Diseases of the skin, “how such a
ers and their families where instruction
number of people, especially ladies, are
have
and
large
family
in agricultural methods and possibilities ployment_Albion Gerry
written advertisements induced
Miss Flora Carleton and by attractively
may be combined with recreation. The moved to Benton....
to purchase some one of the many so-called
fairs, inasmuch as they are attended by Miss Addie Stone left Friday for Canada, Beauty Creams now on the market, not knowmany young and inexperienced men, are | where they will have employment at the “Cale- ing of course that they mostly contain oily or
pores of the
places where a gambler may reap a har I donia Springs Hotel-Miss Lora Harding be- greasy substances that clog the
skin and are for that reason the very worst
If the State is to extend financial
vest.
gan teaching in Etna this week-Miss Esuse.
My treatthing that they could possibly
aid to the fairs, it is obviously its duty
| telle Harding is teaching in Albion....The ment of Pimples, Blackheads, Blotches and all
to see that the fairs are properly conat Gerrish Corner, taught by Mrs. Del- eruptions of the skin, is as follows and has inschool
In this case, attention to the
ducted.
variably proved very successful: Wash the
evils was first called by President Hyde mont Gerry, and the Bagley Hill school, taught face carefully every night before retiring with
of Bowdoin college and in so doing he by Miss Ethel Prentiss, began this week. The warm water and a little oatmeal tied up in a
rendered a service to the community. j remainder of the schools will begin May 17th. small cloth bag, then after drying well, use the
The fairs should be encouraged in al !_Miss Alice Heald, superintendent of following inexpensive and perfectly harmless
prescription, which can be filled at any Drug
suitable ways; the help given by the
j schools, who has taught upwards of 70 terms, Store. Clearola ^ oz., Ether 1 oz., Alcohol 7
State is not begrudged, but the fain
i will teach jrt Green’s Corner; Lilia Heald at ozs. Use this mixture on the face as often as
should not be allowed to become the
the day, but use night and
Troy Corner; Bessie Maloon at Beech Ridge, possible during allowing
mecca of gamblers and other objection
it to remain on the
morning
any way,
able characters.
Less of the midway and Stella Whittaker at Rogers’ Corner.... face at least ten minutes, then the powdery
not wash the face
Do
and more of the fair proper would be i Scarlet fever seems to be abating. No new film may be wiped off.
desirable change.—Portland Advertiser cases are reported. The families of Linville for some little time after using. By following
this simple treatment, you will soon have a
i Sanderson and L. L. Rogers were released from
clear and Brilliant Complexion.”
Many weak, nervous women have been re
Lizzie
last
week....Mrs.
Smith,
quarantine
to
health
stored
by Foley's Kidney Remedy ai
who we regret to say is still quite ill, was
it stimulates the kidneys so they will eliminate
If you want to feel well, look well and be
the waste matter from the blood. Impuritie:
pleasantly surprised by receiving a big post well, take Foley's Kidney Remedy. It tones
the
the blood
nerves, causing nervous exhaus
depress
card shower May 1st... .George Cook is build* up the kidneys and bladder, purifies
tion and other ailments. Commence today am I
and restores health and strength. Pleasant to
a
new
Giles
of
Detroit take and contains no harmful drugs. Why not
chimney.
Temple
you will soon be well. Pleasant to take. Soh I ing
Sold by all druggists.
is doing the work.
commence today?
by all druggists.

State stipend. It is to be hoped that the
lesson will prove a salutary one. The

HUMPHREYS’

much better than every housewife can afford to pay the tariff tax of

protection

Draft Stallion

HORACE CHENERY,

Margaret

Blanchard of Unity passed the week-end with
his schoolmate. Chester Thompson-Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Banks of Searsroont visited Mr.
and Mrs. T. S. Erskine Sunday.... The drama,
“The Miller’s Daughter, presented by members
of Union Harvest Grange, with the supper and
dance that followed, netted over $42-Mrs.
William White of Deloeir. Station, Canada, with
her daughter Priscilla, is visiting her parents,

BRIGHAM,

Ward, $50; Stiletto C., $25; Edgemark, $25; Billy Herr ,(.$20.
ETETPO
■ CifcW
usual return privilege. Bred to approved mares only.
For bookings, additiona.1 information or catalogue, address,
John
with

*

agree

HERR, Morgan Type,

Trial 2.20 (limited handling), by Charley Herr (2.07); dam Hazel D. (2.21$), by Diabio <4‘
(2.09$); second dam Hazel Mac, by Director (2.17); third dam tricks, by Baldy came fror
Vermont to California; fourth dam Katy Tricks (dam of Conde 2.19$, Empress 2.24 grandam c
Brino Tricks 2.133).

<

|

2.16

Morgan.

New

Take the East river shore of Manhattan Island, anywhere from the Battery
to Brooklyn bridge, and you may call
that a good sailor neighborhood. Of
course, there are other villages of sailor
folk within the city limits—over in
Brooklyn, down on Staten Island, and on
the Hudson river side—but that one
which clusters about the big stone pillars
of the Manhattan side of “the bridge” is
first by right of age and tradition. Here,
in rambling old brick houses of two and
three stories, in dingy, narrow streets,
with rotting sidewalks and poisonous
cellars, in dark stairways and alleyways,
seaman have come and gone and rioted
almost since the time the Dutch first
brought over their cargoes of rum,
3pices, tobacco and molasses. Today
the cool shadows of the bridge lie athwart the neighborhood and the rumble of
the Brooklyn elevated is heard overhead.
Historians hold Jack responsible for
the first deterioration of the Bowery.
It once was the 5th av. of the town, but,
beginning on South street from Coenties
slip, up and down the water front, the
dives started to creep in and fill the whole
lower east end of the Manhattan city.
They did not require much law in those
lurid, buxom years, and whatever happened that wasn’t right was hidden beneath the fog of navy cut, blown up
from Jack’s inevitable clay pipe, and
was drowned beneath the plunkety-plunk
•of some yellowed and cracked piano.
Sailormen were more or less of a luxury
in the late ’70s, and the police, therefore,
let them alone.
That end of the big city was packed
full of the sea drift of the seven oceans;
Polacks and Swedes from the north rubbed elbows with chinks from Hongkong,
by way of ‘Frisco, with “smoked Irishmen,” as the sailors called the blacks
from the Antilles, with Hindoo coolies
who had floated from Suez past Joppa
and Naples across into the lower bay.

Makes

41615

EDGEMARK, 4,

j

East Side.

Trust.

[Deferred.]

His

C.,

7432

OASTO R I A

Company

STILETTO

2.12 1-4 Race Record: half-mile track, 2-12 3-4; timed in a race, 1.05 1-4. half
in 1.01 1-4 at three years.
Sire of Stella Mack (trial 3) (2.25). Stiletto C. is by Steinway (3) (2.25j), sire oj Klatawah’(3
(2.051, Thornway (2.05J) and five others in 2.10, dams of five in 2.10. Son of Strathmore sire of
two in 2.10, dams of Citation (2.011),Humps (2.031) and others in 2.10. The dam of Stiletto C.
is Nota (dam of three and one producing sire),
by Nutwood (2.183), sire of 174 in 2.30, two ;r
2.10, dams of 330 in 2.30, 17 in 2.10.

Cry

FOR FLETCHER'S

(Incorporated)

of

by Bingen, sire of Admiral Dewey (2.04J, Owaissa (2.06J). The Leading Lady (3) (2.07), world’s
record; Uhian (4) (2.07f). seven in 2.10, 55 in 2.30. Dam Amrbette (3p) (2.25), by Braon Rogers
(2.09i) (great European sire, and brother of Baron H., 2.10); second dam Kaloa (dam of four),by
Princton (2.19;1); third dam Mamie Belle (dam of four), by Robert
McGregor (2.17A); fouth dam
Maggie M. (dam of Bright Eyes 2.14|, and grandam of eight), by Alcyone.
John Ward’s colts show extreme speed, trotting eights in 19, pacing 17 seconds at one year

dancing, prancing lightsome things

Launch time in Maryland! Trim and)neat,
The naphtha and the gasolene;
Sweet travelers in the noonday heat
Down the cool creeks of bordering green;
Late night, and all the old shore still,
Soft slumber like a dew comes down;
Far off, beyond the cove and hill,
A pop-pop hustling up to town;
Pop-pop, pop-pop! the light launch goes,
I A bloom upon the stream, a rose;
! And sweet, oh, sweet, oh, sweet it rings—
The music that the light launch sings!
Baltimore Sun.

so

Five-year-old Pacing Stallion of 1908-Best Bred and Fastest Living’Son
World’s Greatest Young Speed Progenitor—Four Great
Producing Dams

Fastest

Bob up and down and all about,
And, oh, how sweet their music rings!
Pop-pop! The song is of the sea,
The lovely day, the winds of glee;
The beaches, where in coverts dim
The naked youngsters hie to swim.

constructed that it does not add perceptibly to the heat of a room.
Jt differs from all other oil stoves in its substantia! CABINET TOP, \
with shelf for warming plates and keeping cooked food
hot. and drop shelves for holding small cooking
utensils. Has every convenience, even to bars for
towels.Threesizes. Withor withoutCabinetTop.
If not with yourdealer, write our nearest agency.
Tk*
T
w /a**.
is the ideal

a-

!

Against sudden attacks of constipation, indigestion, sick headache, biliousness, torpid liver, by always keeping on h-.nd the
true “L. F.” Atwood's Bitters.
An occasional d. se safeguards the system against the ailments most common
to men, women and children.
For nearly sixty

Far off, then near, the popping notes,
Some hoarse, some sharp, some muffled quite;
All hail the little lightheart boats,
With rails of green and hulls of white!
The clubmen on their porch look out,

JJ

question of authority
of Portland is boarding with Mrs. Margaret that of the consumer, and cite the recorof the independent refiners
lisfactorily fixed for government.
Costello, and expects to spend the summer ded statement
had
a
Presinever
We have probably
Ndpi,-.
months her. She wull occupy the lower part of that they require no protection and favor
with
the
"so
familiar
our
dent in
history
rs of the House have
the admission of both raw and refined
various Departments of the Government her residence on Lebenon street.
to -their homes on
The fact
and our possessions and undertakings as CENTER MDNTVILEE.
sugar entirely free of duty.
the present incumbent of the White
as the House is meetsold for exE. A. Sprowl has sold his farm toC. A. Boyn- that the sugar trust recently
and this knowledge and experi*-i-k and then only for a House,
ton-Barney R. Dodge -t wed a kind heart port large quantities of sugar at almost
ence added to the judicial temperament
re is now no quorum
of Mr. Taft should make him an Execu- when he recently start d ut with a subscrip- two cents a pound less than it was offered
enable Benja- to American consumers is also called to
"iingly it is impossible tive whose opinions must be respected tion paper and secured
without regard to party or State. There min Knowlton to go t a t»* -pitaJ and receive the attention of President Taft as proof
;us bill for considering
or Representative or any
treatment for a cancer n his face-Everett that the trust can refine
the Senate and House is no Senator
sugar without

|nttrv

Protect Yourself

Like shuttles shooting to and fro
As in the web the shuttles fly,
The little launches glide and go
,
Beneath the warm blue April sky;
The creek is crowded with their gleam,
The pop and sputter chimes and sings,
And while upon the shore I dream
The music of the motor rings:
Pop-pop, pop-pop; oh, music sweet,
The fluttering flags, the flitting fleet;
The young hearts free from daily care,
The red cheeks in the bright spring air!

Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stove
is

eviuent

daily that the present Administration is
going to be a thoroughly business one,
and that Mr. Taft proposes to be the
President of the whole people and to
take upon himself the responsbility of

j

heat of a coal fire and cook
with comfort, even in dogor
days The

*—

These differences have to do largely with
the subjects named above more than
with the amount of duly to be adopted in
the various schedules.
Hope is entertained. however, that after a few more
days of debate, the conditions will be
more clear and that perhaps the bill can
be passed by June 1st.
How long it will
remain in conference it is idle to contemplate, perhaps only a few days and
perhaps for weeks, but when the bill
does reach the President there will be
a long sigh of relief from every business interest in the country.

Mr. Nagel, Secretary of tee Department
kippered herring with of Commerce and Labor, may be more
•niliarity as blase New or less exaggerated in the press, still it
the cost of six cylin- is a fact that the Census Bureau is not
-biles at “Maxie” and at present constituted and managed in a

:

I

importuned
the bill with

What effect this will
all possible speed.
have cannot yet be determined, but it is
evident that several Senators will insist
upon long speeches in explanation of
such features as the income tax, the inheritance tax, a Tariff Commission and
other provisions not exactly connected
with the schedules.
So, after all, it may
be nearer the first of July than the first
of June before the bill finally reaches
the President.
It seems quite evident, too, that the
leading Democrats are going to take
every advantage possible of the differences among the
Republican leaders.

it

^

kitchen work on a
that’s ready
K
at the instant wanted,
V
and out of the way the
V
moment you’re
done.
■
Such a stove is the New
■
Perfection Wick Blue
■
Flame Oil Cook-Stove.
■
By using it you avoid the
■ continuous
overpowering

I

MUSIC OF THE LAUNCH.
A flitting shape upon the stream,
A white dot far and far away;
A green shore winding down the stream
Of wooded slope and azure bay;
A ditty on the lips of life,
Far floating on the silver tide;
A careless moment, free from strif e,
In the sweet April countryside:
Pop-pop, it sings, the launch of white;
Pop-pop, it sings, where flutters bright
The flags, the awnings, wind and sea,
And red lips sweet with lays of glee.

Your Kitchen
It is
wonderfully0^
convenient to do ft

stove

order that we may as soon as possible return to a normal condition of industry.
It is estimated that we are losing ten
millions of dollars a day and will continue
to lose this amount until the bill becomes
a law7.
That is three hundred million dollars a month, or nearly a billion dollars for
the three months during which the bill
will have been debated, It will be seen
then that a loss or gain of a few million
dollars revenue cannot compensate for
this immense loss to the industrial interests of our country, and Senators and

will spread to the rest
Belfast, Maine, in the every Department.
While the difference between Mr.
months, may expect to
and
application of “Maxie” North, the Director of the Census,

I
I

W

try as during the framing of previous
laws. The business interests, without
exception, are anxious for the bill to be
passed, no matter what its provisions, in

Representatives

Put This Stove in

k

CAMDEN,

MAINE

j

I

I directions and my

weekly market letter, free.

supply my regular
public generally.

to

tomers and the

S

postal

cus-

carefully prepared menu.
Special service at short notice
to
Family Dinner Parties,

Real Estate
IN WALDO COUNTY.
We buy and tell.

Feme wanted.

ORRIN I. DICKEY, Belfast, Maine.

ti

a n

d

specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop me a
card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS,

Corner Cross and Federal Streets,

Belfast,

The Wentworth cottage at Murphy’s Point
will be sold at a bargain. Apply to
JAMES H. WENTWORTH Waldo,
Or to E. H. Knowlton, at Knowlton & Grant’s,
4wl6
P. O. Square, Belfast.

I

T.

S.[.THOMPSON,

BELFAST,

MAINE

CASH

Telephone 139

FOR SALE

I
2ml8

d

For Sale

a

A few hours notice insures
careful attention to every little
detail of comfort and satisfaction.
Telephone 4-12.

c o a

a

Transients and Traveling Men
served on American plan from

Clubs and Societies.

e

goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture

T. P. LOGAN.

tf6

Open for Season of 1909

i !!dl,

HIGH STREET, BELFAST.

I have stored an abundant suppty of the
clearest and best Ice I have ever had and

prepared

Specialty.

| Mitchell

To Ice Consumers
am

a

One of the best hay farms in the county, eon
taming about 100 acres of the best land; n<
rocks, plenty of wood, also some timber, goo*
pasture, well watered. Abundance of fruit trees
Good house, ell, shed and carriage house, alsi
large barn. Cuts to tons hay, which will be soli
with farm if wanted. Also all farming tools
Located 1} miles from postolHce. Inquire of
35tf

Lower

THOMAS GANNON.
Congress St.. Belfast, Me.

For Sale
Farm
JR ^~~^™**ing

Farms in 14 States. Strout's
New Monthly Bulletin of Real
Bargains, profusely illustrated, mailed free; we pay
1.
vour R. R. fare.
E. A. STROUT CO..
Seat's Hi*. Hama
VnU’i Larn* Pm Daalwa.

Grocery

Store.

CASH PAID FOR

i

COUNTRY PRODUCE.
PRIME WESTERN BEEF. CORNED BEEF
tram 7 to 10 cants a pound.

POTATOES

WANTED.

*■■■■■■■■■

Mj!

KNOWLTON & GRANT.

county which only lacks a few miles o f
equalling in area the State of Massachu
setts. Aroostook raised 20,000.000 bush
BELFAST, THURSDAY, MAY 13. 1909.
els of potatoes last yeflf, the shipment 5
PUBLISHED EVEBY THURSDAY BY
realizing nine or ten million dollars, an i
yet
development in Aroostook has reach
The Republican Journal Publishing Co.
ed only one-sixteenth of its capacity.
I j.
still has thousands of acres of primevs *
CHARLES A. P1LSBURY,
forests, into which the B. & A. railroa i
is pushing its way. This road has a di
a
In
Terms.
advance,
$2.00
Subscription

Maine has with a great loss thi
past week in the deaths of Prof. Hugl
Ross Hatch and George C. Purrington
prominent- as educators and men of con
spicuous ability. The loss of Prof. Hatcl
comes near home as he was a native o
Islesboro and had often preached in thi

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

$1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.

year:

For one square, one
50 cents for one week

Advertising
length in column,
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
inch

the

object of the visit

last week of the Boston business men. If

they had read the announcements of the
trip or attended the meeting in the Opera
not

House they need

everybody could

But

question.

asked the

have

not at-

tend the meeting and so it is well to
state here, briefly, the motives which Maine.
prompted this flying visit to Maine. It
establish

"to

was

between Boston and

her

of

opportunities

communities

the

purchase agricul
products, handle agricultural im
plements, grain, feed, chemicals for fer
tural

greater New England.” The
selected by the visitors for discus-

topics

BOOMING BELFAST.

wanted in Belfast “to

visited, and how best to co-operate with
then: for

a

in

presented

sion here, and which were

just what was needed to ensure a crop ol
the highest quality. With frequent rains
and intervening hot weather there would

What purports to be an advertisemen ;
in iui alleged newspaper distributed ii
this vicinity says that a business firm ii ;

to learn more of the resources

neighbors;
and

relationship
New England

closer

a

tilizers, etc.” It is further said that,
“Years ago there were several firms ii

a

this city
products

clear, business-like way, further indicate

that

purchased

in

place.” Every intelligent persor
this city and vicinity knows that these

statements are untrue and unwarranted
and while it is generally recognized thal

factures by
A. Efficient transportation.
Railroads.
Waterways.
Industrial and commercial education.
F.
Patronage of home industries.

the intention is to “knock”“tine or more
individuals this “advertisement” reflects
upon Belfast

One of the visitors said, in substance:
■Boston is and must remain the one great

would

do

as

a

whole and if believec

injury bj
trade elsewhere which shoulc
our

city

diverting
plenty of naturally come here. But the probabil
to de- ity is that few will be deceived, as tht
money, heretofore devoted mainly
animus of this publication is clearly
the
the
west,
opporneglecting
veloping
revealed.
As to buying agricultura
tunities at her own door. This has been products,
every grocery store in towr
In developing New England does that, and the firm of Knowlton <S
a mistake.
recently established, makes e
she will be laying the foundation for her Grant,
The Belfast
The specialty of this business.
and
prosperity.
greater
own'growth
Fuel & Hay Company buys all the hay
the
idea entertained by some few that
the farmers have to sell, and in the seadrum
son there is a market for all the
object of the visit was simply to
apples
erroneous.
that are offered, one firm shipping 1,500
up trade for Boston is entirely
^

barrels from this station the past

party—bank-

The men who made up the

All the grocery' stores handle
feed, and the Swan & Sibley

railroad officials, wholesalers and

ers.

importers,

not in

are

help
helping ourselves, and

came here to

They

and to aid

us

us

tilts

in

and Jackson

in

fertilizers,

grain and
Company

Hall sell at wholesale.
also sells chemicals for

well as the best

as

season.

prepared

fertilizers, succeeding
Knowlton & Son.

annual income of $100,-

an

&

The latter firm

the benefit

With $200,000 in the

will be mutual.

treasury and

that line.

W.

in this line L. A.
Mason & Hall and J.

handle agricultural imple,)lii from membership dues the Boston
ments, the first named firm having taken
Chamber of Commerce, “chartered to over that branch of the L. A. Knowlton
To announce that no such
promote the commerce, industry and business.
firms or dealers are to be found here
public interest of Metropolitan Boston
seems a very poor way to boom Belfast.
and of New England,” can, and we are
Jones

In the same

do

■confident will,

It is for their interest

these lines.
well as for

portation facilities
They realize,

as

all

Boston offers our mer-

do. that unless
chants such

freight
practical men

lower

and

rates

as

better trans-

to secure

ours

goods

they

as

wish to

buy

advantageous terms as they can
bought in other cities the business

as

on

be

in

business.

figure
price and freight
goods.
little

Where Boston,

Quality
buying

their visit to this
informed
for

and at

as

city last week

was

mis-

to the arrangements made
the visitors.
If most of

welcoming

the local committee were Republicans
help herself, is in supply- they- were not selected
by the Board oi
e needed capital for legitimate enirt'
Trade for that reason, but because {hey
terprises. It is just coming to be reeog- are representative business men; anc
rh. -time time

that Maine has vast natural

:

rnz'

only

which

sources,

the advent of

ing scarcity
:aj

have

are

water

utilized

our

era

and the grow-

over

a

life-long

Demo

at the head of the Waldo county bar, bu
is President of the Belfast Savings ban!

When

powers.

welcome,

is

crat and has been elected mayor of Bel
fast and Representative to the Legisla
ture as a Democrat. He not only stand

with

director of The City National bank
of Belfast and was eminently qualified tc
and

manufacturers will

decided advantage

a

address of

of fuel has turned attention

unused

our

these

new

a

electricity,

Hon. Robert F. Dunton, who gave the

re-

development.

need

We have entered upon

those who

a

visiting business
The
-Have to use coal or wood to generate men as a representative citizen.
Globe correspondent is guilty of the ofWith
the
of
manufacpower.
growth
fence he attributes to others by ignoring
tures will come increased prosperity to Mr.
Dunton and also Mr. O. E. Frost,
farmers and to merchants.
Our farm- who made the closing remarks. His ading interests already feel the quickening dress and that of Mr. Dunton were warmaddress

nized

knowledge

as

of what is

the science of

now

recog-

agriculture.

The

wasteful methods of the past have been
■abandoned. The movement for the conservation of natural resources,and the in-

creased attention paid to forestry, have

Crested

the waste in wood lots and tim-

ber lands.

In

orcharding, dairying

and

potato growing are manifest the results
of the intelligent following out of new

approved methods. In brief, there
signs of advancement in every di-

and
are

rection. with
entered upon

Regret

assurance
a new

era

that Maine has

of

prosperity.

has been expressed that the

time of our visitors was

so

limited and

they were able to see, and then only
hastily, so small a part of our State.
That is of course to be regretted.
But
these men of affairs, representing vast
business interests, could not well be absent from their posts for any length of
time. We are glad that they came at
all, and saw what they did, and Belfast,
situated as it is on a branch road, should
feel specially honored by 'their visit.
They did not see some of our greatest
that

water powers, nor the lumber and woolen,

pulp

and paper mills on the Penob-

scot river.

Millinocket,

City,” would
lesson.
-have

the

alone have been

It would have taken

seen

Aroostook

—

a

“Magic
an object

a

week to

single Maine

Thousands of stout women wrho have imagined that they must have
their corsets made to order are now saving half their money and enjoying
greater comfort by wearing the famous Nemo Self-Reducing Corset.
312—For Tall Stout

Figure; 320,

405— For Tall Stout

Figure; long skirt,

dt

uic

uiiiuii

meeting at the North Congregational church
Sunday evening and Messrs. Emory White and
John Parker will sing “Excelsior” as a duet.
Seaside Spiritual church will hold meetings in their rooms on High street every
Thursday evening at 7.30 o’clock and Sunday
afternoon at 2.30, to which the public are cordially invited.
The

i

wm m
&
Self-Reducing
IN)
^

CQR5ET

W,T"

hLATNlNO-bACK

N93l8

same

The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street. Sunday morning at
11 o’clock; subject, “Adam and Fallen Man;”

Wednesday evening at 7.30 o’clock,
are cordially welcome.

to

which all

There will be a service at Trinity Reformed
church next Sunday at 2.30 p. m., with sermon
by the Rev. William Vaughan. Sunday school
immediately after the sermon. Prayer meet-

ing Thursday evening
Services at the

at 7.30 o’clock.

Universalist church next

memorial service for the late Prof.
Hugh Ross Hatch. Many spoke feelingly of
their love and respect for the much lamented
teacher and preacher, and also of the good
work he had done for the church here.

an

audience ot

Rev. T. H.

Derrick has accepted

a

call to

the

Wellfleet, Mass., Congregational Church, a large
one. A few months ago Mr. Derhis pastorate at Andover to accept a call from the Rumford Point church.
Since his acceptance, however, he has received
the call from Wellfleet, and in view of the
much larger field for work in that place, the
Rumford Point church has released him.—
Rumford Falls Times.

and influential
rick resigned

The services for the week at the Baptist
church will be as follows: The Juniors will
meet this, Thursday, afternoon at 3.30; this
evening, the prayer meeting; subject, A Prophet’s Vision, Micah 4;ll-7. Sunday, at 10.45,

morning worship,

with sermon; Sunday school
P. S. C. E. at 6.30 p. m., union
meeting at 7.30, at the North church. Wednesday evening, teacher’s meeting.
at noon; Y.

1

<

?

I
[
J3
«f' 'i

JAMES H. HOWES,
ODL)
BL^OCK.

FELLOWS’

'vr;?'.

UNITY.
Orville Fuller has secured a fine position at
Togus as cornetist in the band and went Monday. He will devote his spare time to shorthand and typewriting.
Esburn Nutt has bought the
George Roseland farm and has begun to move. Since his
return from Bangor he and his wife have been

stopping with

their son,

Mr. Bert Nutt.

Much sympathy is felt for Chester O. Gerry,
who met with a serious accident a short time
ago. While moving his wagon broke, the weight
hitting him on the leg, breaking it. At this
date he is getting along finely.

|il Solid as a Maine Ledgel
Our investments

I

No

and Mrs. Ruel Hollis, who have been

Present

deposits gained

and
over

cash

working

Sarah Files Chase occurred at
the home of her son, F. Wallace Chase, in New-

tonville, Mass., May 2d, at the age of 77 years,
11 months and 1 day. Death resulted from a
dropsical condition of the heart. She was confined to her bed only a week and apparently
suffered little or no pain. The remains were
brought to Unity, arriving at the home of her
son, E. I). Chase, May 5th, where funeral services were held the following afternoon, Rev.
David Brackett of Brooks officiating. A probeautiful flowers attested the love
and esteem in which she was held. The bearers
were Fred Whitten, Charles Stevens, James
Libby and Edwin McCauslin. The body was
laid to rest in Pond cemetery beside her husband, Benjamin Franklin Chase, who died several years ago. She leaves to mourn three
sons, Wallace, Donald and Frederick, the later,
on account on illness was not present at the
funeral.
fusion of

helicl.

our

I

Growing

I

Fast.

$70,000 since January 1st.

$205,000.

Mrs. A. D. Jackson, moved to Belfast last week. |
He bought a nice cottage home there, pleasant- :
ly located on Mayo street, near the shore, with
Miss Gladys Giles was
a fine view of the bay.
in Belfast recently and made a flying visit at
SANDY POINT.
,
the home. Their friends will be pleased to
Miss Laura Blanchard returned recently from
know they are happy and contented.
a visit of several weeks in Boston and
vicinity.
While L. L. Rogers was loading potatoes into
....Mr. and Mrs. George Mansur of Bangor
have opened their cottage at the Point.Miss
a car at this station last week his horses got
Lillian Young, who is attending school in
tired standing and started for home, running

The death of

I

I

$900,000.
Join

I

I
The City National Bank of Belfast, I

I

spending several months with their daughter,

Safety Valve

a

NOW OVER

I

badly jammed.
Mr.

Individual

I

to you: you do not have to ASK for thu

history justifies

Growing

I
I
I

His escape was miraculous.
the Darn.
bones were broken but he was bruised and

always open

\\e believe in it and

I

went to

are

Publicity

I

Mrs. Clarence Morrill from Waterville spent
Sunday with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank

grow with

us.

ami

us

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY.

village

are

J

I

Cliailes
H. Cm
Flowfer^l
I
|

j

Mrs. Melvin A. Grant for
a few weeks... Mrs. Abbie Nickerson arrived
arrived Saturday from Boston and has opened
her cottage for tne summer_Miss Emily Mc| Farland, who has been at K. G. Clifford's the
| the past week, has returned to Castine. ...Mrs.
j Fannie Richards and Mr. French Richards
; spent two days last week in Searsport with relaj tives ..Arbor day was observed here by the
teacher and pupils by setting out trees, plant| ing seeds and cleaning the school yard_Mrs.
I E. S. Patterson spent Saturday in Prospect
with her daughter, Mrs. George Magee.
Mrs.
I
| George Holmes, Mrs. Fred Black, Miss Grace
Black and Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Styler spent
: Saturday in Bangor
Work on the Hersey
i Retreat is being rushed and it will be
cornpleted in a few weeks-Sch. Stoney Brook,Capt.
i Mell Grant, is in Bangor loading for Castine_
Bowden and Frank Heath a-e at wrork
| Alanson
j on the rock crusher in Bangor_The whooping cough is prevailing here.
ton

UNDERTAKER,

Garden
Seeds

with

]<> Everything needed for
i|J table and flower garden,

Licensed

1

the vegein hulk or

)

Sweet

Everything

mer--

modern in

CASKETS AMD BUR
Metal

Shipping

Ca-.

Vaults alwa\

)
? ; Calls answered prompt

package.

i1

i

Embf
Coroner

Home

1

Peas
>

....AND....

Nasturtiums

telephone

I also have

| Card

a

s

>'

\

«

e

Tables
TO

II

...

for Card

|

A. A. Howes & Co.,

Parties, S

nients.

Tables

Chairs

20 uii

72 MAIN ST*

Groceries. Drugs and Medicines.

Old Belfast
WdllttM

PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
J. Sanderson of Troy
business Wednesday.
L.

Waldo County Veterans’ Meeting.

All the churches of the city will unite in a
The Waldo County Veterans’ Association met
union service at the North church Sunday
at the Grange hall in Swanville May 6th with a
evening at 7.30 p. m. The meeting will be in I
good attendance. The travelling was bad, but
the interest of the Layman’s Christian Conmany came a long distance to meet their old
vention, occurring in Portland May 20-23. Mr.
comrades. The following towns were rep reOrlando E. Frost, who is on the executive comlented: Belfast, Morrill, Brooks, Jackson, Newcommended
of
the
mittee
who
will
musl
;
be
the
ly
convention,
by
speaker
burg, Monroe, Winterport, Searsportand Swanhave been surprised to find no mention oi of the evening. Special music will be rendered
ville. A. Stinson called the forenoon meeting
I
and
the
is
invited to attend. Seats will
public
them in the Globe.
to order and in the absence of the President
be reserved for men in the center of the
called Lorenzo Jones to the chair. A committee
President Calvin Austin of the Easterr church. In the morning all the pastors of the on time and place of next meeting, consisting
city wjll deliver special sermons to men.
of A. Stinson, D. O. Bowen and James KnowlSteamship Company has relieved Belfast
The services for the week at the North Confrom a very embarrassing situation by
ton, was appointed. The following comrades
church
will be as follows: meeting were
gregational
reported as having died since the last
declining to receive a set of colors, 01 of the Junior C. E.
Society at 3.30 this, Thurs- meeting: Ira Smith, Co. D 26th Me.; Samuel
other offering, from the city for the new
day, afternoon; prayer meeting at 7.30 this Smith, Navy; Hiram Clark, Co. K 26th Me.;
steamer Belfast, or to have any cere
evening; topic, Work, John 5: 17; Castle North, Wm. Nash, Co. D, 26th Me.; Benjamin Kelley,
monies on her arrival at this port.
Sh<
K. O. K. A., Friday evening at 7 o’clock. Co.
K, 4th Me.; Jas. H. Raney, Co. H, 6th Me*
will be detained here long enough on hei
Morning worship on,, Sunday at 10.45 a. m., After remarks by Comrade Trask a recess was
first trip to enable those who wish t( | with sermon by the pastor, Rev. D. L. Wilson i taken for
The good people of Swandinner.
inspect the new steamer and then pro on “Men and the Church;” Sunday school at ville always have enough to eat and to spare
ceed on her way up river. Under differ noon; meeting of the Christian Endeavor Soci- and the dinner was a bountiful one. Past
ent local conditions a set of colors woulc ety at 6.30; topic, At the Cross, John 19: 16-27; President Jones called the afternoon meeting
have been subscribed for and ordered bi Luke 23: 39-49. (Pilgrim’s Progress Series.) ; to order and the following program was carried
! The evening worship at 7.30 will be a union
out: Singing, “Marching Through Georgia;”
the citizens of Belfast long ago, anc
service. The public is cordially invited to
prayer, Rev. Wm. Vaughan; address of welas
a
matter of course, ant
accepted
attend all these services.
come, Miss Margaret Billings, the daughter of
there would have been such other rec
At the First Methodist Episcopal church a veteran; response by Comrade William
I
ognition of the compliment paid our citi next Sunday service at 10.45 a.
m., with preach- Vaughan; singing, “Tenting on the Old Camp
as the occasion might call for.
Bu ; ing by the pastor, Rev. A. E.
Luce; subject, Ground;” recitations, Eugene Smart, Fannie
under existing conditions that could no Latent Forces—a sermon
particularly interest- Brown, Hazel Marr and Mildred Marr; singing
be done at this time. Later Belfast mat
to
men.
At noon Bible study, F. P. Blod- by Cunningham and Marr; remarks by Coming
find opportunity to show her appreciatioi gett, Supt., at 3.30 p. m. Junior Epworth rades Jones, Stinson, Nickerson, Trask and
of the honor conferred on her.
League, Miss Lillian Spinney, Supt. In the others. Sisters D. O. Bowen and F. L. Palmer
evening a Union service at the North church, made some interesting remarks. The comNew York’s Chinatown is taking t< , a Layman’s service, with an address by O. E. mittee reported: place of next meeting, Morpie. Does this mean an enlargement o: Frost. Tuesday, at 7.30 p. m., anniversary of rill; time, first Thursday in June. This meetthe Epworth League, followed by installation ing proved one of our best. Closed by singing
the “pie belt?”—Boston Transcript.
of officers and a reception to graduating Junior “Amerifca.”—A. Stinson, Sec’y.
Yes, and the Chinamen’s belts also.
Epworth League members. Thursday, at 7.30
If T. R. catches the sleeping sickness
Insurance in Maine.
church prayer meeting.
Friday, The
that will be the end of it.—Boston Tran p. m.,
Esther circle will hold a postponed banQueen
Advance
copies of the State insurance comscript.
at the home of Miss Emma Frost, Union missioner’s report show that risks to the
The end of the sleeping sickness, o: quet
amount of $187,184,825 were written during the
street, Friday at 7.30, Castle Waldo, K. O. K.
course.
past year. This was divided as follows: ComA., Albert Healey, King.
panies of other States and countries, $172,592,726; Maine mutual companies, $15,230,975; speBoston Transcript: Maine must b;
The Shoe Situation.
cial brokers, $361,123. The premiums amountthis time realize that its separation fron
ed to $2,911,013. The losses paid amounted to
While the footwear market has not as yet felt $2,416,444. The losses incurred by
Massachusetts was only nominal.
foreign fire
the active and advancing movement in hides, insurance companies in Maine during the past
trade with Eastern jobbers and New England year amounted to $2,372,168 and was 87.2
is
a
,
visit
fron
per
Bangor
enjoying (?)
manufacturers is gradually increasing.—Dun's cent of the premiums collected by the same
the Sturgis deputies.
Review, May 8th.
same
the
period.
companies during
----
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Relief Bands \

new

The Nemo Self-Reducing Corset reduces a stout woman’s figure so
effectively that her
skirts have to be “taken in" from 3 tw4 inches.
It “moulds in” and supports the
abdomen,
giving health and strength to women Who are physically weak.

There will be services in the Chapel at East
Northport Sunday, May 16th, at 10:45, a. m., H. Dutton. Her little daughter Margaret, who
conducted by the pastor, Rev. G. G. Wins- has been
staying with her grandparents for
low, of Belfast. Sunday school will follow the some
time, was overjoyed at her coming.
preaching service.
Benjamin Hunt met with a severe accident
Mothers’ day was observed at the Trinity
last week. While endeavoring to roll a piece
Reformed Church last Sunday.
The pastor.
of ground the horses became unmanageable
Rev. Wm. Vaughan, preached an able and
an*! Mr. Hunt in his excitement hung to the
patriotic sermon. He never fails t'* hold the reins. After
being dragged quite a distance
close attention of his hearers.
and the iron roller going over him, the horses

and

with

Flatning-Back / J O
^ QQ
314—For Short Stout Figure; 318, same with Flatning-Back 1
404— For Short Stout Figure; new Nemo Relief Bands
)* A

|

was

Mrs. Guy Stevens of Thorndike
her aunt. Mrs. Walter McCausland.

in town
is

Employment

on

visiting

Miss Harriet Partridge of Orland, who has
been visiting her cousin, Mrs. F. W. Buxton,
has returned home.

Copies
sired and

nal office:
1.

%A#E

of the follow

will be pa

“Eulogy, deliv

August 10, 1826,

on

j

Jefferson.
Belfast. I
1826. pp. 28. 8°.”
An address on I
2.
fore the Washing t«
ruary 22, 18414. pp.

For Girls

Miss Gertrude Haines of Clinton was the
guest of Mrs. S. R. Haines and her uncle, G.
H. Hunter, this week.

the'visitors,

influence of improved methods and increased

iiiuoiv.

is the

The Boston Globe’s representative with
the Boston Merchants’ Association on

and

help us most,

who has worn it knows that the Nemo Self-Reducing
Every
Corset is superior to all others in comfort, style and durability—that it is an
extraordinary value simply as a corset, saying nothing about its invaluable
and exclusive special features.

...

rates tell in

can

oj/cvmi

formal

Sentiment cuts but

will go elsewhere.

litjp

uc

111

I

^

issuing of a sheet Sunday at 10.45 a. m., with preaching by the
which has roused the indignation of the pastor, Rev. A. A. Smith.
The Sunday school
people of a neighboring town with which will be at 12 o’clock. Castle Lincoln, K. O. K.
the people of Belfast have for a century A., will meet at 7 o’clock Saturday evening.
First Parish (Unitarian) church.
or more maintained the most
Service
friendly
into Boyce Mitchell’s team, which was hitched
Bucksport, spent Saturday and Sunday at home.
social and business relations.
The inju- next Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; subject of sermon, to a post near McCauslin’s store, clearing the -Mr. and Mrs. Fred Perkins arrived home
“The Unitarian Layman.”
Sunday school at horse from the
rious effects of this production were
last week from a two weeks’ visit in New
wagon and completely demolish12 noon: subject of study, “The Spirit of the
York and Massachusetts_Miss Sarah Shute
one wheel and damaging the harness badly.
clearly manifested last week and, as in
ing
Early Christian Church.” Castle Channing, K. As soon as the crash was heard several men is in Bangor for a visit with her cousin, Mrs.
other directions, it is feared that it will
O. K. A., meets Friday evening at 7 o’clock.
Nathan Hopkins-Mr. Charles Neal of Morwere on the scene and the horses were quickly
be some time before the ill feeling
The prayer meeting at the Baptist church
rill is the guest of his sister, Mrs. Fred Grant.
caught.
aroused can be allayed.
last Thursday evening was turned into an inMrs. Manley Grant and children of Stock-

along

great work

a

!The Guild of the North Congregational
Church will meet Monday with Mrs. D. L.
Wilson, High street. A picnic supper is being
arranged for that meeting.

I

■

‘S^S*^»K3*iga»SSifc

There will be services at the Wood’s schoolhouse next Sunday at 2 p. m., and at the Brainard schoolhouse at 7 p. m., conducted by the
pastor, Rev. C. J. Clark.
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Self-Reducing Cor»e
perfect comfort

woman

The Churches.

™

that the Memo

abdomen with

hygienic safety.

this season.

serious

She has

England.

1

agriculture

their

1. The advantages of co-operation among
New England commercial bodies.
The development of New England manu2

of New

kno4

More than a million stout women
corset that will reduce the

is the only

have been rot to contend with and the
keeping quality of the tubers would have
been impaired. This may not be a potato
year, and another thing to be taken into
consideration is that the good prices realized last year will lead to the planting of
a largely increased
acreage everywhere

and made

Death remoney.
moved these men and none have taker

*;he ends in view:

city

department of Colby College

j

OUR BOSTON VISITORS.

Many have asked

and during the nearly six years hi
had been at the head of the mathematica

he had en
deared himself to many students fron
this section. Prof. Purrington had beei
at the‘head of the Normal School a
rect line to tide water, with termins I
Farmington for more than a quarter o
facilities in the towns of Searsport an *
a century, and his graduates are scatter
Stockton costing over one million dollars
ed in all parts of the Union, putting inti
and with a land-locked harbor open th 3 actual practice the results of his teach
ing. Loyal to his State, a good citizen
year around, affording unequalled shij
a good educator, a man of sterling quali
The second larges t
ping facilities.
ties he had made his life a force for good
wooden pier in the world is in Stockto 1 and will be
missed in many walks of life
harbor, and the docks, warehouses an
It is hoped that none of our farmer:
offices in the two towns named are a' *
will make the mistake of putting all theii
lighted by electricity and have an abun eggs in one basket. It should be remem
dant supply of pure water. These ar ; bered that last year was ad exceptiona
potato year, for Aroostook and for othi
some of the things the Boston busines
sections of the State. The drouth during
men did not see in their flying visit tthe period of ripening and harvesting was

\ gjgjjManage.

Terms.

city,

I
i

j

3. “The Divinitj
\
the Unity of God.

CAN

|

GIVE EMPLOY- Reverend Alfred
ment to a few good, steady quest. Price 9d. Mu;
lishers, Belfast,
girls on work, when experienced, (embodied in the sap
by the same author
Arthur W. Condon of Belfast, who visited
they can earn from $7.50 to $9.00 Christ.”)
his brother, H. E. Condon,
“Sermon at the
has
recently,
.gone
week.
We pay beginners Alfred Johnson,"
to Greeley, Colo., where he has
accepted a posi- per
tion with the Condon Mercantile Co.S3.00 to $4.09 per week while tion Sermons, with
land, Maine, 1802.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Patten, who have residNone but those wantlearning.
ed in Winnecook for the
are
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Marden, who have been
visiting in this village at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Ira Howard, have returned to their home
in Knox.

1

\

]
j

j

a

past year,
leaving
this week for Portland where Mr. Patten has
a position with the M. C. R. R. Co.—
Pittsfield Advertiser.

ing steady employment need

accepted

ply

to

[stabrooks Shirt Mfg.Go..

Way to Pronounce Hyomei, the
Money-Back Catarrh Cure.

That’s the

As doubt exists in the minds of many readers
of The Journal let us say that the above is the
proper pronunciation of America’s most wonderful catarrh cure. A. A. Howes & Co. are the
agents of Hyomei in Belfast and they will sell
you an inhaler, a bottle of Hyomei, and full instructions for use, for only $1.00.
And if it fails to cure acute or chronic
catarrh, asthma, bronchitis, croup, hay fever
or coughs and colds, they will give
you your
money back. The person who suffers from
catarrh after such an offer as that, must like to
snuffle, spit and wheeze, and be generally dis-

gusting.

Read what Mr. G. F. Lowe says:
have used Hyomei for a case of nasal
catarrh which had bothered me for a long time.
I can say that Hyomei killed the germs of the
! disease and gave me the much sought and
i needed relief. From this experience I know
| Hyomei to be a reliable remedy, and I give it
j the praise and recommendation that it deserves.”—G. F. Lowe, R. F. D No. 7, Allegan,
Mich., September 19, 1908.
“I

MI-O-NA
Cures Indigestion

It relieves stomach misery, sour stomj
ach, belching, and cures all stomach disease or money back.
Large box of tab| lets 50* cents. Druggists in all towna.

BELFAST,

MAINE.

|

Automobile*
FOR SA

...The...

HIGH-O-ME.

1

j

ap-

2ml3

Maxwell $525 to $

i
..

1

Belli
Other make.'

SECo.sn H'
1 Ford 4-cyl. Runabout
gear, 1 Stanley Steam.

I

CaH to see Hu

!

Read Garage
AN EXTRA FINE LOT.
_

We have 100 bushels of White Mountain
seed potatoes which we are
selling at $1 per
bushel.
KNOWLTON & GRANT,
P. O. Square, Belfast.

High

<Si

Street Belfast

Edison Phonograph
ALL THE RE( '0K
ALL THE TIM I

16tf

PARLE &

For Sale

M.b

FOR

J0NES'

SALEj

YACHT ELFIN, 62 feet over
all.
Clipper Model. Bath built. One
double, two single staterooms, accommodations
The Batchelder homes!
for eight aft, two forward. Thoroughly equip- ner, one-half mile from N
ped. Terms reasonable. Inquire of
ground, will be sold at a ba R
JOHN
FREELAND JONES,
No. 3 Park Street, Bangor, Maine.
4wl8p
Savings Bank Buil*J‘f1g

SCHOONER
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i
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\, pi>*

^

BELFAST.
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social in Poor’s Mills hall

a

lie

...

| HlXll ill

weather.”

"good grass

s

consumption

copy

of the

people on the
brought
last Thursday.

excur-

I*1"1,m,.nts has

sent

a

us

Isay

i Ionian of May tat
P}
20

e»g

Nature alone won't I
do it, it needs help.
I
cured.

aw.

anv Hospital Aid will meet with
^n;t!l Friday, May 14th, at 3 o’clock,
v.inent Society will meet with
Monday. May 17that 2.30p.m.

j

i

.list Social Aid will meet with
,irh. Bridge street, this Thurs-

,..

\\

|

Silver Harvest
a|do. May 19th with music by
ichestra consisting of violin,
and piano.
l.t

,|

!

dance

a

at

a dance in
Equity Grango
Thursday evening, May 13th,
Paul’s orchestra of three pieces.

i,e

...»
o

served at intermission.

,e

Livery Co. has a new matched
,:it have attracted much attenused for the first time for the
It is a handsome pair.

■

hoarsals of the opera Iolanthe
ior the'summer months, to be

s

j
\

the last week in

ra

...

plans
Septem-

The committee

rMber 1st.

remaining in the Belfast
week ending May 11: Miss
Miss Annie Davis, Clarence
Hunt. Frank Yates (3 letters,)

;

;< rs

|

|
|

med last week on what we
othority that the tax rate for
per cent, but

were

advised

yesterday that the tax rate
Odd Fellows’ hall

dance in

evening under the auspices
F.

i O. ().

round dances;

All

Gentlemen’s

orchestra.

j

lies’ tickets

15 cents.

auxiliary Mallard
11eh which Leroy Coombs has
inched last week, and Capt.
sloop, the Fiona, ready to
mont. the

!

I

iif

ui

iiicciuig

association

»» aiuu

me

Mon-

comes on

observed as Mepected that a change will be
June 1st. The meeting will
.vn hall, Islesboro.
day to be

f the
meet

Parish Church
the home of Mrs.

First
at

street, this, Thursday,
o’clock.
This will be the
A musical prothf season.
edar

quotations
('

from favorite

U. will meet with Mrs.

T.

tomorrow,
evented a

Friday, at 2.30 p.
full meeting last

Franchise; also
■

j

some

items

of

•mbership contest has closed
expected to continue its

iaIf. who has been

living

in the

Church street, has leased j
E. Perkins, No. 10 Elm
kins is occupying his cottage
ampground, where for many
-nducted a successful grocery !
n

jjir

E. H. Emery of the |
Maine, Good Templars, has
appointment of State deputies |
<,unties. The Waldo county
follows: J. H. Hamilton of
M. J. Dow of Brooks lodge; G.
iic! fast lodge.

Templar,

Bn-.

enson, one of the losers by
Knowlton building on High
d with James Pattee & Son
-d with their promptness in

|
I

The fire took

place? Sunday
was adjusted and

j

...> his loss
fd the money.

|

< the
manager of D. Whirniery in this city, and not

■

erroneously stated

as

u

last

the manager some
in Massachusetts. There
was

|
j

t

he amount of

Jave

this
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city received

minent

ship-

a

letter

citizen of Castine,

"ther things:

\

cream

been 500 gallons.

“Honestly

I

far as trade
quite a number who would
but since the-came
Ten cent excursions
rigor.

pr. m
I

>

people

our

>

so

eting
ill

of the Children’s Aid
be held at the home of

Spring street, Belfast,

on

‘th at 2

o’clock. The order of
t o hear the
report of officers;
beers and committees; changes

and any other

business peculiar

ngton has leased the Mans
foot of Main street and is fitachine shop. His machinery
'•<J

some days ago.
He was
employ of the Duplex Roller

nar.y. and made many friends
’- me his return to become a
resident.
Odd Fellows’ Hall last
the Belfast High school
VHry pleasant and successful
hall was decorated in the
Keyes’ orchestra furnished
■vas excellent.
Mrs. Clarence
Caioline W. Field, Miss
and Miss Florence E. Dunpatronesses.
en

in

"y

'•

hools, under the efficient
Mason I. Stevens, are all,in
ng term with a fine corps of
Town's Corner school began
:!
Miss Ella Priest as teacher.
i‘k)
Saturday Cove schools began
he direction of Miss Annie
rlhp<>rt and Miss Blanche Foster

Ii

meeting

Seaside Chautauqua
held with Miss A. L. .McDowell,

■’

of

Avenue, Monday afternoon, May
!^son topic will be from the magaa,Jine Journey

in Holland.” The
from chapter twelve of the C. L.
Man and the Earth.”
Roll-call,
°at Peace.
Program for ‘‘Intereace
Jjay.” All members are re1
present at this meeting.

*,n

n

WneraHy remarked that our Boston
^ fine-lookinfe set of men—clean<!

1

^

ye<*’ and alert
mentally and physe
their strenuous journey, which
hours of
to the minimum.
•‘

sleep

‘tors

remarked that he had not
li(JUor on the train, or any eviand no better
proof could be
f
standing as business and proI
successful man of affaire
te js
h'8 faculties unimpaired and
e
t*me nor the inclination for
on,

j!

f

;herS k"
1

.'J

/

Fresh

mackeref at 60

the market.

cents

each have been in

They sold in Boston recently

at

The superintendent of schools, Alonzo J.
Knowlton, has completed the school census of
Belfast and finds a total of 1241, an increase of
26 over last year. In Searsport the number is
the same as last year, 343.

Bona Fide

The Red CrDSk A branch of the American
National Red Cross was organized Saturday,
May 8th, at the home of Mrs. Edward Sibley
with seventeen charter members. The following officers were elected: President, Mrs.
George E. Brackett; Vice Presidents, Mrs. Edward Sibley, Mrs. Ggprge W. Stoddard; Secretary, Mrs. Amos Clement; Treasurer, Mrs. II.
H. Johnson; Executive Committee, Hon. Robert F. Dunton, Messrs. Orlando E. Frost, Amos
Clement, Mrs. James H. Howes and Miss
Mabel R. Mathews. Other committees will be

appointed at the next meeting and the organization perfected. The local president has re-

»«»♦««♦«

..

at

♦»♦««♦♦«

Fred A. Johnson’s.
Great

”

[a

and $1.
ceived appointments for the county and will
Castle Glamis, Baptist Chapter, K.
towns.
O. K. A., organize sub-divisions in the several
has elected Mr. Harold F. French as
Life memberKing, and 1 Membership fee, $1 per year.
much will no doubt be accomplished
Full particulars may be obtained of
during his ship, $J5.
reign. Mr. French is captain and manager of the president.
the base ball team and is a
The Bath Independent
student, ranking
Steamer Notes.
IT
with the very highest in his class. He
PAY yOU TO OPEN A
also has says: “The steamer Belfast is about ready for
some musical talent, which is
appreciated in the delivery to her owners and when she goes into
BANK ACCOUNT WITH THE
lodge.
commission she will be another advertisement
There was considerable excitement on Frank- for the high class of work done at the Bath
Iron Works.” It is reported, unofficially, that
lin street, just above the post
office, for a few
minutes one evening last week. The Ameri- the Belfast may be expected to arrive at this
Just
June 15th.
can
Express Co’s delivery team, driven by port on her first trip about
Allen Knowlton, was coming down the hill as the steamer Tremont of the Bangor & Manset line, which has been undergoing repairs as
when the horse stepped on a
stone, slid,
last week,
stumbled and fell. Mr. Knowlton was thrown a result of the accident at Manset
from the seat and rolled over with the horse. was about to leave Bangor Thursday morning
for her first trip since the accident a leak
Before assistance arrived, however, he
regainthe trip was canceled.
customers and new ones
ed his feet, and, with help from the crowd was discovered and
Tremont resumed
which soon gathered, extricated the horse, Repairs were made and the
Bros,
have
which luckily was uninjured. The shaft of the her route Saturday.Pendleton
sold the steamer Gardner to parties in Conwagon was broken and Mr. Knowlton was fornecticut. She was used last season as a spare
tunate enough to escape with but a
slight inhis interest
Because the man with a small amount is
boat on the Belfast, lslesboro and Castine
jury to his shoulder.
route in connection with the Silver Star. The
no
at this
The Cemeteries,
The cemetery trustees
same as the
Gardner went to Camden last Saturday and
held their annual meeting May 8th.
The
to
there
be
on
marine
the
was taken
railway
board is composed of Willis S. Hatch, chairgot ready for the trip to Connecticut.
man; Charles F. Swift and Charles R. Coombs
An Evening With the Literary Club.
Superintendents of cemeteries were elected as
furnished a most defollows: Grove, James S. Fernald; Head of the The Belfast Literary Club
for their invited guests at the
evening
lightful
Tide, George Davis; Citypoint, Beverly S.last Monday evening.
Staples; West Belfast, Herbert L. Gray; South North church vestry
The room was prettily decorated with cherry
Belfast. Nelson Wight; East Belfast, Emery O.
George S. Wadsworth
VWEDDING BELLS.
The president of Treasurer,
Windsor P. Daggett, Ph.B.
Pendleton.
The trustees have bought and blossoms, ferns and pinks.
Stage Director,
the oluh. Miss Maude E. Mathews, presided
P.
the
Geo.
Costumes furnished by
Raymond
Whitcomb-Cross. Merle Ray Whitcomb of
paid for iron fences for the cemeteries at
and cordially welcomed the guests. A piano Co., Boston.
Citypoint and East Belfast, and they will be
Mr. Lovering of Bangor. City point and Miss Ada Cross of Waldo were
furnished
by
Wigs
duet by Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest and Miss Louise
set as soon as the conditions permit.
The Club came under the auspices of the married Wednesday, May 5th.' The wedding
Dennett, “The Hungarian Dance,” was followIT1I-. £i. o.
Belfast Y. M. A., arriving by the boat Thurs- ceremony was performed at 8 p., m. at the
riiuitr, WHO
ed by a reading, “Leoline,” by Mrs. S. A. ParMethodist parsonage* by the Rev. A. E. Luce.
was elected a director at the annual
afternoon. They left on the Stockton Frimeeting of ker, and then came an address on
Browning by day
the Waldo County Hospital Association, has
day morning for Camden, where they played The bride’s sister, Miss Nellie Cross, was
Rev. Adolph Rossbach. This author had been
declined to serve, and Messrs. Wm. B. Swan,
most successfully to a crowded house in the bridesmaid, and the bridegrooms brother, Eben
the special study of the club the past winter,
FredW. Pote and Ralph D. Southworth have
Whitcomb, was best man. After the ceremony
and Miss Mathews in introducing the speaker evening.
the happy couple returned to the home of the
resigned, leaving only Arthur Ritchie of the
the general opinion as to
spoke
voicing
briefly,
REAL
ESTATE.
IN
TRANSFERS
bride’s father, Mr. Nathaniel Cross, in Waldo,
old board.
Miss Watts, who for some time has
the obscurity of the poet’s meaning. Mr. Rosswhere they were given a reception by about
been the superintending nurse, has resigned
The following transfers in real estate were
bach dealt entirely with Bishop Blougram’
of their friends, who presented them
and Miss Alda Sargent, one of the nurses, has
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds twenty
the
main
j
thoughts
Apology, defining clearly
with many useful and valuable presents,among
gone to her home in Searsport. A meeting of
and commenting on. them in an interesting ; for the week ending May 10, 1909:
which were a very pretty set of dishes, table
the advisory board will be held next Saturday
Anson P. Benner, Boston, to L. W. Benner,
manner.
The Bishop and Mr. Gigadibsin their
cloths, tray cloths, towels and silver ware. At
to formulate plans for carrying on the hospital.
land
in
Northport.
Northport,
beliefs, unbeliefs and characterists were vivideleven ice cream and cake were served. On
North Belfast.
The sociable held by the ly portrayed. It was one of the best lectures ;
Henry G. Bicknell, Belfast, to William H.
land and buildings in Sears- Thursday\night a serenade was given to Mr. and
Ladies’ Aid Society Wednesday evening. May of the kind ever delivered in this
city. A vocal Upham, Lowell;
Mrs. Whitcbmb under the management of Mrs.
5th, was well attended and a success, as usual. duet by Misses Katherine C. Quimby and j mont.
Hiram Brewster, Belmont, to Herbert G. H. W. Healey, Mrs. Whitcomb having been emA pleasing program was given, following the Katherine Brier closed the
literary program.
ployed for two summers in the Healey ice
Morse, do.; land in Belmont.
supper.... Miss Millie Mitchell was elected A social hour followed.
Misses Maude E.
A buckboard party
Caroline F. Black, Belfast, to Cyrus Tibbetts, cream parlor in this city.
president of the Ladies’ Aid Society at its re- Mathews. Caroline W. Field, Juliett A. Wiggin,
of nine drove to Waldo, and at 10.30 aroused
gular meeting last week... Mother’s Day was Avis M. Morison and Florence E. Dunton were do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Amos W. Carter, Bangor, to Mary S. Judkins the household with cornet, drums and horns,
fittingly observed last Sunday evening. The in the receiving line, Mrs. Robert F. Dunton
and showered the newly married couple with
church was prettily decorated with potted had charge of the punch table and Mrs. George do.; land and buildings in Frankfort.
Eden L. Clark. Belfast, to Geo. B. Dyer, do.; rice, after which they partook of a delicious
plants and cut flowers under the direction of E. Brackett of the home-made candy table, asclam stew, for which the invaders provided
Mrs. M. F. Hurd. The white, carnation was sisted by other of the club members. Several land and buildings in Belfast.
crackers, while the bridegroom
to Ranie V. clams and
worn by many, especially by the veterans. The
Watson
Islesboro,
Coombs,
in
white
acted
as
ushers.
The
club
young girls
furnished an abundance of cigars, candy and
exercises consisted of graphone selections by is to be
congratulated on the happy7 manner in j Preble, do.; land in Islesboro.
Prescott D. H., Geo. P. and Walter H. Car- peanuts for the company. On Saturday evenSeth Stewart, special music by the chior and which the affair was conducted and the evident
and addresses by E. C. Merriam, W. G. Hatch enjoyment of their interested guests. These ter, et al, Belfast, t/o Lewis Smith, do.; land in ing the young couple were given a second reception at the Whitcomb home at Citypoint,
and Rev. J. W. Vaughan.
i Belfast.
social gatherings are a credit to the city.
George Mears, Belmont, to L. L. Townsend, which was carefully planned as a surprise, and
Shipping Items.
Sch. Margaret M. Ford,
B. H. S. ’09 Plants a Tree. Arbor Day was
at which all present enjoyed a genuine good
land and buildings in Belmont.
Capt. Webster sailed from Hallowed May 5th celebrated by the High school on Friday morn- Boston;
William
H.
to Mabel P. time. Here they were the recipients of a second
McIntosh,
Belfast,
for Galveston with stone for the Houston goving, when the classes assembled at the usual Gray, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
large instalment of wedding presents, includernment building under construction by the
hour and listened to the following exercises:
Albert C. Morse, Camden, to Herbert G. some very pretty pieces of silver ware. Mr.
Hallowed Granite Works.Twelve days from
and Mrs. Alonzo Bennett played the wedding
Essay, Arbor Day,
Morse, Belmont; land and buildings in Belmont.
Turks island was the remarkable record of the
Miss Inez Ohaples.
Addie M. Mclntire, Frenchboro, to Mary E. march, and Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Mosher played
bark Benjamin F. Hunt, Jr., which anchored in Reading, The Forest,
Bryant
Miss Barbara Crockett.
Kelley, Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast. several selections. After a bountiful supper,
Boston lower harbor Thursday evening.
The 1
Reading from Roosevelt’s speech on Forest
A. B. Payson, Brooks, to David B. Fogg, do.; at which there were twenty six guests, the
run is one of the fastest on record for a sailing
Preservation,
merry company heartily enjoyed a dance, for
land
in Brooks.
vessel.... Sch. T. M. Nicholson, Capt. Lester
Houston Small.
which music was furnished by Mr. and Mrs.
iLzra Kooerts, rortiana, to i^eo. k. nilsDury,
Lucy Larcom
Gilley, sailed from Bucksport May 6th for the Reading, Trees,
Miss Bertha Whitten.
Bennett, and which lasted until midnight.
Unity; land and buildings in Unity.
Grand Banks, the first of the Nicholson fleet to
I
of
Reading
poem composed by members of
Henry B. Smith, Troy, to Horace Howes, After the dance the guests departed, each and
clear this season..... Sch. Annie B. Mitchell,
the Senior class and containing bright
all wishing thd young couple a long and happy
local hits.
Dixmont; land and buildings in Troy.
Capt. E. S. McDonald, has chartered to load
Fred O. Smith, River Point, R. I., to Robie F. life together.
Hugh Wight.
coal at Philadelphia for Boston at 75 cents.
Four appropriate choruses by the school were Smith, Belfast; land in Belfast.
Collins-Brown.
The barge Glendower arrived last week from
Henry, son of Mr. and
Edward B. Soule, Searsmont, to Charles A.
with the literary exercises. The
Mrs. Michael Collins, and Miss Ethel May,
Philadelphia with coal for the Belfast Fuel & interspersed
land
and buildings in Searsmont.
Neal,
do.;
school then went to the upper common, where
Blanche Dodge, Belfast, to Experience daughter of Mrs. Annie R. Brown of Belfast
Hay Co.Schr. Emma S, Lord, Boston for
the Seniors planted their class tree, named the Dodge, do.; land and
were married Saturday evening at 7.30 o’clock
Jacksonville, was spoken May 7, seven miles
buildings in Belfast.
Faustina M. Emmons, Brooks, to Fred H. at the
Adams locust, in honor of former principal, |
N. of Diamond Shoal lightship.
Congregational parsonage, Rev. David
Waiton S. Adams, with the usual ceremonies. Brown, Jackson; land and buildings in Brooks. L. Wilson
officiating. The couple were attendRobert Erskine, Stockton, to Frances B.
Base Ball. In the Knox county interschoEach member of the class threw on a shovel- I
ed by the groom’s sister,Miss Sarah Collins. The
Clay, Verona; land in Stockton.
lastic series at Vinalhaven, May 7th, Rockland
ful of earth and the dedicatory speech, which
Charles L. Fogg, Monroe, to Percy A. Brad- bride was
becomingly gowned in a gray-green,
high defeated the horpe team, 8 to 1.. In a was a
parody on a speech from “Macbeth,” was ford, Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast.
suit and ecru lace waist, with hat to match.
wed played and exciting game on the Congress
E. Grant, Unity, to Ida G. Cookson,
George
delivered by Sylva'nus T. Edgecomb. The tree
They were later entertained at the home of the
Bangor; land in Unity.
grounds last Saturday afternoon Belfast High was
gaily decorated in the green and gold of
Mary E. Howard, Pittsfield, to William H. groom’s brother, Mr. John Collins, Pearl street,
defeated Camden by a score of 2 to 1. Camden
’09, and will doubtless serve as a fitting me- Maloon, Detroit; land and buildings in Mont- where
they remained until their tenement at
was accompanied by their coach, “Pop” Wilville.
morial to them. The pretty custom of planting
28 Miller street was ready for their occupancy.
liams, and started in with much confidence, a class tree was
inaugurated by the classes of
The bride is a native of Searsport, graduating
County W. C. T. U. Convention.
scoring in the first inning. The Belfast boys, ’88 and ’89, and theirs is the handsome elm on
from the S. H. S. in the class of 1905. She
however, were not to be second. Richards
Less
than
two weeks before the annual conSpring street near the schoolhouse. The cushas been a resident of Belfast 4 years and the
pitched a steady game as did Fish of Camden tom was allowed to
lapse after awhile, and was vention of the Waldo county Woman’s Chris- past two years has been employed as a composiand the fielding was fast. Batteries, Richards
revived by the class of 1901, who planted a tian Temperance Union at Winterport, May tor on The
Journal. The groom is employed in
and Pierce; Fish and Newton... Rockland High tree
25th. Please let every union send at least one
on the Library grounds. 1902’s tree, which
Jellison’s factory.
Friends in Searsport and
was beaten by East Maine Conference Semiis a thriving English elm, was placed on the delegate, because it is important that unions
Belfast remembered them with appropriate and
nary of Bucksport Seminary, 8 to 0, in the open
know
the
common
near
the
for
next
corner
of
Miller
and
upper
plans
year, and how the useful
gifts, and they have the best wlSfies of
ing game on the Broadway grounds, Rockland- Court streets, and next below it is the Eaton work was done last
Of course all dues
year.
many friends.
are
vjhk oi i»uo.
each
oince men eacn class nas planted
local secretary has reported the
paid,
received poor support. Batteries, Atwood and a
Condgn-McDonough. The wedding of Miss
tree, all of which have been dedicated to work to the county secretary, and local superMildred A. Condon of Bangor and Stephen W.
Burgess; Flint and Barter... .The next game some of the teachers as a mark of the appre- intendents have written their
county
officer,
scheduled for Belfast High is with East Maine ciation and
else how could these make the reports that are McDonough of Winterport took place on Satrespect in which they are held.
Conference Seminary at Belfast May 14th.
expected of them? It is important that your urday afternoon at 4 o’clock at St. Mary Cath“Much Ado About Nothing.”
The Uni- union have a
For gentlemen’s
New Advertisements.
voice in the discussion as to olic church, Bangor. Rev. Jeremiah McCarthy
of
Maine
Dramatic
Club
gave a fine
furnishing goods go to D. P. Palmer’s, Ma- versity
raising the county dues. Such an amendment officiated. Miss Mary T. Gibbons of Bangor
of
“Much Ado About Nothing” to
sonic Temple. He has everything needed in presentation
the county constitution is to be considered. was bridesmaid and Thomas R. McDonough of
in the Opera House last Thursday
evening. It is important you should have the
that line, the latest in style and best in qualadvantage Hampden, groomsman.
The audience was smaller than the production
of Miss Tinling’s lesson in Scientific
ity, and sells the Lamson & Hubbard hatsTemper- SEARS MONT.
The door of Brackett’s Printery, No. 10 Main warranted,, for it was excellent in every par- ance Instruction.
Among her lessons a e the
Gardiner Ripley, our oldest and highly reand
Belfast
who
ticular,
did
not
attend
can
people
and
he
do
your
street, up stairs, is open
topics—Alcohol and the Blood, Alcohol and the spected citizen, was found dead in his bed Monthe
missed
a
treat.
Malcolm
play
E.
Fassett
work at any time....The Waldo Trust Co. has
Working Power, Consumption and its Relation day, May 10th. The cause of his death was
as Bendick was the “bright particular
star,” to Strong Drink, Is Alcohol a
4,000 satisfied customers and new ones daily
Food, and others. heart disease. He leaves one son, Charles, of
William
H.
Gilbert as Claudio, and In the
and the advt. tells why?.Carle & Jones though
evening Miss Tinling will give an Boston, who had visited his father only a few
Oscar *A. Wakefield as Dogberry were close
have complete lines of coats, suits*.and skirts
address.
The Winterport ladies will
provide days previous to his death and left him in his
and the “leading ladies” were excelwith suits in all the popular styles, fabrics and seconds,
tea and coffee and Baked beans.
Those who usual health.
Mr. Ripley was an honest and
as were the remainder of the well-chosen
lent,
full
wish to remain over
colors. They the showing separate coats,
night will please send upright man and will be sadly missed. His age
and
cast.
carefully
labored
prepared
at
They
in
serge, panama and
names to Mrs. Sarah
length and three-quarters,
Moody.—County Presi- was 80 years. [See 6th page for additional
a disadvantage in not being able to
bring their dent.
silk. Call and see them.Fogg & Coombs
items.]
but
the
special
costumes
scenery,
were
gorhave native spring lamb, the first of the seaand most becoming, and the acting was
from the farm of C. L. Walker, Swanville. geous
75 cents

Bargains

safe bank

Entire stock and fixtures will be sacrificed to>’
disposed of as soon as possible.

be

DON’T FAIL TO ATTEND.

WILL

You

surely

cannot afford to miss the

BIG GENUINE BARGAINS.

Waldo Trust Company

^

OF BELFAST MAINE.

4,000 satisfied

Closing Out Sale.

GOODS

*C>

V_AT
No Goods

J *f,Tl ^
'’RLD A.JOHNSON W^rKIVtOy

the.

Charged.

*DvritTHEa.

or

r*c.T«

No Goods Laid Away.
No Goods Delivered.

daily.

No

I

Telephone Orders.

WHV?

paid

favoritism

large depositor,

The Bank with

I FIRST

Bank.

|

Large Surplus

a

!

OF THE SEASON

-NATIVE^-

SPRING

LAMBS

From the Farm of O. L.

Walker, Swanville,

YYYSoiiim.

son,

and convincing throughout. The cast
They also have chicken broilers and all kinds spirited
was as follows:
of meats and vegetables kept in an up-to-date
Don Pedro, Prince of Arragon,
market. Order your Sunday dinner thereWillis Nathan Haines
The place to buy carriages is at E. R. Conner's,. Don John, his bastard
brother,
He can furnish any
Front street, Belfast.
Benjamin Otis Warren
kind of a vehicle wanted, with price and qual- Claudio, a young lord of Florence,
William Henry Gilbert
ity right_D. F. Stephenson, next door to the Benedick, a young lord of Padua,
Windsor Hotel, is having a fire and water sale
Malcolm Edward Fassett
of his entire stock of damaged goods, which Leonato, Governor of Messana,
Merton Rogers Sumner
includes base ball goods, confectionery, cigars,
Harold Grinnell Wood
Antonio, his brother,
tobacco, pipes, etc... .Hallett & Davis pianos Balthazar, attendant on Don Pedro,
or
call
for
Newell Bryant Whitcomb
at Lord's. Send for catalogues
particulars. .See the illustration of the combinaCon rade° ( followers of Don John,
tion tool you can buy for ten cents at the BelLeroy Whittier Gardner
fast Department Store, 46 Main street-The
) Wallace Emery Parsons
Newell Bryant Whitcomb
White Cloud hand laundry. Journal building, Friar Francis,
Oscar Abel Wakefield
Waterman & Monaghan, proprietors, announce Dogberry,
Herman Pittie Sweetsir
Verges,
to the public of Belfast and vicinity that they Seacoal, Watchman,
Sidney Morrison Jones
Frank Elwyn Southard
The starch Oatcake, Watchman,
are ready for your fine goods.
A
Harold Grinnell Wood
work is under the personal supervision of Mr. A Sexton,
Mr. Southard
Messenger,
William Robinson, who is an expert in this Hero, daughter to Leonato,
..

All hand work and no acid or bleaches.
James H. Howes, Odd Fellows’ block, has
the Nemo corsets, comfort and correct styles
for stout women, fully described and illustrated
in his advt. this week....The new building for
The City National Bank of Belfast is growing,
and the bank is growingalso. Thu Hndividual
line.
...

deposits

are now

over

$$00,000.

Beatrice, niece

Oliver Fisk Sevrens

to

Leonato,

Frank William Pettey
Ursula, gentlewoman, Frank Thomas Shatney
Executive Staff:
Dexter S. J. Smith
President,
Vice President,
Ernest Lamb
Frank T. Shatney
Secretary,
Business Manager,
Sidney M. Jones

lRLE*&*JONES**|
Skirts.

For Your

Sunday Dinner.

-ALSO-

j
j

CHIOKEN

BROILERS

And all Kinds of MEATS and VEGETABLES
to be found in an

up-to-date market.

i

FOGG &
Howes9

i

COOMBS,

Block, Corner Main and High Streets.

!

j

j

\
!
!

Whether you want a Surrey, Top Buggy, Runabout,
Concord, Grocery, Express Wagon, or almost any other
type of vehicle, we have it; and can furnish it in the best
of Prison or New York work, or in the cheaper Western
grades. See our four-passenger light buckboard for
small horses; scarcely heavier than a single carriage.

ROBES,

HARNESSES,

BLANKETS.

HALTERS,

WHIPS,

BITS,

COLLARS.

HORSE GOODS
Thdv Prison Road Wagon.

E. R.

CONNER,

Belfast, Maine.

i

10 Cents
THE BELFAST DEPARTMENT STORE,
W. H. RICHARDS, 45 Main Street.

4%

4%

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.
ORGANIZED

1868.

ROBERT F. DUNTON. President.
WiLVIER J. DDSVIVN, Treasurer.
HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.
Deposits December 1, 1908,
$1,527,659.28
v
Reserve,
100,000.00
Surplus,
153,734.18
Dividend No. 1, December 1, 1868,
$867.75
Dividend No. 81, Dec. 1, 1908, at the rate of
$28,811.06
Total Dividends

paid

to

depositors

to

date,

$1,324,888.89

complete than at the present time.
n all the popular styles and fabrics. Colors-Green,
e, Brown, Tan, Catawba and Black.

Z

te Coats have taken

X

This Bank paid its 81st semi-annual dividend on Dec. 1, at the rate
of 4 % per annum, and we confidently expect to maintain this rate in
the future. All dividend interest is immediately credited to the accounts
of the depositors, and if uncalled for at the time will draw interest
the same as the principal sum.
The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the
patronage of its present depositors, and will be pleased to open new
accounts with any prospective depositors within or without the State.

£

month.

B*~

ts, Suits,
e was never more

i

and

a new

three-quarters,

in

I different models In
ts-Voile and Panama

start and

we are

showing

Serge, Panama and Silk.

Pongee, Automobiles and
are

the most popular.

Driv-

|

9
2

9

2

Deposits received and placed

Deposits in

on

interest the first of each

this Bank are exempt from taxation.
TRUSTEES:

ROBERT F. DUXTOX, JAMES H. BOWES, PREO O. WHITE,
ARTHUR I. BROWN, BEX D. FIELD.

4%

4%

whether the sticks are
BUILDING OPERATIONS IN 1908.
sound or split, whether large or small,
The
total coBt of tne buildings erected
Washington, D. C., May 10th. To the md whether the measurements are to be
the principal cities of the United
JJ*
is
it
or
after
made
woodlot
and
wood
his
small
farmer harvesting
while the
green
States in 1908 was $546,467,390, accordis seasoned.
to the man laying in logs for the large
ing to Jefferson Middleton, of the United
States Geological Survey, who has colfireplace of his country or seaside home;
lected statistics on this subject in connecNews and Notes.
to the paper manufacturer buying pulption with his investigations of the claywood, and to the proprietor of the orcost of
The May Strand is an especially good working industries. In 1907 the
these
men
of
to
all
in these same cities reached a
dinary city woodyard,
buildings
excellent fiction by a total of
this question has an important dollar- number, cpntaining
$626,148,890. The decrease in
Hall Caine, Conan Doyle, W. W. Jacobs cost in 1908 therefore amounts to $79,and-cents meaning.
and others less famous.
The articles 681,500, or 12.73 per cent.
Queer to say, and contrary to the deal
RANK OF CITIES.
different subjects
with
such
widely
belief of most people, there are many as
The relative rank of the cities in cost
“Mountaineering Tragedies,” "The
times when a cord is less than a cord, and Whirligig Beetle,” “Mazes and Howto of
building operations is interesting.
many conditions when it is more. School Thread Them” and “The Light Side of New York is first, the cost of its buildarithmetics say that a cord of wood is 128 Finance.” Alma-Tadema, K. A., the ings exceeding the cost of those of its
famous artist
Greek subjects, con- closest competitor, Chicago, by $54,584,cubic feet, or the contents of a pile eight tributes some o{
chapters of “My Reminis- 582, or more than 75 per cent. If the
feet long, four feet high and four feet cences,” which are illustrated with many cost of operations in Brooklyn, the third
wide. Wood is marketed on this basis. of his best-known pictures. An amusing city in rank, is added to that for New
story
Lloyd Williams regarding a York, the total will be $163,684,622, or 30
A pile whose
length, breadth, and height trainedbydonkey
is embellished with some per cent of the cost of the building opernumber
of
this
multiplied together gives
inimitable sketches by the animal artist, ations of the 49 cities included in the
matno
J. A. Shepherd.
cubic feet fills this requirement,
table. San Francisco is fourth in rank,
and St. Louis is
ter whether the sticks are long or short,
In its June number the New Idea Philadelphia is fifth,
sixth.
Seventh in rank is the small
unless
or
round
or
split,
crooked,
straight
Woman’s Magazine offers many attrac- though
rapidly growing city of Seattle,
there is an understanding to the contrary.
tive features. One of the articles that which spent more for buildings in 1908
than
which wa? eighth, Boston
Nevertheless, a cord, though it comes up will be
enjoyed is Ada Patterson’s de- whichPittsburg,
was ninth, and other cities much
to legal measurements, is an uncertain
of
Gods
of
“The
the Girls.” larger. This
scription
great activity in Seattle is
quantity, even when the seller is hones* The various matinee heroes are sketched ascribed to the extremely low prices of
with
clever
“Six
art.
Months
satisfied.
and the buyer
Away building materials and labor.
From my Own Kind” by Honore Willsie,
A lumberman may have a tract of
CHARACTER OF BUILDINGS.
carries with it the out-door spirit. The
Of the permits issued or buildings
pulpwood which he sells to a paper mill writer tells of her experiences in a minat $5 a cord, for as many cords as it will ing camp on the Arizona desert.
“Mak- erected 38.64 per cent were for buildings
of tire-resisting materials, and 61.36 per
make. It is in the contract that he shall ing Commencement Worth While,” by
cent for wooden buildings, corresdondHe cuts it in 12-foot Maude Burchit Akers, gives good advice
cut and stack it.
to the girl graduate.
In “Woman as a ing closely to the percentages in 1907.
it
The average cost of brick or fire-resisting
lengths, and when the job is complete,
Good Citizen,
Mary Eastwood Knevels
in 1908 was $9,089 and of woodmeasures 200 cords, and he receives $1,points out the duties of the non-voter. buildings
en
buildings $2,101.
Would he have made or lost' Allen Sutherland offers suggestions con000 for it.
Chicago reported the largest number of
cerning “Intensive Farming in the City,
brick buildings —8,208 with an average
by cutting 4-foot lengths instead of 12?
a most successful method of
the
helping
the next
He would have lost in the first place poor to
help themselves. The fiction for value of $6,818; Philadelphia
from the additional labor required to cut the month is just what the summer read- largest number—6,778, with an average
value of $3,308. Brooklyn reported the
4-foot wood, but his principal loss would er will want, and the fashions cover a third
largest number of brick buildings
wide field of feminine interest.
have resulted from a greatly diminished
and New' York the seventh, though in
cauun
uiitf
ileum
iur
U15cost of buildings of this class it is first.
number of cubic feet, due to the fact
which is certainly warranted New York reported 1,884 brick buildings
that short sticks lie closer together than tinction,

When is

County Correspondence.
>
LIBERTY.
Postmaster G. H. Cargill and Mrs. W. L. Cargill have returned from a visit with friends in
Lynn, Mass.Messrs. W. J. Greeley and G.
H. Cargill attended the annual session of the
Masonic Grand Lodge and Chapter in Portland
last week..*. Capt. J. O. Johnson spent a few
days in Portland last week and attended the
annual meeting of the Loyal Legion... .Mrs
B. F. Wells of Belfast was in town last week
with millinery.... Prof. M. M. Brown of Lincolnville was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Bennett last Saturday-Mrs. C. M. Ayer has
had a telephone put into her house. Ring 15-22

SHIIUTON. (FREEDOM.)
Miss Edith Lawrence has hired the Angier
house of Mr. Downer and will live here for a
short time while her nephew, Lawrence, attends school at the Tenney schoolhouse
Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Libby and Mr. Bangs called
on M. E. Busher, last Sunday afternoon. Mr.
Busher is gaining very slowly... .Mr. and Mrs.
Jacquith of Montville visited Mrs. Jacquith’s
—

ANOTHER
WOMAN
By Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound
Gardiner, Maine.—“I have been a
great sufferer from organic troubles
andasevere female
weakness.
The
doctor said I would
have to go to the

hospital for an
operation, but I

could not bear to
think of it. 1 decided to try Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
Sylvester w?as in this vicinity Sunday calling
and Sanative "YV ash
of goon relatives... Rand Jameson is talking
—and was entirely
ing to Massachusetts to work this summer.
cured after three
use of them.”—Mrs. S. A.
months’
SWANYILLE.
Williams, R. F. D. No. 14, Box 39,
Mr. Frank E. Nickerson of of Everett, Mass.,
Gardiner, Me.
is in town, called here by the death of his fathNo woman should submit to a surgishock some
er, Albert S. Nickerson, who had a
cal operation, which may mean death,
move
to
rallied
and
sufficiently
months ago
until she has given Lydia E. Pinkham’s
about in a wheel chair, but failed rapidly for
Vegetable Compound, made exclusiveand
Mr.
the last ten days and died Friday....
ly from roots and herbs, a fair trial.
the
at
sick
This famous medicine for women
Mrs. Elisha Parsons are both very
has for thirty years proved to be the
present writing and their recovery is doubtful.
most valuable tonic and renewer of
Their daughter, Mrs. Sarah Crockett of Portj the female organism. Women residland. is with them. .Mr. and Mrs. E.L.Cunninging in almost every city and town in
ham and daughter Edna spent Sunday with
the United States bear willing testison
and
D.
S.
.Mrs.
Greely
friends in Brooks...
mony to the wonderful virtue of Lydia
and
Mr.
of
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
Kenneth of Hampden are guests
It cures female ills, and creates radiMrs. W. E. I)amm and other relatives in town
ant, buoyant female health. If you
Miss Martha Nickerson has her house openare ill, for your own sake as well as
Mrs. Lena Lenfest Small has a baby boy. ..Mrs.
those you love, give it a trial.
sick.
is
Lenfest
James
very
Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass.,
invites all sick women to write
LLNCOLNV1LLE BEACH.
her for advice. Her advice Is free,
Capt. Emery urimn nas nauiea up ms. yaun,
and always helpful.
the Heliotrope, for repairs.Mr. and Mrs. J.
Hallett Gilberte of the Melody Manse have been
calling on friends the past week-Mr. W. A. For Every
Thing Onlhe Farm
Mathews recently went to Rockland and bought
Massaof
a horse_Mrs. Marion C. Raymond
Veterinary Specifics.
chusetts is visiting her parents, Capt. and Mrs.

giving
Humphrey’s

John H. Monroe.... Mr. John F. Coombs called
week....
on friends in his new automobile last
Work has begun on Mrs. Marie Dean’s barn.
Mr. and
There is quite a crew working on it
Mrs. James K. Manning and daughter Eva recently spent a few days in Rockport with Mr.
Manning’s sister.Mrs. Augustine Warren
has been visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jos. E. Heald of Northport,... .Mies Rita E.
..

Cord Not

a

Cord? shopped or sawed,

| LOOK! LOOK! LOOki

Literary

_CDRED

sister, Mrs. Tenney, last Sunday-John
Downer had a crew of men cutting wood last
Saturday_ Mrs. Wentworth of Knox visited at Mr. Carr’s last Saturday. Her sister,
Mrs. Hussey, returned home with her....Hale

a

500 Page Book on tlie Treatment and ('are
of Horses, Cattle, Slitep, Dogs, Hogs and

Poultry Mailed FREE.

Humphreys’ Med.Co.,75 Ann Street, New York.
SEARS MONT.

Miss Annie McLain of Appleton was the
guest of Mrs. C.*Q. Brown May 5th_Mrs.
Emma Berry has been called to Warren on account offthe sickness of her mother,,. Word

large.
Measurements and

experimental tests
exactly how

have been made to ascertain

much actual wood is in cords of different
lengths, sizes, shapes and species.
Had the 200 cords of 12-foot wood been
cut in 4-foot lengths, there would have
been only 176 cords, and the owner
would have received for it $880 instead of

$1,000. It was, therefore, clearly to his
advantage to cut 12-foot lengths, but it
would have been to the buyer’s advantage to have it cut in 4-foot lengths. He
w’ould have received the same actual
quantity of wood for $120 less.
It also makes considerable difference
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by the current issue. Its articles and costing $103,064,486, or nearly twice as
pictures—there are 128 fine reproduc- much as Chicago’s 8,208. The average
tions from photographs in the May num- cost of fire-resisting buildings in New
ber—are from the pens and cameras of York was $54,705. No wooden buildings
men who have “been there.” Recreation
were erected in the borough of Manhatis always virile, full of interest and al- fan tJinca pnn/tpfpH fnr NIpu/ VnrLr Vuiincr
Emerson Hough, in the Bronx. The largest number of
ways trustworthy.
author of the famous novel “54-40 or permits for wooden buildings was issued
and
one
of
the
best of practical in Seattle —7,777, the average cost of the
Fight,”
sportsmen, contributes an intensely in- buildings being about $1,000. The next
teresting article entitled “The Native of largest number of wooden buildings was
the North Woods.
Hollis Burgess, the reported by Los Angeles—4,679, costing
world-famed yachtsman, gives instruc- on an average $1,383. The greatest cost
tions for “getting acquainted” with a for wooden
buildings was reported by
a small yacht.
There are twenty other San Francisco, the average cost being
instructive and interesting articles in $3,641.
Chicago, which reported the
this May number, covering the field of largest number of brick buildings, was
outdoor recreation: fishing, shooting, baiteighth in number of wooden buildings.
casting, canoeing, automobiling, kennel, Except for Reading, where none were
etc., etc., which will strongly appeal to erected, Philadelphia reported the smallsportsmen. The cover of Recreation is est number of wooden buildings—45, with

chopped or j one of the most successful in colors of
the season’s production and alone is
If chopped, the chips are lost. I
worth the price of the magazine.
this
are
loss
the
Where
large
logs
Carver is stopping with her grandmother, Mrs. 1
“The Hundred Worst Books” is the
In a cord of
has been J received of the critical illness of amounts to no small total.
Annie E. Richards... Miss Hazel Manning reengaging topic with which Samuel M.
in
diam6
inches
of
with
sticks
Farrar
D.
of
4-foot
!
Washington,
C.,
wood,
pleuroCrothers opens the May Atlantic. The
cently spent a few days with her schoolmate, : Leigh
pneumonia... .The house of the late Roxana eter, the chip loss is from six to eight whimsical humor of his essay is balanced
Miss Evelyn Seekins.
Fitzgerald was sold at public auction May 8th. per cent; and of course, the shorter the by the serious and suggestive paper that
follows it, “Is Immortality Desirable?”
LINCOLNVII.LE CENTER.
B. F. Fuller was the purchaser... Rev. C. H.
If
sticks are cut the greater the loss.
by G. Lowes Dickinson, the famous
I. V. Miller of Belfast is visiting relatives in
Bryant was called to South Montville Sunday,
the wood is sawed, the sawdust loss is author of “The Letters of a Chinese Oftown_Mrs. Annie Watson of Jamestown, R. May 9th, to*attend the funeral of Mr. Edbert
ficial” and other contemporary classics.
the half of one per cent.
]., who has been visiting her parents, Mr. and Brown... Cards have been received announc- scarcely
In his article on “Railroads and Publicdifference due to spaces between
The
of
Mr.
the
Frank
Winfield
Mrs. J. C. Miller, returned Friday-Mrs. S.
marriage
ing
Bryant
ity,” James 0. Fagan reaches the climuch
of
course
sticks
disthe
with
a
very
Boston
depends
from
and Miss Susie Ora Robbins, in Roxbury, Mass.
J. Moody has returned
max of his series, supporting the
grave
play of millinery and fancy goods-Mrs. Both parties are from Searsmont and have the on the shape and size of the sticks. charges he makes against unionism in a
to- way which will be difficult enough for the
Fred Moody of Belfast spent a few’ days here congratulations of their many friends. Mrs. Straight, smooth sticks lie close
unions to answ'er.
The other Atlantic
with relatives the first of the week-Mrs. Bryant| will continue her millinery business
and a cord contains more wood
gether,
series, “The Diary of Gideon Welles,”
Sadie Knights is attending to her duties as and will display a full line of spring and sum- and less air.
For given lengths, sticks provides an
interesting installment on
superintendant of schools....John Dean, who mer goods at her home the present week_ of softwoods are usually straighter and the gross mistakes of Seward
during the
The remains of Mrs. Antoinette True were
has been in ill health for a long time, is graduof
the war. The old naval
and when stacked lie closer early years
smoother,
tells the truth, as his custom
ally failing_Davis Rubinstein of Rockland brought from Orrington for burial and were deBut whatever the kind, cords secretary
has been in town the past week-Miss Velma posited in the family lot in Oak Grove Ceme- together.
was, without the slightest reserve. Othto
contain
sure
are
of long sticks
er felling articles in the number are a
pretty
Woodbridge, who is attending the High school tery “May 8th. Mrs. True was the widowT of
the late Rev. Daniel M. True of this place, wTho more empty space than cords made of timely paper on “Charter-Making in Amin Camden, spent Saturday and Sunday at
Likewise, cords of split erica,” by Clinton Rogers Woodruff,
home_Frank Coggins has gone to Stoning- was a member of the East Maine Conference, short pieces.
“Occupational Disease and Economic
ton, where he has employment... The Ladies’ and a daughter of the late Israel and Lucy Cox wood contain less than cords of round
Waste,” by C. E. A. Winslow, and
Aid met with Mrs. Clara McCobb last Thurs- of Belfast. Mr. and Mrs. True made Sears- sticks.
The finer the wood is split, the
“Newspapers as Historical Sources,” by
day afternoon_Miss Helen Sleeper is work- mont their home for many years and were more it makes. Hence wood dealers are the distinguished historian, James Ford
ing for Mrs. John Dean-Planting will be greatly beloved by the people,
often willing to sell kindlings, all sawed Rhodes. Papers in less serious vein include one on the Circus, by Ralph Berbackward in this section owing to the extreme- FREEDOM,
and split, for the same price per cord as
gengren, “Women in the Young Turks
ly cold and wet season-Mrs. Charles Stevof
Miss Wood of Northport is learning the
cost
the
unsplit wood. They get back
Movement,” by Mrs. Kenneth Brown, 1
ens and Mrs. Frank Gerry, who were reported
; milliner’s“trade with Mrs. Hattie Wiggin
and an entertaining article on the adver- 1
labor in the increased bulk.
recovered.
have
visited
her
ill,
Mrs. Jennie Webb of Swanville
tisements of Addison’s famous Spectator i
fXWl nanr
com
CUU1C ifetj
which apparently put the modern advermother, Mrs.JSusan J. Flye, May 6th....Mrs.
WINTER PORT,
wood usually contains about 83 cubic feet Liotri nuflinci
j.iic uuinuei
Anna Stephenson of Pittsfield was in the viluccjJ suauc.
Mrs. Elsie Chase has returned from extend- |
avwood
cord
of
3-foot
a
of
solid
is especially strong in fiction, which inwood;
lageMay 7th'and 8th_The Ladies’ Circle met
and
Thorndike
in
Waldoboro,
Troy,
visits
cludes
“The Other Mrs. Dill,” by Alice i
ed
83 1-2 cubic feet; of 2-foot wood,
j with Mrs. Olive Stewart last Thursday after- erages
other places_Miss Annie Holmes has return84 feet, and of 1-foot wood 85 feet. The Brown, “The Cobweb,” by Zona Gale, \
noon.
A large number were present and they
been
has
where
she
and
“The
ed home from Frankfort,
Revenge of Chanticleer,”
1 were
pleasantly entertained by both vocal and conifers, softwoods, contain 90 to 96 cubic written in beautiful English by a French
employed ,.. Mrs. C. H. Libby was called to instrumental music
Mr. and Mrs. Charles feet. Thus the purchaser receives on an writer,
Ernest Dimnet. The poetry
Swfmvnle Tuesday by the serious illness of her
Smith from Thorndike visited Mr. Smith’s sis- average about two-thirds of a cord of comprises a sonnet by William Watson,
home from
is
at
Foss
Lizzie
aged parents...
ter, Mrs. Lucy Bangs, May 7th....Mr. Fred real wood and one-third of a cord of some very modern lines on “The AeronBangor with her parents-A number attend- Nichols lost a horse
auts,” by Rhoda Hero Dunn, “Spring in
Saturday morning that had
town.
this
from
ed the North Waldo Pomona
spaces.
Ireland,” by Ethel Holt Wheeler, and a
been
in the family for a number of years and
Mr,
and remarkable
In some countries wood is
them were Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Cole,
to the seller whether wood is
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average cost of $1,482.

sawed.

Short

Weights

and Small

Measures.

A statement by the New York State
superintendent of weights and measures
to the effect the people of the State were

robbed last year of $20,000,000 by short

weights

and small measures is calculated
to arouse indignation. These figures are
based on discoveries of fraud with respect
to twenty average commodities. The su-

perintendent recently stopped a consignment of 600,OitO berry boxes to New York
city, all short measure and designed “for
the wagon trade.” The consumers paid
for $50,000 worth of beans more than they
received, and other articles in proportion.
This official charges the State with being
“so far behind its neighbors that it naturally becomes the dumping ground of
short weight and short measure goods.”

Massachusetts he credits with the “best
weights and measures system in the
United States.”—Boston Transcript.
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sure•
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A

bought by long
poem by Josephine
was a great favorite with them all. One of the
and the buyer comes more nearly Preston Peabody entitled “The Trees.”
floor timbers of the barn broke near where the weight,
An important unsigned review of recent
what he bargains for; but £ven
horse was standing and he dropped down getting
fiction and a delightful Contributors’
it
he
receives
he
miss
if
then
green
Club complete the number.
may
in
about six feet to the cellar and
getting up
to
when
he
wants
wood
dry. According
fell into an open well, and when found in the
There's nothing so good for a sore throat as
morning w?as injured so badly that they had to timber testing engineers of the United
in a few
kill him....Rev. J. Burford Parry preached States Forest Service, wood may lose Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil. Cures it
hours. Relieves any pain in any part.
an excellent sermon, Sunday morning May 9th,
half or more of its green weight in seaBangor spent tne wees-ena wun ner parents,
from St. Luke 12th chapter and a part of the
Maine Loyal Legion.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Foss_A large number atsoning. Cedar for lead pencils is bought
hairs
“But
even
the
of
7th verse,
CARRIED IN STOCK BY
very
your
The pieces
in this country.
tended the presentation of “Valley Farm” in
weight
by
head are all numbered.” The quartette sang
Portland, Me., May 5th. The annual
Monroe last Friday evening and were greatly
so small and of such irregular size
are
of
Maine
of
the
fine selections... .Mrs. Linscott
meeting
Loyal Legion
some very
this evening. The Swan & Sibley Co.,
pleased with the production... /Mr. and Mrs. from Jefferson is
visiting her son, Mr. A. E. that they can not conveniently be stack- was held at Riverton

Among
and Mrs. E. C. Clement, Mrs. Julia White, Mrs.
Mary Haley, Mr. and Mrs. G. H. York, Mr. and
Mrs. L. E. White, Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Bussey,
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Clements, Mr. and Mrs. R.
L. Clements, Mrs. G. H. Clements, H. W. Clements, Blanche Young and Mrs. Lydia WoodHarriman of
man... Mr. and Mrs. Herbert

H. Libby spent Sunday and Monday in
Swanville, where they attended the funeral of
C.

their brother-in-law, Albert S. Nickerson....
A large number attended the baccalaureate
services at Monroe church Sunday.

Linscott... Miss W’inifred Dodge has returned
home for a few weeks-Mrs. Willis Waning
has a lemon tree that has two large lemons on
it.
SWANVILLK CENTER.

CKNTKK MONTVILI.E.

Exavier Sprowl recently sold his farm to
Charles Boynton of Ayer’s Ridge. Mr. Sprowl
returned to Beverly, Mass., last Thursday, but
will be in town later, when he will sell at auction his household goods and farming tools.
We regret to lose so good a citizen.Fred
Gay plowed quite a piece of land last week....
Ashley Nash has returned home from Providence, R. I, where he has been at work for the
past year... .Thomas Erskine bought driving
horse of Mr. Tweedie of Thorndike last week.
a

young colt which is very promising.The butcher cart from Liberty driven
by Mr. Rowell was in town last Wednesday,
He also has

a

and will be

through

here every

Wednesday

during the summer_Edward Bean bought a
horse of Sanford Bros, of Liberty that is a fine
mate for the one he had.... J. J. Clements has
bought a horse of Mr. Light of Washington.
From nine sheep Clifton Morse has fifteen
....

lambs. There were five pair of twins, triplets,
and three single lambs. One of the triplets
died_William Knowles of Searsmont was at
Mr. T. S. Erskine’s last Sunday-Mrs. Waterhouse returned from Providence, May 7th.
Volney Thompson is getting his carriages well
along. He delivered three this week—a grocArthur Gilpatrick of
ery to his son-in-law, Mr.
Danforth, a grocery to Ben. D. Field of Belfast,
Bros, of BelWhitten
to
and a delivery wagon
fast.The drama, “The Miller’s Daughter,”
which was given at Grange hall a few weeks
to be repeated Friago to a crowded house, is
day evening, May 21st... .Mrs. Volney Thompfriends in Belwith
son is spending the week
fast.

CASTOR IA
For Infant! and Children.

The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the
X7T
Signature of

V/T’/f-a—

Mrs. Oscar Dow spent last week in Brooks
with her sister, Mrs. Charles Jenkins....
Through the efforts of Miss Effie Hamm a bell
was
procured and erected on the Dickey
school house in Monroe.Rev. Mr. Burrell of
Newburg has moved to Monroe and bought
what was the Calvin Knowlton place. He is
making extensive repairs.The people in
town were shocked to learn of the accidental
sawing of Mr. Pembroke Tozier’s hand and
express great sympathy for him and his family.The Veterans’Association met in Comet
Grange hall last Thursday and a nice time is
reported.Rev. Mr. Wood is locating in Monroe.Mr. Jenney is quite well again.
Misses Velora and Alberta Nickerson of Belfast spent the week-end with their uncle and
aunj, Mr. and Mrs. Morton Nickerson.
Swanville has lost one of her best citizens by
the death of Albert S. Nickerson. The funeral
was held at his late home last Monday.Mrs.

John L. Nickerson is slowly gaining.-WalGray is having his chimneys built over.
....A new flag has been bought for districts
.Fred Webb, Jr., has bought the
No. 1 and 2.
Sarah Peavy farm.Fred Littlefield assumed
the duties of station agent at Waldo Station
last week.Wm. Clements visited in Monroe Saturday.Mr. and Mrs. Elwyn Dickey
were the guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Watson Robertson, last Sunday.Evelyn
Knowlton is at work for Mrs. Fred Littlefield
in Waldo.Mrs. Beal is as well as usual this
spring.Charles Curtis recently bought a
horse.Mrs. Webb is vexy well, although she
has to go in her wheel chair..Miss Ethelyn
Moody went to Monroe Monday to work for
Mrs. Christopher Moody.No fanning has
been done as yet in this vicinity.Charles
Curtis is at work on SanDorn’s cottage at Swan
lace

ed and measured as cord wood.

The bulk of nearly all woods decreases
seasoning goes on. A hundred cords
green will make from 89 to 93 cords
when dry.
This is a factor of no small
importance to dealers who handle large
as

quantities.
Woodlot owners and farmers who have
small forest tracts from which they
e xpect to sell cordwood are no less interested than contractors who buy and sell
1 arge

quantities.

It will stand them in

officers elected were as follows: Lieut.Col. Alexander B. Summer commander,
Capt. Alfred Mitchell senior vice commander, Lieut.-Col. Frederick Robie junior vice commander, Maj. Henry S. BurCharles H. Boyd
rage recorder, Maj.
registrar, Capt. Thomas J. Little treas.,
Edward Arthur Shaw, chancellor, John
S. Sewall, chaplain.
George William Cooper of Portland and
Congressman Frank E. Guernsey of Dover were elected companions of the second class. The membership of the commandery is now 165. There were nine
deaths

during

the year.

Doan’s Regulets cure constipation, tone the
stomach, stimulate the liver, promote diges-

tion and appetite and easy passages of the
Ask your druggest for them. 25
bowels.
cents a box.

There

Horace

310,000 telephones connected
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Telegraph

the four northern New England States; to be
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dealer—the metropol

That this section of the country

Chenery.
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a
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That there is
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office and the home

That its

necessary inter-

proved,

dependence of city and country;
That the Telephone Company

IlMUl
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that its sen

and that its rates

e

this is manifest from

the needs and de-

anticipated

1

and the country step

business and social interests;

Brig. Gen. Selden Connor read a paphand to know how much difference it I
er on Hannibal Hamlin, tracing his long
makes whether wood is cut long or short, and
distinguished career.
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every
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Lameness
in Horses

ciate

to buy COAL is now. NOW
because we can offer you unusually good coal. Coal thal

—

Sloan's Liniment

will kill a spavin, curb or splint, reduce wind pqffs and swollen joints, and is a sure and speedy remedy for fistula, sweeney,
founder and thrush.
Price, 50c. and £1.00.

Dr. Earl S. Sloan,
Shm’i book

a,

Boston. Mass.

honw, pttle, ,hcp and poultry —* f>« ■■

subscri 1

telephone. We want the residence
to the
the telephone’s potential value

We will send

i

has
carefully selected—
with this point in view—to give
the utmost satisfaction to oui
customers and to all other peo
pie of discernment. Good clear
coal and honest weight. Yes
the right time to buy is now anc
the right place, here, assuredly
been

Much of the chronic lameness in horses is due to neglect.
See that your horse is not allowed to go lame. Keep Sloan’s
Liniment on hand and apply at the first signs of stiffness.
It’s wonderfully penetrating—goes right to the spot—relieves
the soreness
limbers up the joints and makes the muscles
elastic and pliant.

argument not a contented
business men to picture a possible

business

We want the

..

lake.

Jackson &

Story of Development

explain

a

contract agent to

different classes of rates and

scriber

as

to the kind best

to his individual needs.

adapted

A word to

the Local Manager will suffice.

FOR SALE

Dressmaking.

A ten-passenger buckhoan
order, a jigger wagon, a tip•*
double harnesses,for sale on
in bumness. Apply to
£
Storo
At the Knowlton £ Grant

prepared to do dressmaking
and fancy work. Children's work
HRS. INEZ CHASE.
a specialty.
38 HighStraat, Spring Stnat Entranc
I am

»

home

their cost, and to advise the sub-

THE
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Bangor’s Cement Plant.
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MODES

IN

THE CENTAUR COMPANY

NEW

YORK 4ITV.

YORK.

Princess Coats.
Apron Tunics.
Modes. Rat-Tail Braidings. Hats

Myles.
"•cvrie

NCR

Indro

Silks

Linens,

and

Parasols.

and

[Correspondence of The Journal.J
■re
■v

fleet.

the oldest of the lot of the
old two-masted "codger craft.”

Polly is

venerable enough to
dip o’ the colors from the milhonaire’s yacht when it splits the seas in
headlong rush ’long coast across the
Gulf of Maine.
They are venerable, bedeserve

a

the

ailors
ne as

APRONS AND

tunics are

TUNICS.

increasingly

worn,

especially

ociu

*

uva

in the

irom

“Moyan Age"

raris,

ana

with

these the skirt below the
“apron” is often
laid in full kilted plaitings, which,
however,
do not flare in the least at the foot.

A

answer for many occasions.
Natural or gold shades, willow greens,
and soft old rose colorings, all make up

delightfully in the “three-piece” jumper
and coat style, in Princess or the ever
popular coat and skirt and tailored type of
costume.
LINGERIE MODES.
are fashionable as ever
this year, but such styles demand the finest

Lingerie

5a.

fj
■

dresses

materials and most exquisite workmanship
to escape the air of cheap elegance which
With a good,
is so woefully common.
simple pattern and the pretty cotton crepes
in very sheer fine weave, any
one at all skilled can turn out lovely dresses
that need only a little Irish lace, or fine

that

come

Cluny

with a touch of hand

embroidery

in

other simple devices, to compare
favorably with imported dresses priced in
dots

three

SSgns
by The McCall
\
York.
Patterns may
uny McCall Agency.

figures.

RAT-TAII. BRAIDINGS.
Braidings are more used than ever and

**

are

or

™ls

aecorauon

is

thinnest and most transparent materials,
especially on those employed for gamps

and sleeves.
which are smooth satin cords of narrow width, are smarter than
nat has so long been used.
Silver and gold laces and gauzes are
touches at neck or sleeve that lend
used
for
those
little
fieetively

a

j

s

ordinary

an

w

dress.

figures are wrought in gold.
metal garnitures are warranted

“batiste embroideries where the

The Glenwood Gas Range Attachment

teed to be washable, and the best
A touch of black in revers, Directoire ties
cn
nearly every smart dress.
HATS AND

brageous shapes

I

|

|
j

i

k

^
L

,v

Do You Know These

People?

—
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Wc. and 15c.
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arrangement have all the
Patterns all the time.
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FOR FLETCHER’S

O AS TO R I A

PARASOLS.

FOR FLETCHER’S

lilt

J

or

that reduce their wearers to mere animated pivots
are not adopted by women noted for their

(Poll

1

sashes, buttons

There is scarce a bridge-player whose
soul will not answer the soul of Carolyn
Wells where it finds printed utterance in
her new “Rubaiyat of Bridge,” a timely
publication of the Harpers in recognition
of the national peril.
“I sometimes think there’s never such Tirade
As where some Bridge Game has been badly

sides,
^extremes
j
nguished apparel. There are now, as always, numerous moderate
Black hats with white or colored
't extinguish their wearers.
bead white chips and rougher straws with black garnitures are
ally smart, and these have the merit of going well with any toilet.
ghorn and Italian straws in yellow tone faced with black velvet, or
Flayed;
When some one thinks you should have made
side of the rim so faced, are rather wide as to brim and high as to
no Trump,
a ell at one side.
These are perhaps the smartest models seen on girls And you have
thriftily declared a Spade!”
-n, and go especially well with tailored suits and Princess coats. |
The pent and awful fury of the lady
and
the
latest
most
'tar shape covered with woven raffia are
expensive May Wilson Preston has drawn in the
Verona Clarke.
picture, who rises in her place to say a
same sort of wear.
few plain things to her sister partner,
may be assured of finding prototype in
Likeevery such gathering of the Fair.
Children
Cry
such

|

or

waiting

to send._^s

FRANKFORT.
The plans have been completed for the new
Catholic church building which will be erected
on the Averill lot and it is expected that work
on it will be commenced early in June_J. W.
Brock of Searsport, county commissioner, was
in town this week, surveying for the new road
that is to be made over West hill
The Frankfort High school will give a dance and supper
in the K. of P. hall, Friday evening, for the
benefit of the base ball team....Hayward
Peirce left this week for an extended trip to
Boston, Atlantic City and New York city.

IndigwtJon.
ROdolFor
Believes
stomach,
fOLEttHOMir«<iEAR
heart.
whatJOttMt
am lilfci hwto hmmli

nation ofl.
01 me

*

sour

D,vest,

wise
any

we

one

should like to know if there is
who has escaped the following

experience:

“The Card no Question makes of ayes or noes,
But High or Low, as suits the Player, shows;
But he who Stands Beside you, Looking On,
He Knows about it all!
He Knows! ! He
Knows! ! !”
Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in advance ; and when payment is made it should be
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
also necessary to say that none of these publications are mailed with The Journal or from
this office. We have to pay for these publications one year in advance, and they are then
sent from their respective offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows
for one year's subscription paid in advance;
The Journal and Farm & Home.$2.00
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25
The Journal and McCall's Magazine. 2.1$
The Journal and New Idea Magazine. 2.10
The Journal and Tri-Weekly Tribune.2.50

Cooking Easy.

Mitchell ® Trussell, Belfast

MUSCULAR
RHEUMATISM

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.

1

Whereas Edgar P. Marriner. of Searsmont in
County of Waldo, Maine, by his mortgage
17th- A- l)- 1903, recorded in
Waldo County Registry of deeds in Rook
S®
2(>8, Page 139, conveyed to me, the
undersigned, three certain lots or parcels of real estate
situated in Searsmont in said
County of Waldo,
on the road
leading from Searsmont Village
through Last Searsmont to Lincolnville Center
bounded and described as follows:
The first lot or parcel being bounded northerly by land formerly of Ira Brewster, Caleb
Lamb, and Leslie Marriner; easterly by land of
Leslie Marriner and land
formerly of Westbrook Thomas; southerly
by land formerly of
Westbrook Thomas and Abel Marriner
Jr.;
westerly by land formerly of Westbrook Thomas, Joseph Packard, Abel Marriner Jr and land
formerly of Ira Brewster.
The second lot or
parcel being bounded northerly by land of C. A. Morse and land formerly
of the late Miles Pease;
easterly by land formerly of said Pease and land formerly of Jerry
Wyman; southerly by land of Leroy Morse;
^ani*
George Everett Donnell.
W^u£.by
The third lot or parcel
being situated on the
road leading past
George Everett Donnells
house to Arthur Heal $ house and bounded
northerly by iand of George Everett Donnell;
easterly by said road; southerly and westerly
by the old mountain road, so called, now discontinued.
Said three lots being all the real estate owned
by the late Austin T. Marriner at the time of
his decease and now
occupied and in possession
of said Edgar P. Marriner. And whereas the
condition of said mortgage has been broken:
now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
Dated this 20th day of April, A. D., 1909.
FRED E. WYMAN.
the

leet?a,tfd/JUne

A Cure at Kennebunkport Which
Proves the Claims Made
for the Tonic Treatment.
better
demonstrates that
rheumatism is a disease of the blood
than the fact that it is hereditary in certain families. It may not develop until
conditions of cold and dampness favor
it because nature is always fighting to
keep the body in health. When disease
does get the upper hand and rheuma-

Nothing

tism is seated jn the blood, a remedy
that will revitalize and renew the blood
is the simplest and best means of relief.
Mr. D. Warren Hadlock, of R. F. ID.
No. 1, Kennebunkport, Me., was cured
of a severe case of muscular rheumatism
by Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills. If you are
suffering with rheumatism, you cannot
do better tliafi take the remedy which

Maine Central R. R.

On and after October 5, 1908, trains connectcured him. Mr. Hadlock is now the letter
carrier on R. F. D. No. 1, and is widely ing at Burnham and Waterville with through
trains for and from Bangor.
known at Kennebunkport. He says:
Waterville, Portland and Boston will run as follows :
“I became afflicted witli muscular
FROM BELFAST.
rheumatism tlirough exposure while
working in a saw mill and suffered for
P. M.
A.M.
P.M.
four years.
The rheumatism was in Belfast, depart. 6 55
12 15
3 20
00
t7
tl2
Citypoint.
20
325
my hands, arms and shoulders.
My
tl2 30
hands would swell to an abnormal size Waldo. 17 10
«3 35
7
Brooks.
22
12 42
*3 47
and the pain in my fingers and wrists
Knox. *7 34
U2 54
3 59
was so intense that I would have to cry.
Thorndike. 7 40
1 00
4 05
I was unable to use my hands even to
7
48
1
08
4
Unity.
13
comb my hair.
I was practically help- Burnham, arrive. 8 10
1.30
4 35
less. The pains were sharp and knife- Clinton. 8 28
6 07
like.
8 38
6 16
Duriug the latter part of my Benton.
3 20
Bangor. 11 35
6 10
aickuess my heart was affected.
A.M.
“I was treated by several doctors and
2 12
6 22
was given treatment with electricity. Waterville. 8 44
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
They all thought they could cure me but Portland. 11 50
4 50
9 30
although I was under the care of a doc- Boston lE-D. 3 30
.7 55
5 30
tor for the greater part of the four years Boston, , w D. 3 a)
9 05
8 25
I received but little help. A neighbor
TO BELFAST
urged me to try Dr. Williams’ Pink
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
Pills as they had cured her of rheumaD-. 7 00
9 00
I finally did so and was cured Boston, .'
tism.
iW.D.
8 45
after a thorough treatment with them.
P.M.
The pills wero the first thing that had Portland. 10 35
7 00
1 05
ever done mo any good and my cure is
A.M.
Waterville.
6
55
9
50
4
15
permanent.
12 25
The fact that Dr. Williams’ Pink Bangor. 6 45
P. M.
Pills will cure rheumatism is so well Benton. 7 02
4 22
t9 56
established that it is difficult to under- Clinton. 7 13
10 05
4 33
stand how any sufferer can afford to Burnham, depart. 8 25
10 20
4 art
10 45
neglect the remedy. These pills are Unity. 8 44
5 09
Thorndike.
8 52
11 00
5 17
absolutely safe and harmless.
sold
Knox.
19
Pink
Pills
are
00
til
10
Dr. Williams’
to 25
by
11 30
5 40
all druggists, or sent by mail, postpaid, Brooks. 9 15
Waldo. 19 25
11 40
15 50
on receipt of price, 50 cents per box: six
111 50
19 35
16 00
boxes for $3.50, by the Dr. Williams Citypoint.
Belfast, arrive. 9 40
11 55
6 05
Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
iFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest, via all routes, for saie by Lewis Sanborn,
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
Successor to George W. Burgess,
F. E. BOOTHBY, General Passenger Agent.

Maicellust.Dow
BROOKS, MAINE,
Has in

Miss Grace E Burgess,
HOUSE

COMMERCIAL PRINTING

““STATE

A SPECIALTY.

OF MAINE

Executive Department, [
Augusta, April 16, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that a petition for the
pardon of Andrew B. Berry, a convict in the
Penobscot County jail, at Bangor, under sentence for the crime of{breaking[and entering,
is now pending before the Governor and Council, and a hearing thereon will be granted in
the Council Chamber at Augusta, on Thursday,
the twenty-seventh day of May next, at 9.30
o’clock a. m.
J. E. ALEXANDER,
3wl8p
Deputy Secretary of State.
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SUBSCRIPTION

eral

i announced that we offer the two

$2.10.
j
FOimBWET^TAR
cough
lunge $2.50.
for

er

togethRegular Subscription Price

Rockland and City

j

:

m.,

or on

of

New Idea

office.
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. C0„
Belfast, Mains

Never Falls to Restore
No matter how long it has been gray
Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out,
and positively removes Dandroll. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Refuse all substitutes. 2J4 times as much
in $1.00 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.
$1 and 50e. bottles, at drnanlsts

or faded.

FARM FOR SALE

ekin disred, rough and chapped hands,
eases. Keeps skin fine an-1 soft. 25c. druggists.
Send 2c for free book “The Care of the Skin."

R. H. MOODY

Waldo Avenue.

Rugs

Carpets.

Send for circulars to

ORIENTAL RUG WORKS
SKOWHEGAN,

MAINE.

Factory rebuilt, brick, modern improvements

Painting and Paper
Hanging.
I wish to notify my customers and the
public
generally that I am prepared to do inside and
outside painting, paper hanging, frescoing, etc.

WALTER J. ROBERTS.

OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.

Telephone

75-22

3mS

call*.

telephone call, 256, ring 11.

House

telpenecall, 32, ring 22.

story house, eleven rooms, convenient
or two families, and in good
repair.
City water, sewer connection; one-fourth acere
of land. 26 Union street, Belfast. Enquire Foe
D. F. STEPHENSON, at Store,
tf
Next door to Windsor Hote
A two

6tf

for

Shore

Farm

WANTED AT ONCE.
Reasonable Price Paid.

one

Property

Also

for Sale.

house with shed and stable and
land for a garden for sale at a bargain or will
exchange for good farm property. Also a small
tenement on Bridge street to let, and a houselot corner of Court and Elm streets for sale.
A ten-room

Small House for Sale
Centrally

located.

Apply

A8K MR. DICKEY.

to

M.

R. KNOWLTON

or

16tfORRIN J. DICKEY
IN NORTHPORT, MAINE.
ISO
acres
of
Containing
land, good for crops
of all kinds and especially com and potatoes;
40 acres of mowing land, 50 acres of pasture,
183 HAMMOND ST.' BANGOR.
high land suitable for sheep raising and other
stock, well watered from aprings, remainder in
M WIN STHEET, BELFAST,
Practice limited to Eye. Ear, Nose and Throat
wood land, 50 apple treea in good condition.
ncluding the fitting of Glasses.
One’ story house, ell, wood house, and bam 70x Publishers of the Girls Home, Temperance
K#~In Belfast, Odd Fellows’ Block, Room 2
42, in good repair. Well of good water. Five
Record and Sea Breeze.
very Monday.
tf9
miles from Belfast, 2J miles from the Camp
JOB
Ground. This farm is in every way suitable
PRINTING.
for a stock farm. For particulars inquire of
BRACKETT & CO.
DAVID L. HERRICK, on the Premise*.
The M. F. Carter house, 39 Cedar street, is
8tf

ELMER E.

BROWiNTlTir

HOUSE FOR SALE

RUMAT

_

LOST.

Send 2c for free book The Care of the Hair.
Philo Hay Spec. Ca, Newark, N. J.
cures
Hay’s Harfina Soapand
all

126

Old

of

Office hours every afternoon from 1 to 4.
Evening* I *liall be at my residence, 23

at this

us.

-FROM-

arrival of steamer from Boston.

to answer

want

prepared to do all kinds of trucking.
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at H. E. McDonald’s furniture store, 79
Main street, and they will receive prompt attention
Telephone connection.

New

S. W. Johnson. M.D.
Office

you

W. W. BLAZO,

FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

Court Street,

If

am

3ml3

RETURNING

a.

i

Trucking.
I

Steamers leave Boston week days at 5.00 p.m.
Leave Rockland daily except Monday at about

end heels

Sample copies

merchandise.

it will pay you to call and see

j

Gray Hair to its Natural
Color and Beauty.

Goods,
Underwear, Etc.

anything, ask for it.

Leave Belfast about 5 p. m. week days for
Camden, Rockland and Boston.
For Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport and
Bangor about 7.15 a. m., or on arrival of steamer from Boston, daily except Monday.

5.30

star.
Ill goes the boat without oars.
WANT
From the boat we get to the ship.
Don’t judge of the ship from the land.
YOUR
The freshest and sweetest fish come
from the saltest sea.
No one can complain of the sea who
has been twice shipwrecked.
He gets his passage for nothing and
winks at the captain’s wife.
To THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL. W
The sea isn’t burning.
want you to take advantage of our comHe that is embarked with the devil
bination with THE NEW IDEA WOmust sail with him.— United Service.
I
MAN’S MAGAZINE. We have already

Health

Ladies’ White

Bangor

WE

the north

of

His stock

carry the Sawyer Oiled Clothing
for men, and a large stock of gen-

First Class Fare Between Belfast and Boston
$3.25 One Way; $6.00 Round Trip.

City

Spring and

will be kept up to the usual standard quality and at reasonable prices.
Suesine Silk is our specialty. We

[astern Steamship Co
Steamers

lot of

of

j

BLOCK.

BELFAST.
JOB PRINTING.

OPERA

a new

Summer merchandise.

..

Good roller, good sailer.
Do good and cast it into the sea; if the
fish ignore it, God will know it.
If clouds look like they had been scratched by a hen, get ready to reef your top-

•top* the

...JMWII

.. Mmf

I

ship.

as on

MaKes

———

at sea. sail; being on land, settle.
He that will not sail till he have a full,
fair wind will lose many a voyage.
Unless you have the wind astern you
must know how to navigate.
i
You cahnot sail as you would, but as
the wind blows.
In a calm sea every man is a pilot.
To a rotten ship every wind is contrary.
What fear would he have of the waves
who had Noah for a pilot?
Every sea, great as it is, grows calm.
A large ship needs much water.
j Where the ship can go the brigantine
can go.
It is easier to get away from the bank
than from the bottom.
The ship which doesn’t mind her helm
will mind the hidden rocks.
He who can steer need not row.
It will not do to have two mainmasts
in a ship.
Better lose an anchor than the whole

well

j

Glenwood

I

Being

as

v

Cabinet

board.

rocks and sands

\

bolts neatly to the right hand end of this
range, or can be had
in the elevated style which is fastened to the
top of range
and is handy to reach without
stooping. Call and see them.

courage, and often

As far as known, Bangor has no en- sails then.
The full moon eats clouds.
tangling alliances that will prevent it
from accepting a gigantic industrial
He who sends a mean man to sea will
plant at shortest notice.
get neither fish nor salt.
Every port serves in a gale.
Children
A mariner must have his eyes on the
Cry

straight sides,
be adjust-

can

the front-Ash Pan, Broiler
Door, Grate and Cleanout Door—all are handy.

If the sea boiled, where would one go
to find water to cool it.
What comes by starboard goes by lar-

good.

j

Everything is get-at-able at

type disappears.

of your valuable time I want to ask if
you have any use in your business or in
the business of the United States for a
cargo of Maine lime?” The President
bought it for the navy yard.—Holman
Day in Harper's Weekly.

opened, is found to be the ideal substance
for heating the cement kilns to the required intensity for making best Port-

land cement.
Of the more than 60,000,000 casks of
Portland cement manufactured in this
country every year, these few counties
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey produce
about 35,000,000 casks. Thus far the entire cost of the fuel is the cost of hauling
the cars of culm a few miles, and unloading them into the kilns, the owners of
the mines doing the loading free of cost
for the sake of cleaning up the land.
Right here in this favored locality they
have kilns constructed that are 125 to 150
feet long, while the largest of the Michigan kilns are no more than 50 feet in
length. All in all, in view of the fact
that all New England does not manufacture enough cement to waterproof a
single family cistern, and in view of the
other fact that fuel is comparatively
dear in Maine and is becoming more
costly with every passing year, t seems
very unlikely that the reading public
will see
anything more concerning this
Canadian capitalist, who is about to start
a gigantic cement
plant in Bangor. It
is beyond question that the press agent
of this Canadian is a gentleman of unsurpassed ability. The pity is that the
man behind the scheme
cannot make

with perfectly
is very roomy, and the alluminized oven shelf
ed at several different

le trees.

kilns in this country show that lime composes from 72 to 76 per cent, of the total
amount, while most any old rock, preferably ledges containing aluminum and
quartz in about equal amounts, were used
to complete the remaining 24 to 28 per
cent., though coal clinkers and slag from
furnaces were about as good as anything

Every

upon.

The Broad, Square Oven

too.

The humorists ’long shore call them
^
the “apple-tree
fleet,” because their
skippers intend to keep on the safe side
of the seafaring—or seafearin,’ as the
aforesaid humorists insist; so carefully
on the safe side that
they do not venture
off shore far enough to lose sight of the

ropinquity helps

improved

The Glenwood Oven Heat Indicator,
Improved Baking
Damper, Sectional Top, Drawout Grate and Ash Pan are
each worthy of special mention.

The “Princess Coat,” which when worn
has the effect of a smartly cut and
designed

must

room saver

and

heights.

To feel strong, have a good appetite and dielse, provided they were ground finely in gestion, sleep soundly and enjoy life, use Burdock Blood Bitters, the great system tonic and
a Sampson crusher and calcined in the
builder.
furnace with the essential limerock.
Neither was there any allusion made to
is
a
princess dress,
FORTY PROVERBS OF THE SEA.
practical and popular the fact that cheap fuel is the chief esfad of this season. Made in serge, black sential, next to cheap and handy lime- :
He who would learn to pray should go
and white checks, and substantial silks that rock, in the manufacture of cement. As
to sea.
a matter of fact more than 50 per cent,
stand the wear required from a
satisfactory of the annual output of cement in this
When one falls into the sea he stays
outer garment, these coat-suits are invalucountry is now concentrated within a few there.
able for travelling and general knockabout counties which join on to one another
When you walk, pray once; when you
use.
along the borders of Pennsylvania and go to sea, pray twice;
when you go to be
New Jersey, these places being favored
married, pray three times.
INDRO SILK AND LINENS.
by Nature from the fact that limestone
Women are ships and must be manned.
The new "lndro” silks that are the is abundant throughout the region, while
The sea refuses no river.
smart substitute for the too much imitated coal dust or worthless culm from the
All the rivers go to the sea and it never
coal mines along the great Reading sysrajahs, are made up in ways that adapt tem of railroads
has been accumulating overruns.
them for any sort of wear, and like hand- for decades until it now forms small
The sea is not soiled because a dog stirs
some linens will go to “mill or meeting”
mountains near the mouth of every mine, it up.
and
this
worthless
which
has
been
with equal propriety, hence these are inculm,
To a drunk man the sea only reaches to
a nuisance ever since coal mines were
the knees.
valuable to the woman whose few dresses
PRINCESS COATS.

the Plain Cabinet Glenwood. Just the natural black iron
finish. “The Mission Style” applied to a
range. A room
saver too
like the upright piano.
essential refined

on

Range

in these times of six-masters the
from the old days
when all the Maine coast towns had their
little shipyards. The “Uncle
Dudleys”
are
merely “holding over”, until their
race is run; the
in the yards where
chips
the two-masters were built rotted long
ago. But the schooners that survive
are tough little old
“critters,” and the
Polly is a fair sample of their longevity.
The Polly was a
privateer in the war of
1812, and she is still butting the seas
with her blunt bows off Tinicus and
Grand Menan. And though no new ones
are joining the veterans of the
“appletree fleet,” it will be many years before
cause

topmast packet dates

the

No Fussy Ornamentation
or Fancy Nickel

A Plain

All of them are

probably well founded, that fuller and more fanciful limerock was down in the vicinity of! himself; “President Andrew Jackson.
Camden hills, or that in making of all
present clinging modes, the Directoire still holds its own and
Esquire, I have called to pay my respects
cements lime was the chief and the one to a
man I
and dressmakers are turning out skirts as plain and
and to say that I
clinging indispensible ingredient. Tables of ce- shall continue admire,
to vote for you as long as
were worn during the winter.
ment compositions from more than 50
you live. And not to take up any more

rumors,

•iron

aueer

ap^le-tree

ten or a dozen of the “apple-tree fleet”
the leading cement-manufacturing port
will leave Penobscot Bay in a bunch—and
in the world, and that the Bangor board i
then each man is watching the other.
of trade and Bangor capitalists stood beSome timid chap will reef after a time.
hind a wealthy Canadian syndicate which I
At first the others may growl and sneer
was about to erect a $5,000,000 plant at
about “cowards.”
Then that natural
the head of tidewater on Penobscot river,
in its work.
“Mebbe that
which in a few years would be turning timidity gets
fellow over there smells wind comin,
out the old and reliable “Portland cej
one
of
his neighbors, and in
ment” for the construction of Edison ponders
:omes some of his canvas.
That starts
concrete homes and for building gigantic
more of the fleet to wondering and worreservoirs and storage basins all over the
Topsails come down and fore and
world. According to the newspaper tales, ; rying.
main are reefed. Then some fellow, put
every ingredient needful for manufactur- in a
all these ominous preparapanic
ing cement was found ready at hand right tions, divesbyfor
haibor, and in nine cases
here in Bangor, and waiting for the touch
aut of ten the rest of the fleet follow suit.
of the magic hand, which should cry
Once in harbor, they try to find out what
“Presto! Change!” to our inert rocks,
all the pother was for.
On one occasion
and they should hasten to convert thema dozen sail chased a veteran
skipper inselves into cement, and the cement should ;
to Portland Harbor, knowing that he
hasten to put itself into sacks and bar- was
weatherwise, and after they had
rels for shipment down the stormy Peanchored discovered that he had come in
nobscot, ana thence to Kamatkaska and after a box of
strawberries, having been
far Cathay for the erection of new Chitaken with a sudden hankering fofl that
nese walls and for the building of an allfruit.
cement girdle about the globe.
lYiany are me amusing stories wmcn
Viewed in any aspect the vision was a
the author tells of these ships and their
beautiful one, radiating prismatic colors
skippers. One Captain Shibles sailed
to every point of the compass and illumi- from
Thomaston with a cargo of lime,
n a ting Bangor so that neither the
light but found a dull market in Chesapeake
of the sun or the moon or the electric in“I know what I’ll do,” said Capcandescents would ever again be needed Bay.
tain Simeon Shibles to himself.
“I’ll
to show the way to Bangor churches or
put on my best clothes and go up to
to Bangor bars. In the haste of going J
Washington and see President Andrew
to press the gifted press agent of the
Jackson.” The captain did so, was adCanadian promoter failed to mention mitted to the
White House, and, with his
that the nearest available deposit of
“plug hat” under his arm, thus delivered

’

|

1

(.y.nfua Sugar
t/a1W!

The

a Hot Air Production and has
Gone Glimmering.

It has been some weeks over a month
since any Boston or New York newspaper has announced over a Bangor date
line that Bangor was about to become

^soMiySHMUEL/mBEB
}\:rrpi ut J f*/

Only

The Journal made note at the time of
the advent in Bangor of a promoter said
to represent foreign capitalists who were
ready to invest millions in a cement
plant and other enterprises in that city
or vicinity, and the later appearance of
the aforesaid capitalists, who modestly
withheld their names and places of residence. As to the cement enterprise, it
was shown at the time that lime rock, an
important ingredient, was not found in
that section, and level-headed people
generally regarded the scheme as a visionary one, like many others which have
had their origin in this vicinity and in
which some of our people have taken
stock to their sorrow. This cement enterprise apparently died before it was
born, and had passed from memory until
last week the Bangor News gave it a
final quietus in the following article:

CUSTOM
Pjvv

was

the

Notice is hereby given that Book No. 2381 of
the Searsport Savings Bank of Searsport, Me.,
has been lost. Finder will kindly return same,
or

notify

JAMES P. NICHOLS, Treasurer.
Searsport, May 8,1909.—3w 18

offered for sale. It is fitted for two tenements,
has slated roof, city water and sewer connection. Apply to
JOHN A. FOGG.
Belfast, April 1, 1909.—13

SURE CURE FOR RHEUMATISM. The
prescription of a New York specialist.
Price $2.00 per bottle, and for 30 days a free
sample will be mailed for 15 cents postage.

A

Apply to

MRS. CHARLES F. SHAW,
The Belfast Agent

^

I"*, children

like

it

KENNEDY'S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP
I

SEARSPORT.

MEDFORD APPLAUDS OPERA.
‘Pepita” Presented by the Neighborhood

Mrs. John Kelley was in Graniteville, Vt.,
week on business.

Allen D. Colcord of Winterport
Thursday on business.
Hon. Albert Pierce of Frankfort
Thursday on business.

was

“Pepita,” an original comic opera

in two acts,
ras presented
by the Neighborhood Club in its
West
last
*11,
Medford,
evening. The opera
s the product of two of the club's
members,
he music being written by Augustus C.
fnight and the libretto by Philip A. Hutchins!
t was originally presented three
years ago.
n the present cast there was
only one change
com the
original, Miss Marguerite Crocker
aking the part of Jane Hepworth, previously
illed by Miss Sargent. All the special songs
vere well
sung, "The Muleteer,” by Miss Davinport, who has studied hard in Europe since
ler former
appearance; “The Silent Moon,” by
Miss Keay, and "The Silent Moon,” also
by
Miss Davenport, receiving
hearty encores,
rhe topical song was the new feature, entitled
‘Society,” and was sung by Mr. Glidden. He

town

in town

Guida C. Homer returned to her home

Miss
in

in

was

Bucksport Monday.

Miss Harriet M. Erskine has been engaged
as assistant at the post office.
Mrs. E. D. P. Curtis and sister, Miss Lyda

Curtis, left Monday for Boston.
Mrs. Ella Mowry has moved into the L. M.
Sargent house on west Main street.
A. S. McArey has moved to Bangor, where he
has employment on the electric cars.
The steamers of the Eastern S. S. Co. are
xpected to land here the last of this week.

vas

Burton E. Larrabee has moved into the
chambers of Miss Georgia L. Ford on Bay
Dr.

View Place.

Mr. and Mrs. John ♦loore of Monroe were in
town Sunday to attend the funeral of Mrs
Alice M. Moore.

Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Erskine and Mrs. Wingate Cram of Bangor were at the Searsport
House Saturday.
Miss

Mr.
w’ere

and Mrs. Porter Lufkin of Newburg
Sunday, the guests of the Misses

in town

Clifford

on

Leroy
four
ten

Elm street.
D.

acres

Littlefield completed
of potatoes Saturday.

more acres

to

planting j
He

has

plant.

Sch. American Team, Capt. Israel Closson,
arrived at Fort Point cove Friday and proceeded to Bangor w;ith coal.

heartily applauded.

Mr. James Francis, director of the Boston
Bank Officers’ and Tech shows, was
manager of
die show.
The following is the cast of characters'
Pedro, Mr. J. Walter Emery; Felipa, Miss Ida
C. Keay; Carlos, Mr. Robert S. Rawson;
Pepita,
Miss Viola Davenport; Henry
Hepworth, Mr.
Waldo Glidden; Jane Hepworth, Miss
Marguerite Crocker; Wilson, Mr. William J.
Havner;
Romero, Mr. Charles C. Long; chorus of Mexicans.—Boston Herald.
A gentleman who attended the performance
speaks of Will Havner as the chief comedian
and says: “Mr. Knight has certainly produced
some very catchy and beautiful music."
We
are in hopes that some
day the opera may be
produced in Belfast, the birthplace and early
home of the composer.

w

Florence Colcord has resumed her position at the telephone office, having recovered
from the measles.

J

Club.

last

mandery of Belfast. He married Miss Annie
STOCKTON SPRINGS.
D. Sweetser of Searsport, who died March 25,
1900, in Honolulu, H. I. He is survived by one
Mr. Peleg Griffin returned last Friday from
son, Charles Benson McClure of New York, by
Thomaston. He leaves for Boston the last of
his mother, Mts. Jane A. McClure, and by one
the present week.
sister, Miss Mary N. McClure, both of SearsThe Young People’s Guild will meet tomorof
the
entire
who
have
the
port,
sympathy
with Mrs. Everett
community in their sad affliction. The remains row, Friday, afternoon,
Staples, Jr., Sylvan Street.
arrived from New York Friday evening and

Ch NTBlt MIINTVLLtB.

Williafn Sibley, Jr. has completed the new
schoolhouse on Goosepecker ridge and school
began there Monday with Miss Avis Myrick as
teacher... School superintendent B. F. Foster
and the school committee, E. B.
Bean, J. J.
Clement, and S. S. Erskine met at McFarland’s
Corner last Saturday to see what repairs were
needed on the schoolhouse. They decided that

■

i
j

1

To the Public of Belfast and

Vicinity:

[We

were

held at the residence of

Current Events Club will be enterthined
Wednesday afternoon, May 19th, by Mrs. EverThe

a

I

'4

Propel

MONAGHAN,
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New York; C. B. Clark,
Aary E. H. G. Dow,
6, ar, sell. Alice
lo.; Reuben Eastman, Boetim;sch. Jessie Lena,
5. Clark, Newport News; sld,
S. Little,
; if John N. B.; 7, ar, schs. Henry
Elizabeth port;
Philadelphia, American Team,
sch.
sailed,
Jenjamin F. Poole, Cape
sch. Hemy W.
5race Davis, New York; 8, sld,
schs.
Fortune,
10, ar,
>amp, Newport News;
Palmer, do.; sld, sch. WEDDING INVITATIONS
Newport News; Mary E. News.
Newport
E.
Mice
Clark,
Jennie A.
and
Stonington, May 3. Arrived,&schs.
Reuben, Bos5tubbs, South Amboy; Annie
H Odiome and.Brigadier, coastwise;,
on- F
ENGRAVED
Island for Boston; 5. dd,
Loduskia, Marshall!*
T.
schs. Charlie & Willie Melissa Trask; L.
IN LATEST STYLES.
Whitmore and C. J. Willard, New York; 6, ar, I
Annie R.
schs. Damietta and Joanna, Portland;
Also
New
L.
T.
Whitmore,
schs.
Calling Cards, Monograms. Street
Lewis York; sld,
I
York Charlie & Willie, do.; Melissa Trask, do.;
Dies and Crests.
E.
Mabel
Goss,
Jennie S Hall, Providence;
New
J.
C.
York;
Willard,
schs.
Boston; 7. sld,
Wm Msj on, do.; Loduskia, Portland; Irene c,. WEDDING PLATES MADE INTO ARTIS!
schs. Brigadier
Meservey, Stockton; in port,
I
TIC TRAYS.
and F. H. Odiorne.
Ar, sch. Henry R. Triton,
Isles boro, May 6.
T.
Charlotte
sch.
]
New York, with coal; 9, ar,
Samples sent on request.
Sibley, bound east.
S. M. FARNUM & CO.,
]
Searsport, May 7. Sld, sch. Prescott Palmer,
Perth
ji
Newport News; 8, ar, barge Deekton, No.
Engravers and Printers,
&
R.
L.
R.
4,
Co.,
barge
Amboy; 10, sld,
110 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
Rockland.
J.
R.
Bodsch.
8.
Ar,
|
Rockport, Me.. May
3ml9p
York.
: well, New
Rockland, May 6. Ar, sens. Charlotte T. bibPortland; James 1
j ley, New York; Red Jacket,
A.. Webster, Vinalhaven; William H. Jewell, |

Porjwise,

lhat In all the financial tr»i,.,
S. but 6 «Is done with cnn
% being done by means „t

ANNOUNCEMENTS

■

drafts? It you do not air,-a
ing account start one n„w
from its convenience and sat.
true. If you are not tannin,!
tern come to us and tr n il,
1

%.

■

0“l in’

■
■

■

tl' --ei,™
‘w v,-„,

•,

’J

will give your business,
small, careful attention

DEPOSITORS IN THIS Bank
ARt
ABSOLUTELY safe Fror

1
CAPITAL $50,000.00.
SURPLUS AND PROFITS S40
OOTj.

1

OKGAM/.m ixx!

A

I
Bangor.
Portland, May 5. Ar, sch. Young Brothers,
a sheathing of
roof,
floor,
windows,
Philadelphia.
his mother on Main street Sunday afternoon,
hard pine on the interior, with
Stockton, May 8. Ar, sch. Hector. Baltimore, j
C. Benson McClure arrived Friday evening Rev.
clapboards and
Harry Hill officiating. Interment was in ett Staples, Sylvan street.
with sulphur; 8, ar, sch. Atalanta, Rockland; 11,
************************ *5
his
of
would
be
the
father,
the
remains
paint outside,
from New York w'ith
treatment.
I
proper
The
the family lot in Elmwood cemetery.
sch. American Team, Bangor.
*
a
ar,
Mr. Alvah C. Treat installed
telephone in
1
Ar, sch. James G. Ray,
Port Tampa. May 8.
Capt. Charles C. McClure.
bearers who escorted the remains to the ceme- his residence on Church street Monday. These PROSPECT
PERKY.
»
Key West.
Mrs. Florence Moore and two children of tery were Capt. Amos Nichols, Capt. D. C. conveniences are now
*
P. M. Ginn, Mr. and Mrs. Percival
very common in town.
San Francisco, May 9. Ar, ship S. D. CarleHarding
L.
*
of
Mrs.
the
Percy
Nashua. N. H., are
S. W.
guests
Nichols, Capt. N. F. Gilkey and Capt. W. M.
The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet this, Thurs- and Archie Harding of Worcester, Mass., Har- ton, Sydney, N.
»
steamer
7.
Columbian,
Ar,
Honolulu, May
Nickerson on Howard street.
Parse.
vard
§
of
Harding
Norwood, Mass., and Mr. and Nichols, San Francisco.
day, afternoon with Mrs. Ralph Morse, west
$
Mr. Charles Sharp of Woodstock, N. B., was
Main street, for sewing. A full attendance is Mrs. Frank Harding of Brewer were called
*
FOREIGN FORTS.
of
Brooks.
The
News
*
brother-inof
his
here last week on account of the serious illin town last wreek, the guSst
desired.
»
Rio Janeiro, May 7. Ar, steam yacht Alcedo,
ness of Mrs. W. C.
law, Mr. Wellington Ingraham.
We
»
are
to
Harding.
-glad
Miss Maud Merrithew, after being ill at home
Valparaiso, etc., for Philadelphia.
John Hunt is doing the work on the J. C.
»
The R. & R.L. Co. barge No. 4,arrived Thurs- j
Bermuda, May 5. In port, bark Edinburg
for three weeks, returned to her studies at report that at this writing Mrs. Harding is very
Rose place.
§
Black River, Ja., for Havre
much
better.
tons
of
fertilizer
She
is
with
attended
Cartaret
i
1,600
by Dr. Walton of (Ital.), from
day from
Shaw’s Business College in Bangor Monday afL.
j
sch.
Crosby,
Mary
*
This is the month for summer hats and our
Frankfort... .Mrs. Elden Pendleton of Stockton (awaiting instructions);
for the A. A. C. Co. at Mack’s Point.
ternoon.
from Wiggins, S. C., for New York (do do).
i
milliners are all busy.
called
on friends here last
sch. Jessie
»
N. B„ May 10.
Ar,
St.
from
Perth
Friday....
John,
Harry
Denton
arrived
Saturday
Barge
|
Mr. Earle Gardner came from Boston Tues»
Bernard Knowlton of Swanville will work
Berry is at home from the west and will spend Lena, Bangor; cleared, sch. Harold B. Cousins,
*
Amboy with 1,623 tons of anthracite coal for
to join his mother, Mrfc. Carrie A. Gardner
day
the summer with his mother, Mrs. L. D. Berry. Philadelphia.
this
season with Herbert E. Nealley.
Point.
at
Mack’s
the Penobscot Coal Co.
Black River, Ja, May 10. Ar, sch. Herald,
for the burial services of her mother, Mrs. -Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Grant of Frankfort Ponce.
Francis M. Forbes is at home after a winter’s
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Storey of Medford
Goodhue.
were in town one
MARINE MISCELLANY.
last
week
on
day
residence with his children in Massachusetts.
calling
Highlands, Mass., were in town Sunday to atH. H. Hawes of Cape Jellison is having in- friends... Capt. M. G. Dow and daughters
Boston, May 6. Sch. Dorothy, sunk by colF.
Maddocks
and
Mr.
H.
are
Mr.
M.
Moore.
Mrs.
Alice
Percy Cilley
tend the funeral of
terior improvements made on his large tene- Laura and Jenette of Bucksport visited at Mrs. lision with str City of Bangor yesterday, was
each rejoicing in the birth of a son and heir.
at $81000; insured.
ment house on the Cape. Mr. F. H. Cousins is
Sch. Prescott Palmer, Capt. Carlisle, finished j
W. H. Harriman's last Sunday... Miss Eva valued
bvuuuuci
xne
oeugrortiana, we., way o.
from
Clark is working for Mrs. W. D. Harriman. wick arrived today from Belfast, Ga. Capt.
discharging at the Penobscot Coal dock last ! Ira W. Bowden arrived home last week
papering and painting there.
His
he
the
winter.
health
where
Florida,
for
spent
120 miles from
Newport j
Thursday and sailed the same day
Mr. Clinton Goodhue of Sidney arrived May Mrs. H. has had the grip three times this Hagerthy reported that when
is somewhat improved.
Belfast he struck into a storm of hurricane
News,
L.
D.
and
Mrs.
C.
G.
spring-Mrs.
CarBerry
4th, to call upon his cousin and wife, Mr. and
force and lost 20,000 feet of kiln-dried lumHeavy teams of horses are increasing in this Mrs. Albion Goodhue, Church Street. He left ley of Boston arrived last week. Mrs. B. has ber. He had a cargo of 492,000 feet. It was
'-v-Many of our Searsport farmers are going
been
have
nice
Several
brought
her
home
pairs
here for the summer. one of the worst storms of the season and the
opened
for home the afternoon of the following day.
into the potato business the present season on j vicinity.
of Boston was in town for a few schooner made no progress for a week.
George
Gruby
Several will put in from two to into town within a year.
a large scale.
Mrs. Frank H. Cousens went to Bangor last
Antone L. Sylvia of
New Bedford, May 6.
*
days last week on business.
*
Some of the pupils of the Brooks High school
this city has received a letter from Faval,
ten acres each.
Thursday for shopping and returned Friday
which states that April 11th the schooner
attended the social given by the Jackson High
NEW
t
GOODS,
night, accompanied by her daughter, Miss UNITY PLANTATION.
Mrs. Wellington Ingraham and daughter
been
taken
Henry Clausen Jr., of Bath, Me., had
school last Friday evening.
Mrs. Sarah Elizabeth, third daughter of into the port of Corvo by fishermen from that
Beulah, who returned Monday to her studies in
Kathleen arrived last week from Woodstock,
CORRECT STYLES,
that city.
N. B., and are with Mr. Ingraham at Mrs. A. T.
Stephen and Rachel Cortlandt Perkins, and place, who found her abandoned March 26th.
*
The Clausen is owned by the firm of James B.
to
she
is
where
wife
of
Daniel
Clark
engaged
died
street.
at
her
home
J
Monday morning,
Shute’s on Water
Libbey,
Mr.
n. jjoyie r.as accepted tne position oi
Blake & Son of Bath, Me., and sailed from a
on Unity Plantation, April 22nd.
teach a summer term of school.
She was born southern
We are indebted to Wr. H. Burrill of Hartport in July 1908. with lumber for St.
superintendent of the “Pittston Farm,” one of on Beaver
HUBBARD*
was
In August she
Hill in Freedom, June 23, 1834. In Michaels and Maderia.
Road Commissioner Stanley J. Roberts has the places owned by the Great Northern Paper
ford. Ct., for a beautiful souvenir of the city
1860 she married Danie Clark Libbey of Unity abandoned. Twice after that she was reported
He will leave in 1
of Hartford, showing the State capital, and done some much needed work in cleaning up Co. iyf Northern Maine.
vessels as being afloat. March 21st
by
passing
Plantation, where they have always made their last the fishermen from Corvo found her afloat
grounds, which was completed in 1880 at a cost the village streets and evening them with a about a month.
home. Theirs was ever a hospitable home and and boarding her, they took the schooner into
of three millions of dollars, and many of the road machine.
Mrs. Albion P. Goodhue sank quietl}' into the
She had been knocking about the broad
—
»
many were the strangers who found a welcome port.
public buildings, churches, parks and views of
Rev. Samuel Wilson of Bangor has accepted last
wind and sea for *
sleep about midnight Sunday night after at their hearthstone. Mrs. Libby was a con- 1 Atlantic at the mercy of
the Connecticut river.
months.
a call from the Congregational church for the
eight
long weeks of suffering, thus closing a life of ; scientious, devoted wife and mother and a
At the annual meeting of the Searsport Sav- ensuing year and a committee is soliciting
An obituary will woman who will be
most unselfish usefulness.
missed
in the neighgreatly
ings Bank, held at their banking rooms Satur- subscriptions for his support.
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
*
borhood.
appear next week.
Besides her husband she leaves to
«
day. May Sth.the following officers were elected
Fred H. Brown has his new house on Emmourn their loss four children:
Masonic Temple.
Various lumber companies have contracts to
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
J
Stephen, who
j
for the ensuing year: F. I. Pendleton, president;
^
A
mons street up and covered and has bought
the extent of 50 carloads of lumber per day, ; lives on the old home place; Mrs. Winfield S.
PAID PRODUCER.
PRODUCE MARKET.
James P. Nichols, treasurer; board of trustees,
the Will Emmons place nearly opposite. Mr. which will be
Nickerson of Swanville; Charles O., who lives
from
Jellison
shipped
Cape
piers.
14.00al5.00
J.
1.00
A.
M.
N.
C.
E.
F. I. Pendleton,
Adams,
Ross,
Hay,
Apples, per bu,
Emmons will build another house for himself.
7 Hides,
TAaS
BORN
This will begin coming as soon as the mills are in Scarboro, Maine, and George R. of Granville,
dried, per lb.,
Pendleton, J. A. Clement, J. C. Blanchard and
llal2
2.75a3.00
Elvira Dow, who spent six months in Lowell
Lamb,
also
one brother, Aaron P. Perkins of
Beans,
pea,
Montana;
on
summer
time.
It
to
be
a
running
promises
Charles 0. Sawyer.
70
Lamb
Y.
350.a3.75
Skins,
Coombs. In Belfast, May 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
E.,
last winter, has settled down to her usual
Detroit, and one sister, Mrs. Mary A. Pierce of Beans,
busy season at the Stockton docks.
8
25a28 Mutton,
Robert P. Coombs, a daughter, Isabel Frances.
Butter,
Obituary. Alice M., wife of Frank Moore, routine duties at home. She lived many years
50
Newport, R. I. The services were held at her Beef, sides,
32 lb.,
Oats,
Ingalls. In Penobscot, April 29; to Mr. and
of
6a7$
Mr.
R.
P.
Goodhue
Boston
arrived
May
died May 6th at her home in Franklin Park, in Lowell, where her father was a police officer,
80a85 Mrs. Roscoe E. Ingalls, a
late home April 25th by Rev. John Lamb of Beef, fore quarters, 6; Potatoes,
daughter, Ina Louise.
5th, called to his old home by the critical con8
60|Round
Hog,
Mass., after a three day’s illness of pneumo- and her visit there was a pleasant one.
Pease. In Warren, April 19, to Mr. and Mrs.
bu,
Barley,
The floral tributes were many and
rroy.
10.00 Charles Pease, a daughter.
of his aged mother, Mrs. Albion P. Goodhue.
Cheese,
nia. She was the danghter of the late Capt.
14jStraw,
beautiful. The interment was in the family
26a28
Friends in town have received letters from He left last Friday, urgent business
Stickney. In Warren, April 26, to Mr. and
16iTurkey,
Chicken,
calling him lot in Pond
Charles and Maria (Mathews) Field and was
3
Calf Skins,
Mrs. Joseph Stickney, a son.
Cemetary.
Mrs. Vesta Davis Higgins, whose letters from back to Boston. He arrived
12)Tallow,
Tuesday
morning
1872.
She
March
9al0
born in Searsport
23,
passed the
18'Veal,
Duck,
is
She
were
so
interesting.
Philippines
22
22 Wool, unwashed.
by boat from Boston, to attend the funeral of 1KOY.
her girlhood days in her native town. She was
Eggs,
MARRIED
with her husband, Sergeant Higgins, now sta4.00a4.50
14 Wood, hard,
his mother.
Dr. and Mrs. E. E. Hawes of Hyannis, Mass., j Fowl,
married to Frank A Moore of Monroe, June 21,
3.00
IS Wood, soft,
tioned at Fort Flagler in Washington State.
Geese,
Collins-Brown. In Belfast, May 8, by Rev.
Dr. C. E. Britto returned May 5th from Rock- arrived last Saturday morning, having been
1893, taking up her residence in Franklin
RETAIL PRICE.
L. Wilson, Henry Collins and Miss Ethel
j RETAIL MARKET. 1.10 David
Ephriam Johnson is settled in the A. J. land, where he had been called by the severe called here by the serious illness of the doc- y
Park, and lived there to the time of her death.
M. Brown, both of Belfast.
10
j
Lime,
Corned,
B^ef,
i
Roberts house. He has a cow, will keep a illness
his
She was a most exemplary young woman, a
tor’s
Mrs.
John
his
here
Smith.
of
Clark-Hall. In Rockland, May"!, Nathan
sister,
father,
patients
They returned Butter Salt, 14 lb., 18a20 Oat Meal,
needing
4^
flock of hens, and intends to live quietly
89 Onions,
4£ E. Clark of Rockland and Miss Edith Viola Hall
dutiful wife and a loving and kind mother. large
his attention. Mrs. Britto left the day of his to their home in Massachusetts Monday_ Corn,
13al4 of Lincolnville.
He has had quite a sum of money
and
84
Oil.
kerosene,
Cracked
easily.
Corn,
She leaves a husband and four young children;
coming home to remain with his mother until Charles Hawes of Boston, wljo passed last Com
6
Dunham Densmore. In Rockland, May 2,
84 Pollock,
Meal,
come to him recently, which will help somea mother, Mrs. Maria Field of Franklin Park,
the Dr. could join her. He took Saturday’s week at the Center, returned home Saturday.
13 James F. Dunham and Miss Mabel J. Densmore,
18 Pork,
Cheese,
what.
1.13 both of Rockland.
boat to again give his attention to his parent, -Mr. and Mrs. Walter Taylor df Pittsfield Cotton Seed,
and one sister, Mrs. Everett Storey of Med- ;
1.75 Plaster,
Freethy-Chafles.
In West Brooksville,
8a9 Rye Meal,
A. B. Payson has sold his farm to Mr. Chas. who is suffering from threatened pneumonia.
3^
ford Highlands, Mass., who have the heartvisited her parents-, Mr. and Mrs. John Smith, Codfish, dry,
1.60 Capt. Judson E. Freethy of Brooklin, Me., and
00 Shorts,
Cranberries,
felt sympathy of a large circle of friends in Fogg and will live by trade in some way. Mr.
6
Miss Eva L. Chaples of Hudson, Me.
Sch. Minnie Chase sailed from Cape Jellison last Thursday.Mrs. Walter Edmonds of Clover Seed,
15 Sugar,
Fogg will put up a nice house on the place and
this their sad affliction. The remains arrived
Burnham called on friends at the CentPr Sat- Flour,
38
Hopkins-Churchill. In Bucksport, April
7.25a8.00 Salt, T. I.,
make it a model farm as he has the means to do piers, May 5th, with shingles for Penobscot.
05
2.25 Sweet Potatoes,
28, Raymond L. Hopkins and Miss Hattie L.
here Sunday by boat from Boston and funeral
E. H. Garcelon has sold his home H, G. Seed,
it with. His nephew, David B. Fogg, wdll have j Sch. J. S. Lamprey sailed May 6th, light, for urday...
4 Churchill, both of Bucksport.
14
Wheat
Meal,
Lard,
services were held at the first Congregational charge of the place.
Rockland.
Steamer Hector arrived at Cape farm to Dr. Whitney of Unity... .The place
Jordan-Darby. In Belfast, May 11, by Rev.
ttfe Garcelon sisters recently bought of Solo- j
church, Rev. C. H. McElhiney, officiating. The |
Albert E. Luce, Karl H. Jordan of Gardiner
The season is late this year, for sure. Here Jellison, May 8th, with a cargo of sulphur for
and
Miss Bernice Darby of Brooksville, Me.
floral tributes were many and beautiful, show- it
mon Bennett they have sold to Roderick Cofand
at
this
READ ALL THIS.
writing,
nothing j the Great Northern Paper Co. of Millinocket.
is, May 10th,
In Belfast, May 5, by
Whitcomb-Cross.
fin-Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Gray were in De- i
ing the high esteem in which she was held in whatever has been done on the farms. It will Sch. Atalanta brought a load of lime to
Rev.
Albert E. Luce, Merle R. Whitcomb of
Cape
Franklin Park and in Searsport. Interment j hasten the time for getting in the crops, but
troit Sunday... E. B. Carleton and family of
Belfast
Miss
Ada
F.
Cross of Waldo.
and
Jellison pier, May 8th, to be sent up-river by
This
we may have an abundant harvest just the
You Never Know the Moment When
was in the Field family lot in the Village cemUnity passed Sunday with his parents, Mr. and
same.
We can only work and hope.
rail.
Prove
Infinite
Value.
of
Information
Mny
DIED
who
escorted
the
remains
Mrs. Milton Carleton... Mr. and Mrs. E. E.
etary. The bearers,
We noticed in the Bangor News an account
The community extends sympathy to Mr.
to the cemetery, were A. M. Kane, Ralph MeyIt is worth considerable to any citizen of
of the finding Mrs. Uriah Roundy, a woman of and Mrs. W. W. Monroe in the death of their Bagley and daughter, who spent the winter in
Baker. In North Brooklin, April 27, Mrs.
New York, returned to their home in Pittsfield Belfast to know how to be cured of painful,
some 80 years, dead in her home where she was
ers, Harry Merrithew and Harry Nason_
Eliza J. Baker, aged 52 years, 7 months and 19
She was youngest child, little Lloyd Elmer, aged one last week and are now
The news of the sudden death in New York living alone in the town of Hermon.
Mr. and Mrs. T. annoying and itching piles. Know then that
visiting
days.
born in Brooks and was a sister of the late year and five days, last Thursday, from pneuDoan’s Ointment is a positive remedy for all
In South Brooksville, April 26,
city, May 6th, of Captain Charles C. McClure Wm. O. Jones of this town.
Chatto.
She was a daugh- monia. The infant, always frail, had been suf- W. Hawes. Troy friends are greatly rejoiced
One
etc.
for
of
the
Lavinia C., widow of Eben C. Chatto, aged 75
itchiness
eczema,
was a great shock to his relatives and his
skin,
piles,
to see Mr. Bagley so much improved in health,
ter of the late Tobias and Hannah Dow Jones,
fering from kidney trouble for several weeks, after
Read this years, 3 months and 3 days.
many friends in this town. He was stricken who lived on Sprout Hill.
receiving treatment in a New York hos- application relieves and soothes.
Clark. In Vinalhaven, April 26, Lewis G.
when pneumonia suddenly developed and
with pneumonia May 1st and wTas taken to the
which we trust will be a lasting benefit testimony of its merit:
The following notice has been sent to I
pital,
Clark, aged 43 years.
fatal. Mrs. Munroe took the remains
proved
L. C. Putnam, retired, 84 Union St., Belfast,
residence of his friend, Dr. Jerry S. Ferguson,
Cunningham. In Washington, April 25, Leslie
patrons of the H. P. Hood & Sons creameries to Lincolnville last Friday for interment in the to him... .Eugene Hopkins and family of Plyaged 34 years.
a native of Searsport, where he passed away
mouth, spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Me., says: “Saveral years ago I used Doan’s Cunningham,
in this section and records the promotion of
In Hope, April 28, Mrs. Elizabeth
Clough.
lot, having the services there at the
family
after an illness of only a few days. He was one of our citizens:
Hawes in company with E. E. Bagley and Ointment and was so pleased with the results
Uiougn, aged ou years.
cemetery. She reached home last Saturday afthat I gave a public testimonial telling of my
born in Searsport, January 24, 1860, the son of
Grant. In Thomaston, April 24, Margaret
To Our Creamery Patrons: We regret to
family.
ternoon.
Un
several
since the
occasions
Ann, wife of Hiram Grant, aged 72 years.
the lat$ Captain George and Jane A. (Nichols) announce that Mr. R. F. Jaynes, who has so
experience.
Genthner. In West Waldoboro, April 23,
us as Manager of our CreamKev. n. £j. Koumara reaa ms resignation
McClure. He attended the public schools of ably represented
past four or five years there have been slight Lester O. Genthner, aged 37 years, 9 months
SHIP NEWS.
eries on the Belfast Branch, retires from our
from the Universalist pulpit last Sunday mornof a return of the trouble but a few and 18
this town until he was sixteen years old, when
symptoms
his
at
own
Mr.
days.
1909,
30,
request.
yervice April
he sailed on the new ship Clarissa B. Carver Jaynes will be succeeded by Mr. E. G. Roberts, ing, to take effect within a month. He goes to
applications of Doan’s Ointment have always 1 Goodhue. In Stockton Springs, May 9, Mrs.
AMERICAN PORTS.
P. Goodhue.
to
enter
field
of
labor.
Albion
who
has
been
a
broader
operating our Massachusetts
warded off any serious difficulty. I was annoy- j
with Capt. John Dow for Liverpool, Eng., as a as Manager,
New York, May 4. Ar, schs. Wm. H. SumIn Northport, May 10, Eleazer
Hawes.
Creamery at Brooks, Maine, and will continue He will not leave the ministry. Many regrets
hemorrhoids for years. Experi- !
ed
itching
seaman.
He rose rapidly in his chosen profes- the cordial and
by
ner, Jacksonville; Kineo, Charleston; Edwina,
Hawes, aged 90 years.
pleasant relations with our are
at the severing of pleasant relawith nervous remedies but found only
&
mented
Florence
expressed
N.
NewIn
officer
in
C.;
Lillian,
Libbey.
to
increase
their
as
second
and
first
difand
endeavor
number
Wilmington,
Unity, April 22, Sarah Elizabeth
sion, serving
j
patrons
tions between pastor and people here, but it is town Creek; Susie P. Oliver, Stockton via slight relief.
It was different with Doan’s ! (Perkins), wife of Daniel Clark Libbey, aged
ferent ships for several years, when he enter- to the mutual advantage of all.
sch.
L.
Silver
I.; 6, ar,
Heels, Ointment which I procured at the City Drug 74 years, 10 months and 19 days.
Huntington,
a competent successor may soon be
At the Good Templar lodge last Saturday hoped
ed the employ of Charles Brewer & Co. of
Nickerson. In Swanville, May 7, Albert S.
Rockport, Mass.; sld, schs. James W. Paul, Jr.,
found to fill his place. May the outgoing cler- Baltimore; Wellfleet, Pensacola; Pendleton Sis- Store. The first application relieved the itchBoston, sailing as first officer of the bark evening they had music by the orchestra, a
Nickerson, aged 72 years, 4 months. Obituary
for
increased
E.
S.
I
was
all
useGeneral
time
find
Lamshort
cured
anticipations
ters, Jacksonville;
practically
later.
Greeley,
ing and in a
Martha Davis, owned by that firm, for several song and encore by Donald Forbes and a dia- gyman
Parker. In Bluehill, May 1, Miss Lena A.
fulness verified in the future. The good wishes bert’s Point; 7, ar, sch. Ida B. Gibson, Stoning- I am never without a supply of this remedy in
years in the Boston and Honolulu trade, when ; logue, “Grandma's Protest” with the following
Parker, aged 24 years, 3 months and 13 days.
of the Universalist parish follow him to his ton; passed City Island, sch. Tofa, Bridgeport the house and I think it cannot be
|
equalled
schs.
for
E.
he was promoted to the command of the bark characters:
ar,
Fernandina; 8,
Lucy
Friend,
McClure. In New York City, May 6, Capt.
new home.
Newport News for Bath; Charlotte W. Miller, for the purposes for which its useis intended.” j Charles C. McClure of Searsport, aged 49
Mrs. Lillian Maxwell
Edward May of the Brewer Line, sailing in her Grandma,
has
Co.
work
The J. D. Young Canning
begun
Stonington; Manie Saunders, Rockport; 9, ar,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Fos- years, 3 months and 12 days.
Alice Reynolds
for several years, when he was transferred to j Bell
wired the factory for Bchs. Elsie A. Bayles, Frankfort; Carrie A.
Moore. In Franklin Park, Mass., Alice M.,
Christine Jones at Lowder Brook, having
Susie,
installed an electric plant to Bucknam, Stonington via Providence; General ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents wife of Frank Moore, aged 37 years, 1 month
and
the iron bark lolania, which was bought in !
electric
lights
Christine
Jones
Mag,
States.
for
the
United
and
A
crew
of
men
Adelbert Ames, Stonington; Mary A. Hall,
lighting.
and 13 days.
Louise Reynolds furnish power
England by the above named company and Nellie
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
Monroe. In Stockton Springs, May 6, Lloyd
Carle Jenkins under charge of J. R. Merrithew have laid Bridgeport for Jacksonville; Scotia, Pigeon
placed under the Hawaiian flag, and which he Agent
foundations for boiler and machinery, a car Cove for Philadelphia; Zaccheus Sherman,
Elmer, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Monroe,
Music
orchestra
other.
by
commanded until she was sunk on the passage
load of the latter having already arrived and Bangor; 10, ar, schs. Ada Ames, Stonington;
aged 1 year and 5 days. Interment in LincolnMrs. A. E. Chase, who has been in Portland which will soon be set
James Crocker Northland, Stockton; Annie P. Chase, South
up.
from Honolulu to San Francisco in 1900 in a
ville.
at
and Boston, has returned much improved in has been hired as engineer for a year. It'
Elected
and
Corporators
Ripley. In Searsmont, May 9, Gardner RipAmboy for Boston; 11, sld, schs. Alice Holbrook, List of Officers
collision with a French ship off the coast of health and her friends are pleased to have her is
expected that the canning of sardines Brunswick; Norombega. Camden.
the Annual Meeting of the
ley, aged 80 years.
He then took command of the ! here again, as she has been much missed in the will
California.
next month, the fish being brought
In North Union, May 4, Henry
begin
Boston, May 6. Cld, schs. Lucia Porter, St.
Simmons.
in which she is a here
various societies of the
F. H. Layng, treasurer John, N. B.; Harriet C. Whitehead, Stonington,
by boats.
Simmons, aged 64 years.
ship Fort George, of 1769 tons, of San Fran- highly valued member. place,
Bank,
Savings
Searsport
have
of
the
James
of
the
will
W.
sch.
and
N.
Kencharge
company,
Me.,
Y.; sld,
Elwell,
Torrey. In Rockland, May 4, Almira, widow
cisco, which he sailed for several voyages.
of Capt. Charles Torrey, aged 82 years.
We are pleased to take note of an individual business with J. D. Young as superintendent of nebec and New York; 6, ar, schs. Georgia Gil1909.
Maine,
8,
May
Searsport,
he
this
entered
the
from
ship
one of
Retiring
employ
Triggs. In Belfast, May 11, William F.
key, Jacksonville; Edward Stewart, do.; 7, sld,
enterprise that promises much for the future *he factory. Mr. Layng will occupy
of the American-Hawaiian Steamship Co. of of this village. For a long time we have been Capt. Haskell's houses at Lowder Brook. sch. Mertie B. Crowley, Baltimore; 9, ar, sch.
Triggs, aged 73 years and 4 months. Interthis fac- Mabel E. Goss, Stonington; 10, ar, sch. George
OFFICERS.
ment in bucksport.
New York and sailed for several years as first bothered from a lack of suitable lots for build- When in working order it is expected
in a good location and at fair tory will give employment to a large number W. Wells, New York; sailed from outside schs. Frank I. Pendleton, President.
officer of the steamer Hawaiian.
Retiring ing purposes
Harriet C. Whitehead, Stonington, Me., and
The old Shadrack Hall place has long of operatives.
prices.
James P. Nichols, Treasurer.
from this line he took command of the steamer been
New York; Mertie B. Crowley, Baltimore.
s{>oken of as a fine place for building lots
,
Philadelphia, May 6. Cld, sch. Gov. Powers, Frank I. Pendleton, Charles E. Adams, A. M.
If you are thinkiug of buying an
How's This?
Chippewa at New York and took her to San and is in a good location. While Mr. Hall and
Ross, James N. Pendleton, J. A. Clement, J.
Portland; 10, cld, sch. Brina P. Pendleton, Maylived there was not
enough to
Francisco.
money
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
Returning east he entered the his wife
C. Blanchard, C. O. Sawyer, Trustees.
port; 11, ar, sch. Medford, Boston.
buy the place, but since their death a distribuemploy of the Ward line of steamers of New tion of the property has been made and it was any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Baltimore, May 10. Ar, sch. James W. Paul,
CORPORATORS.
Catarrh Cure.
New York.
York as an officer of the steamer Mexico on the put on the market. Within a week's time Mr. Hall's
Jr.,
C. E. Adams, A.
this spring write to
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
B. Sld, schs. Lucy E. J. A. Clement, F. I. Pendleton,
May
News,
owned
the
and
Btruck
Newport
Frank
out
Fogg
place
route between New York, Havana and Santa
M. Ross, J. N. Pendleton, A. B. Blanchard, J.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Friend, Bath; Davis Palmer, Searsport; 11, ar,
C.
G. CARLEY, West Newton, Mass.,
for a business deal. He proposes to build a
W.
C.
PendleFred
Perkins,
E. Wentworth,
for the last 15 years, and believe him schs. Gov. Ames, Portsmouth; Prescott Palmer,
Cruz, remaining on this steamer until his street across the
place and, as planned, it will Cheney
in all business transactions
ton, J. F. Erskins, L.W. Wentworth, Fred B.
for prices on new and 2nd hand cars.
death. He was one of the youngest of the make a chance for some twenty lots on the perfectly honorable
Searsport.
F.
F.
W.
B.
Colcord,
Smith, W. M. Parse,
and financially able to carry out any obligations
Tampa, May 4. Ar, sch. Frontenac, Norfolk.
■■
deep-water ship-masters of Searsport, of high' square thus formed. If he has reasonable en- made by his firm.
Treat, A. J. Nickerson, L. M. Sargent, C. O.
San Francisco, May 6. Ar, ship Astral, Balfrom the village, and a fair show
J. A. Colson, F. A.
Loomis
Eames,
Kinnan & Marvin,
moral character and very popular with thos® couragement
Sawyer,
Walding,
Edward Sewall, New York.
sld,
ship
timore;
7,
from the town, his venture will be a great
P.
James
Nichols,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, 0.
Curtis, Sewell Lancaster,
For Salc
who knew him well and had many friends in benefit to the place, and, incidentally, Mr. Fogg
Beaufort, S. C., May 8. Ar at Chehaw, sch.
A. H. Nichols, John Blanchard, Frank Whit^®
Hall's Catarrh Onxe-is taken internally, act- F. C. Pendleton, New York.
■
***iug Farms in 14 States. Strout’a
his native town who will regret to hear of his should, and doubtless will, receive a good comK. Sawyer, Amoe
Fred
R.
W.
surGilkey,
the
blood
and
mucous
comb,
■■■■mb
New
8.
Ar, sch. Sallie
Monthly Bulletin of Real
Charleston, S. C., May
the time, ability and capital in- ing directly upon
demise. He was a member of Mariner’s Lodge, pensation for
Nichols, E. C. Pike.
faces of the system. Testimonials sent free. I’On, Baltimore.
vested. There has been a loud call from peoAttest:
Bottle.
Sold
all
by Druggists.
F. & A. M., of Searsport, of the Searsport ple outside who would like to build here. This Price 75 cents per
Bangor, April 6. Ar, sens. Fred A. Emerson,
CHARLES E. ADAMS, Clerk.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
Boston; Stony Brook, Sandypoint; sailed, schs.
.Royal Arch Chapter and of Palestine Com- opportunity will obviate the difficulty.
funeral services
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are ready'for your fine goods at the WHITE CLOUD HAND LAUNDRY
under j
office. All starch work under the personal supervision of MR. WILLIAM ROBINSON
^
Robinson has had years of experience in some of the best laundries of this State. We are w
in
to
none
this
is
second
State
on
starch
he
Give
us
a
work.
that
trial.
All hand
to prove
WATERMAN £
and no acids or bleaches.

new

_

I Ties,

WORK
large variety of finished
work ready to letter. Ah-,, the
hestmi
latest designs, and can eyccute uv

orders promptly and sati i actorilj.
Give us a call.
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|
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|

Etc.

Bethlchen
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|

Gloves,

guiding

a

to the best place to buy

|

\ Shirts,
1 Underwear,

|

is not the Star of
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BELFAST
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|LAMSON&

! hats. ^ I
|d. p. palmer,!

_
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t

AUTOMOBILE
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m
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™

good lot of Bah'
supply you with

I have a
and

can

in the market at the h>
prices. Give me a call

h. e. McDonald
70 MAIN STREET

Fire!
Waer
-AT

D. F.

STEPHENSONS

There will be a lire and
tire stock of damaged g'
Base

Ball

wat

Goods,

Cigars, Tobacco, Pipe*
DON’T FORGET THE 1*1

D. F. STEPHEHSO*
Next Door tc Windsor Hott'
>

HALLET & D W I'

PIANOS

LORDS
Send for catalog;-

>

for

particulars.
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NOTICE OF

FORECLOSURE

Whereas, Charles Bak.
the County of Waldo and
on the third day of April
deed of that date and recistry of Deeds, Volume 23
to Hannibal H. Crocker, tin
County of Penobscot and ••••■
now deceased, in mortgag
parcel of land situated in
described as follows, viz:
a brook; south by the towi
the Hampden road (so-< a
Cove; north by land for*
Snow, being part of lot N->. ■
five acres, more or less, sam<
ed to said Charles Snow by !
27, 1886, to be recorded hm
Also another lot or pare
said Winterport, containing

|
j

j

j
!

,rJ

being
premises
lleg'
P. Harriman to Joseph Stub*
April 11, 1868, and recorded I1"11
J
144.
Volume
of
Deeds
istry
'*■
1
about eight acres from th*
''
Stid
parcel sold by said Joseph
1
1
Baker, the parcel of land
1!
being a part of lot No. two or 1
rJ
said
same parcel conveyed to
Willis Dunton, et als., by
*
1893, to be recorded herewith
.‘s,u' < ;
the condition of said mortgag'1
“'n!''
the
I,
undersigned.
broken,
j,
t'11
duly appointed executor of
Hannibal H. Crocker, by reason
and

<

same

_

foreclosure
Bangor, April 7, 1909.
H.
JULIUS
3tl9p
Executor of the estate of

of condition claim
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